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-iiiABSTRACT
The combustion of

cs 2

and 0 in a free burning laminar mixing
2
layer at low pressure was investigated using emission spectroscopy. The
temperature fields, CO vibrational distributions, and CO concentrations
\'lere measured.

The data indicate that vibrati onally excited CO was pro-

duced in the mixing layer flames, but that there were no vibrational
population inversions.

In comparison with the

cs 2;o 2

premixed flames,

the mixing layer flames favored greater production of COS and C0 2 .
Computer modeling was used to study the mechanisms responsible for the
production of COS and

co 2 ,

and to study how the branching chain mechanism

responsible for production of CO affects the behavior of the mixing layer
flame.

The influences of the gas additives, N 0, COS, and CNBr, were
2
also investigated.

-ivSummary
Free burning

cs 210 2

laminar mixing layer flames were investigated

using emission spectroscopy.

Typically, the pressures were about .01 atm,

and the flow velocities about 1m/sec.
product of

cs 21o2

The mixing was laminar.

One

flames is vibrationally excited CO, which can be used

as the active medium in a chemical laser.

In this study, the effect of

the mixing on the combustion was studied.

In a mixing layer flame, the

reactants diffuse toward each other opposing outward diffusion of
products.

The reactants do not meet until they have nearly reached the

adiabatic fl arne temperature for· the fl arne burning at the s toi chi ometri c
ratio.

In premixed flames, the reactants are in continual contact, and

reactions commence at lower temperatures.
The

cs 2 102

laminar mixing layer flames were found to produce

vibrationally excited CO just downstream of the leading edge of the
flames, but population inversions were not found.

The CO vibrational

distributions equilibrated within a few centimeters of the leading edge
of the mixing layer flames.
A blue-white visibly luminescing zone extended downstream over
10 centimeters.

the cs 2 stream more
stream decreased. Tempera-

This region was often skewed

sharply as the relative velocity of the cs

tm<~ard

2
ture measurements using spectroscopic means and thermocouples indicated
that the maximum temperatures were in excess of 2500°K.
temperatures were found displaced a
the

o2

fev~

The maximum

centimeters toward the side of

stream from the region of brightest visible emission.
Computer predictions and experimental evidence imply that the

species concentrations are strati fi ed across the fl arne.

CS is found

-vtoward the

cs 2

stream and 0 toward the

o2

stream with the remai ning

intermediates and products nested more symmetrically between t he reactant streams.
A few centimeters downstream of the leading edge of the mixing
layer flame, COS and

co 2

were found .

Their concentrations were larger

in the mixing layer flame than in premixed flames.
indicated that the COS and

cs 2+ 0

slightly downstream.

COS+ 0

production was dominated by the reactions,

C0 + S. Because the production of C0 2
2
must await the buildup in the concentrations of COS and 0, it is delayed
+

COS+ S and

co 2

Computer modeling

+

At elevated temperatures the reaction path

CS 2+ 0

+

COS+ S competes more favorably with the reaction path

cs 2+

+

CS +SO; this second path leads to the production of vibration-

0

ally excited CO.

The COS producing path has a greater probabili ty in the

mixing layer flame than in the premixed flame, because the reactants are
at elevated temperatures refore meeting in the mixing layer flame.
Using the computer modeling, predictions were made of the CO production as a function of the position in a mixing layer flame .

The pro-

duction maximum occurred between 1 and 1.5 em downstream of the start of
the mixing 1ayer, and decreased further downstream.
production in the

cs 2;o 2

The reactions and CO

flame burning by a branching chain mechanism are

predicted to proceed far more rapidly than in a mixing layer flame with
the same upstream conditions, but burning by a contrived straigh t chain
mechanism.
The additives N 0, CNBr, and COS were investigated, of which only
2
N2o produced strong effects. N20 was added to premixed cs 2;o 2 fuel lean
flames . N 0 has the well -known e f fect of selectively depopulating the
2

-vilower vibrational levels of CO, which is beneficial to CO chemical laser
performance.

Two additional effects were observed:

increased

formation and a reduction in the laminar flame speeds.

co2
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NOMENCLATURE
a

parameter describing the deviation of the heat transfer
rate from a predicted value

A

spontaneous emission coefficient

Ak

pre-exponential factor for the reaction rate constant k

Avv'

spontaneous emi ssion coefficient for the transition from
level v to v'

A(v,J)-+(v',J')

spontaneous emission coefficient for the transition from
level (v,J) to (v' ,J')
constant determining the mean flow in the y direction in
a mixing-layer flame
constant determining the mean flow in they direction for
y > 0, in a mixing-layer flame

Cl.

constant determining the mean flow in they direction for
y < 0, in a mixing-layer flame

B

constant equaling (d /d 1 )112
2
rotational constant

c

speed of light

c

a constant

CBB

a constant

cP

heat capacity at constant pressure

cv

heat capacity at constant volume

CO(v)

carbon monoxide in vibrational level v

CO( v ,J)

carbon monoxide in vibrational level v, rotation al lev el J

[CO]

concentration of carbon monoxide

b

-viiidiameter of a thermocouple wire

d

d.

1

diameter of a thermocouple wire number i
diffusion coefficient
diffusion coefficient at y

=

0

free stream diffusion coefficient
diffusion coefficient for species i in ambient gas
binary diffusion constant for species i and j
binary diffusion constant for product gas and fuel
binary diffusion constant for product gas and oxidant
one-dimension a1 flame thickness
flame thickness for species diffusion flame
flame thickness for thermal conduction flame
EJ

energy of rotation, rotational level J

E(v,J)

energy of molecule in vibrational level v, rotational level J
activation energy

£

surface emissivity
similarity variable
optical system efficiency

f

oscillator strength

f*

stoichiometric ratio

f( r)

dependence of reaction rates on r
change in free energy in a reaction
degeneracy of level (v,J)
1i neshape

-ixy(v)

gain

r.1

flux of species i in they direction

h

Planck's constant; enthalpy
difference between the heat of formation of reaction
products and reactants

i

formal species name

I

intensity
corrected intensity as a function of A
corrected intensity due to the transition from level
v to v-2
corrected intensity at (z,y) due to the transition
from level v to v-2

IBB(A)

theoretical black body intensity

10BB(A)

observed black body intensity

I (A)
0

observed spectral intensity

1vP(J)

intensity on P branch transition from upper level (v,J)

1vR(J)

intensity on R branch transition from upper level (v,J)
formal species name
rotational quantum number
nth order correction to solution for J
upper rotational level for the transition with maximum
gain

k

reaction rate constant

k (1

rate constant for a unimolecular reaction

-xrate constant for a bimolecular reaction
Boltzmann's constant
rate constant for CO going from level v to v'
rate constant for deactivation from level v
K

thermal conductivity
thermal conductivity of gas
thermal conductivity of thermocouple wire
length along thermocouple wire
equilibration length in flow
Lewis number
wavelength
wavelength to which monochromator is tuned
wavelength of P branch overtone transition from upper
level (v,J)
wavelength of R branch overtone transition from upper
1 eve 1 ( v ,J)
full width at half maximum of slit function s(A)

M(v)

species Min vibrational level v

j.l

viscosity

n

index of refraction

N

number density
carbon monoxide number density

N*

excited state number density
ground state number density

-xi-

No

diluent number density

NF

fuel number density

NOx

oxidant number density

N

oxidant number density prior to substituting diluent

Ox1
Np

product number density

No

number density at y = 0

Nov

normalization constant for rotational di s t r i bution in
vibrational level v
number density of carbon monoxide in level v
number density of carbon monoxide in level v as a function of rotational level
number density of carbon monoxide in level (v, J)
number density of carbon monoxide in level v at (z,y)
error bound associated with measured Nv

v

frequency; kinematic viscosity
line center frequency

v00

free stream kinematic viscosity

p

pressure

PI

initial pressure

Pr

Prandtl number

q

heat release of reaction

Q

heat generation rate

.

rotational partition function
r

ratio of cs 2 mole fraction to 02 mole fraction
radius off the optical axis

-xiiR

reaction rate
Reynolds number with respect to d
rate for vibrational exchange associated with rate
constant kv ,v,
rate of chemical addition of CO in level v
pumping rate of CO in level v by vibrational transfer

p

density

P·1

density of species i
density at y

=

0

transmittance efficiency
Schmidt number
a

Stephan-Boltzmann constant

t

time

tc

characteristic time for chemical processes

to

characteristic time for diffusion processes

tspont

spontaneous emission lifetime

T

temperature

T(n)

nth order correction to solution for temperature
gas temperature
adiabatic flame temperature
temperature at y = 0
temperature of surrounding surfaces
thermocoup 1e \"lire temperature
thermocouple wire temperature, wire number n
characteristic time for a process

-xiiicharacteristic time for equilibration

u,U

velocity along the z axis, parallel to the flow
U at y

=0

U at y = ±oo

v

vibrational quantum number; mean velocity along the
y axis; the laminar flame speed

v.1

mean velocity of species i along y
diffusion velocity of species i along y
flame speed in the approximation of a species diffusion
fl arne
flame speed in the approximation of a thermal conduction
flame

V(z)

v at z = 0

beam radius
species production rate
species production rate for species i
mole fraction of species i
mole fraction of CO in level v
similarity variable
y

coordinate normal to the direction of the free stream
flow

Yo

characteristic distance for diffusion processes

y.

mass fraction of species i

YF

mass fraction of fuel

Yox

mass fraction of oxidant

1

-xivz

coordinate in the direction of the free stream flow
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Chapter I

A.

The Motivation for Study of the

cs 2 to 2

Laminar

~~i

xi ng Layer Fl arne

Carbon monoxide chemical lasers produce stimulated emission with
v1avelengths in the 4.7 to 5.8

\-IIT1

spectral range.

vibrational-rotational transitions of CO.

Emission is due to

The vibrational bands on which

laser output is observed vary with the device, and are among the 16+ 15
to 1 +0 bands.
The performance of a chemical 1aser depends greatly on the gas
processes in the laser medi urn.

One process that is important in many

continuously operating chemical lasers is mixing.

The free burning

cs 2to 2

laminar mixing layer flame offers an excellent arrangement for studying
the interaction of the mixing and chemical processes in a chemical laser
system.

cs 2to 2

chemical laser.

free burning flames can generate the active medium of a
Comparison between the previously unstudied

burning mixing layer flame and the well studied

cs 2to 2

cs 2to 2

free

premixed free

burning flame have allowed us to isolate effects due to the mixing lay e r
configuration.
The reaction step CS+O

+

CO ( v) + S pumps CO chemical lasers with

vibrationally excited CO [1.1].

o2 ,

or their more reactive decomposition products, 0, CS, and S.

call all these systems "CS
CS+O

These chemical lasers are fueled by CS ,
2

+

2

to 2

systems."

CO+S, must be fed by CS and 0.

~le

will

The laser pumping reaction

In free burning

cs 2to 2

flames,

CS and 0 are generated chemically by intermediate reaction steps in the
flames.

Some chemical lasers are directly fueled by CS and 0 generated

in separate dissociating devices.

Predissociating the reactants

r~sults

-2-

in a more rapid chemical reaction mechanism; generally this effect is
beneficial for enhanced laser power [1.2,!.3].
and

o2 ,

cs 2

If the reactants ,

are predissociated, they \'/ill vigorously react upon mixin g.

Vibrationally excited CO is produced and proceeds to equilibrate with time.

Consequently, it is advantageous for the reactants to

mix and react directly upstream of, or in, the laser cavity.
Laser systems in which mixing is important include
lasers in which

cs 2 , o2

cs 2;o2

chemical

or both are predissociated and many of the

hydrogen-halide and deuterium-halide chemical lasers.

These lasers

motivated our interest in mixing layer processes in chemical l asers. The
question we addressed is:

What is the interaction of the mixing and the

chemistry in a mixing layer chemical laser as it relates to the performance of the laser?
The

cs 2;o 2

flames studied to date can be separated into two cate-

gories: those in which one or both of the reactants
predissociated, and those in which
flame.

cs 2

(cs 2

and

o2 )

were

was burned in a free burning

In all the studies on free burning

cs 2;o 2

flames, the gases were

either premixed or they mixed after the confluence of narrm-1, finely
spaced streams; in both of these experimental arrangements there have
been no reports of important chemistry taking place prior to th e mixing.
In our work, we have examined the impor·tance of mixing on th e chemistry
in a

cs 2;o2

free burning mixing layer flame.

The mixing layer is a common and useful combustion configuration.
It eliminates the possibility of the flame striking back upstream, anrl
it offers a stable configuration which can be scaled to larger dimensions.

-3-

A large, optically active medium can be obtained for use in a chemical
laser by lengthening the mixing layer through the use of a longer burner,
or by sandwiching multiple rows of mixing layer gas injection slots. The
two-dimensiona l mixing layer flames offer a long, optically unifo rm
path which is convenient for diagnostics.

This differs from mixing

jets which lack two-dimensional uniformity.
tated our choice of the
effects of mixing in a

n~o-dimensional

cs 2;o2

These considerations dic-

configuration for studying the

We chose to study a laminar rather

flame.

than a turbulent flame, largely for simplicity.

Also, many of the cur-

ren tly operating chemical lasers utilizing reactive mixing are run in the
1aminar regime.
Several differences are anticipated between the mixing layer and
the premixed

cs2;o2

flames.

The flaw fields will differ because the

geometries of the gas injectors differ.

The spatial distribution of

chemical heat sources will differ, also causing the flow fields to differ.
In the mixing layer flame the reactant gases will heat prior to coming
into contact with each other.

This may favor different reacti on mechan-

isms than are dominant in the premixed

cs 2;o2

flames, influencing the

production of vibrationally excited CO, and affecting the environment of
the product CO.

Hence, for a chemical laser, the utility of the mi xing

layer configuration may be influenced by the interaction of the mi xing
layer geometry and the chemistry.

It is this interaction we chose to

study .
Lasers from the
500 W CW [1.4,1.5].

cs 2;o 2 system

have been reported to yield nearly

The hydrogen- halide and deuterium-halide chemical

-4laser systems have been much more successful in achieving high power, particularly those systems lasing on HF and DF.

HF and OF chemical lasers

are pumped by the reactions F+H 2 + HF+ Hand F+D 2 + DF+D, respectively.
The active medium consists of vibrationally excited HF or DF. The higher
power attained in the HF and DF systems can be attributed in part to the
relative ease in producing the oxidant, free radical fluorine, for the
pumping reactions of these systems.

Dissociating F2 into F+F requires
about one-third the energy needed to dissociate cs into CS+S or o2 into
2
0+0. The HF and OF systems consequently have more rapid pumping rates,
resulting in more power.
Although the HF{DF) laser systems achieve higher power, the
systems offer some distinct operating advantages.

cs2;o2

These include using

safer, more easily disposed of gases; operation using free burning flames
at low t•lach number; and less costly operation.
reasons why we found it expedient to use the

These are addition al

cs 2;o2

system to study the

effects of mixing in a chemical laser, effects which may be common to
chemical lasers in general.
The vibrational deactivation rates for HF and OF are orders of magnitude higher than for CO in their respective chemical laser environments.
The cormustion of H2 and F2 in a lm-1, pressure-free burning flame has been
studied [1.6] and inversions have not been found. However, with cs2;o 2
combustion we can make a comparison between premixed and mixing layer free
burning flames, and both may generate nonequilibrium laser media.
The chenical processes in

cs2;o 2

flames are considerably more com-

plex than in H2;F2 flames because there are more elements present , and
because cs2;o2 combustion takes place via a branching chain mechani sm [1.7],

-5whereas H2 /F contlusti on does not. Consequently. we were also i nterested
2
in the qua 1i tati ve differences, due to the di sti net cs ;o chemi stry,
2 2
between our cs ;o mixing layer flames and H ;F and o ;F mixing layer
2 2
2 2
2 2
flames of other studies.
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B.

Literature Survey and Discussion of r·1 ixing Layer Flames

Introduction
In the past decades there has been a large amount of research done
on flames.

In this section, a brief survey of the conclusions of that

work will be presented, as they are relevant to the
ing layer.

cs 2;o 2

reacting mix-·

The flames that will be discussed range in pressure from

atmospheric to 10 torr, and were all laminar.

In these flames, the

Reynolds nurrbers with respect to the downstream distance from the burners
and the free stream gas velocities range from 100 to 10,000.

Emphasis

will be on the differences between the mixing layer and premixed laminar
flames. Nixing 1ayer flames are often refer red to as

11

diffusion flames

11

in the literature, and we use the terms interchangeably. The reader interested in a general discussion of combustion is directed to the texts
[1.8- 1.12].

The Wolfhard-Parker Burner
In 1949, H. G. Wolfhard and W. G. Parker published the results of

-o and H2-o2 laminar mixing layer flames [1.13]. Particu3 2
lar attention will be paid here to the conclusions of their work and to

a study on NH

that of others using similar burner configurations.

This emphasis is ap-

propriate because the Wolfhard-Parker burner configuration was adopted for
our s tudy of the

cs2;o 2

mixing layer flames.

The Wolfhard-Parker burner constrains the fuel and oxidant gases to mix
and react downstream from a splitter plate. The gases react in a nearly b1a-

-7-

WOLFHARD-PARKER BURNER

·"'~~

02.

I
---

FLAME

==1-------z-:-~--

c 52. ::::::} ----- - -.-;??

PREMIXED

FLAME

CSz. T 02. :::::::>------

Figure I-B-1

The WQlfhard-Parker burner and the premixed gas
burner

-8-

dimensional free burning flame.

The 1-Jolfhard-Parker burner and premixed

fl arre burners are shown in Figure I -B-1.

The advantages of the mixing

layer flame over a premixed flame are twofold:

It affords a long uniform

optical path for flame studies, and it eliminates the possibility of the
flame striking back upstream.

With the advent of the chemical laser, a

long optical path became of practical importance, as well as a convenience
for diagnostics.
Various other mixing configurations have been used in chemical
lasers; for examples see References 1.4 and 1.14. t1any of the mixing and
chemical reaction processes in the two-dimensional laminar mixing layer
are common to more complex mixing situations.

The Wolfhard-Parker

burner provides a representative mixing configuration that easily accommodates spectroscopic investigation.

Consequently it was chosen for

most of the experimental work reported here.
Visible Flame Emission
Visible radiation is often observed from mixing layer flames.

The

cause of the emission varies; it may be due to ion-recombinatio n [!.15],
black body emission [1. 16], or chemiluminescence; the latter is thought
to dominate in

cs 2;o2

flames [1. 17,1. 18].

Many of the flames reported in

the literature [I. 13,1. 15,I. 16,1.19,I.20] show a strong similari ty in
appearance to the

cs2;o 2

flames observed in this study, in spite of the

fact that the visible radiation results from different causes.
Skewing of Mixing Layer Flames
A skewing of the visibly radiating portion of mixing layer f lames
into one reactant stream has often been noted [l.l3,l.l5,1.16,I.l9 , I. 20].

-9-

In our work we have observed a pronounced skewing in the CS 2/0 2 mixing
layer toward the cs stream. The severity and direction of skewing can
2
be related to the relative diffusion constants of the reactants, the
relative flow velocities of the reactants, the properties of diluents
accompanying the reactants, and the stoichiometric ratio for the reacIn most cases the cs 102 mixing layer flames observed in our
2
studies were skevJed into the cs2 stream, probably due to the lesser cs2
tion.

flow velocities commonly employed.
Diffusion Limited Reactions
In our

flame the chemical reaction rates limit the rate of fuel

consumption. We generally expect a smaller fuel consumption per unit length
along the direction of flow in the mixing layer flame than in the premixed
flame [I. 15].

This is because the fuel consumption in a mixing layer

flame is additionally limited by the diffusion processes normal to the
flow direction, an influence not present in the premixed flame.

The re-

duced production rates, with no directly linked reduction in deactivation
rates for vibrationally excited CO, is likely to be detrimental when a
mixing layer is used in a chemical laser.
Heat generated in a one-dimensional premixed
the flow to expand and accelerate.

cs 210 2

flame causes

This causes increased convection of

the equilibrated combustion products away from the region in whi ch CO is
produced in vibrational nonequilibrium.

On the other hand, the expansion

of chemically heated gases in a mixing layer flame may be normal to the
flow direction, with the flow velocity nearly constant.

This difference

between the premixed and mixinu lilyer flames favors premixed flames for
use in chemical lasers.

-10-

HF and DF Chemical Lasers
The literature contains reports of many studies of hydrogen-halirle
and deuterium-halide mixing layer flames and chemical lasers.

An excel-

lent survey of this experimental and modeling work is presented in the
review articles in Reference !.3.

There are major differences between

the flames in hydrogen-halide and deuterium-halide mixing layer chemical
lasers and the

cs 2;o2

free burning flames.

The hydrogen-halide and

deuterium-halide flames often have predissociated oxidants (fluoride) and
the reaction is often strictly mixing limited.

The chemistry and vibra-

tional exchange processes are considerably simpler and better understood
than those in the

cs2;o2

flames.

The efforts to model the hydrogen-halide

and deuterium-halide chemical lasers have progressed to the stage where
there is more concern with the dynamics of mixing in high velocity, low
pressure nozzles than with the details of the chemistry.
Differences between

t~i xi

ng Layer and Premixed Flames

The reaction mechanisms and localization of reactions in mixing
layer flames may differ from those in premixed flames [I. 13].

In pre-

mixed flames the oxidant and reactant are in contact throughout the
combustion process.

They begin to react well before they reach the maxi-

mum flame temperature.

In mixing layer flames, the reactants meet and

react only after they have diffused towards each other through a reqion
contai ning hot reaction intermediates and products.

Characteristically,

the reactants do not meet until they have nearly reach ed their adiabatic
flame temperature [!.13].

As a result, the reaction mechanism in the

mixing layer flame may differ significantly from the mechani sm of the

-11-

premixed flame; for example, a reaction mechanism that is favored when
the reactant temperatures are high may be more important in a mixing
layer flame than in a premixed flame.

Another possibility is that the

fuel may thermally decompose as it diffuses toward the oxidant in a mixing layer flame, while in a premixed flame it may be decomposed only when
attacked directly by the oxidant,

to \'lhich it is continually exposed.

In a mixing layer flame, different reactions may occur in separate
regions.

The cause of this stratification may be that pyrolysis reac-

tions occurring in the fuel precede the oxidation reactions.

References

I. 13, 1.15, 1.19, and 1.21-1.25 document observations of stratified
chemistry across mixing layer flames using Wolfhard-Parker burners.
Similar results obtained using other burner configurations are described
in References 1.26 and 1.27.

These observations of stratification in

the chemical processes suggest that the chemical reaction mechanisms
dominant differ from those in the corresponding premixed flames.
In ethylene-air and propane-air two-dimensional flames, the color
of emission has been observed to be stratified normal to the plane of
mixing [1.19].

These flames have distinct oxidizing and reducing zones,

unlike premixed flames (see Figure 1-B-2).

This stratification does not

extend all the way to the edge of the splitter plate where the flames
attach; rather, in the region by the splitter plate the color of emission
varies little.
If the reaction mechanism in a mixing layer flame differs from the
reacti on mechanism in a premixed flame, which appears to be the case for

-12ethylene-air and propane-air flames, the difference is minimal near the
splitter plate, and greatest downstream· (see Figure I-B-2). The ch emical
me chanism of the mixing layer flame is the same as that of a premi xed
f lame in regions in which the characteristic time for the chemical processes greatly exceeds the characteristic time for mixing, i.e., if the
gas mixes thoroughly before reacting.
plate.

This is the case near the splitter

There, streams of pure fuel and oxidant mix.

Due to the en ormous

concentration gradients just beyond the edge of the splitter plate , diffusive mixing is rapid and can proceed before any appreciable chemi cal
reactions progress.

Downstream, the reactants diffuse toward each other,

driven by more shallow concentration gradients.

The reactants, whi l e

diffusing through an environment of heated product gases, may undergo
chemical reaction prior to meeting.
The degree to which a mixing layer flame may exhibit chemical
mechanisms distinct from the premixed flame is pressure dependent [I. 15] .
Any difference between the chemical mechanisms of the mixing layer and
premixed flames diminishes at lower pressures.

Bimol ecular chemi cal reaction rates increase with increasing pressure, roughly as p2 , and the

bimolecular diffusion constants decrease with increasing press ure, roughly
as p- l.

At sufficiently low pressure, or sufficiently close to the split-

t e r plate, the mixing layer flame will exhibit the same chemi cal mechanism
as the premixed fl arne, because the reactants wi 11 have been thoroughl y
mi xed pre ceding any chemi ca 1 reactions.
In the following pages thi s behavior i s predicted by es t imates based
on known gross characteri s tics of r ea cting flows.
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Figure I-8-2

A stratified mixing layer flame, as in Reference
I. 19; Region A is a pyrolysis zone; Region 8 is a
zone in which fuel and oxidant have mixed prior to
reacting; and Region C is an oxidizing zone

-14An Estimate of Reaction and Mixing Times
The size of the zone in which

th~

reactants are thoroughly mixed

prior to reacting can be estimated by comparing the characteristic times
for diffusive mixing t 0 , and the characteristic times for chemical reactions, tc In Figure I-B-2, the flame thickness is y 0 . In Appendix A
it is shown that y 0 can be approximated:

\•/here

!f)

is the diffusion constant.

fusion of the reactants

ta~ard

The characteristic time for the dif-

each other is

z/U

and the characteristic time for their chemical reaction is
l/(k[N])
respectively, where k is the rate limiting chemical reaction constant, and
[N] is the molar density of the gas.

U and z are the downstream velocity

and distance.

The characteristic time of diffusion t 0 is not a function
of9J because the diffusion velocity, v0 , and the diffusion length, Yo·
vary as ;gj; consequently t

0

=

y 0tv 0 is independent of

!f).

The chemical mechanism of the mixing layer flame will never differ
from that of the premixed flame if the gas is thoroughly premixed prior
to reacting:

->- so +0, the
2
2
slowest step in the 4-reaction branching chain mechanism for cs 2to 2 com-

Choosing k to be the rate for the reaction step, S0+0

bustion [1.27,1.7,1.28] and T to be 2000°K,

-153
k ~ 10-lO cm /(mole-sec)
and

[N]~ p · 10- 5 mole/(cm 3-sec-atm) ,

consequently,

tc ~ 10- 5 (sec-atm)/p
To have t 0 << tc with u

~

100 em/sec requires

Z/U << 10- 5 (sec-atm)/p

hence

zp «

10 -3 cm-atm

The region in which the cs 2;o 2 mixing layer flame must have the same
chemical mechanism as the premixed flame extends less than 1 em down stream of the splitter plate at a pressure of 10 -2 atm.

DD'fmstream, t he

mixing layer flame may, but need not, have a different chemical reaction
mechanism from the premixed flame.
The preceding discussion based on dimensional analysis delineates
the conditions under which differences in chemistry between the cs
mixing layer flame and the premixed flame are possible.

;o

2 2
Additionally, in

the mixing layer flames, chemical reactions may occur involving reacti on
products that are not fully oxidized, such as CS, with reaction intermedi ates.

This is because in a premixed flame the most reactive inter-

mediates tend to be confined to a narrow reaction zone, while in a mi xing
layer flame the reactive intermediates are produced in the reaction zone ,
which extends dm-ms tream.

Consequently in the mixing layer, the pro ducts

llldy have prolon9e d contact with inte rmediat e s pecies, while in t he pr0rni xed fl arne the contact i s more bri ef.

Th e net effec t of these eli ffere nces

on the performan ce of the cs ;o che111ical laser was
2 2

not~

priori clear .
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C.

History of the CO Chemical Laser
The progress in understanding and construction of CO chemical lasers

spans roughly the past 12 years.

In most CO chemical lasers,

cs2 ,

02 , or
their decomposition products react to form vibrationally excited CO. The
reactions were generally at low pressures, typically 3 to 60 torr .

The

flow velocities ranged from less than a meter per second in free burning
flames, to supersonic in mixing layers using predissociated reactants.
brief history of the

cs 2102

systems follows.

ments relevant to our study of the

cs 210 2

A

Emphasis is on the develop-

laminar mixing layer flame, and

many fine studies have therefore been omitted.
The First CO Chemical Lasers
Following the construction of the first electrical CO laser in 1964
[1.29], CO lasers whose energy was supplied by the exothermicity of a
chemical reaction were investigated.
of the

co

By far the most studied and important

chemical lasers have been those in which

decomposition products were the reactants.
observed over the vibrational bands 1

+

cs2

and 02 or their

Laser emission has been

0 to 16

+

15 [1.30], with

rotational transitions typically involving rotational levels 5 to
35.

Both P and R branch laser emission have been observed.

from these lasers has wavelengths in the range 4.7 to 5.8

Emission

~m.

The first CO chemical laser was developed in 1966. Laser emission
followed the flash photolysis induced reaction of

cs 2

and 0 2 [1.31]. In

-171969, a CO chemical laser was reported in which laser emission followed

[!.32] .

cs 2

and 02
Further studies of pulsed CO chemical lasers [!.30] showed

the electrically pulsed initiation of the reaction between

that CO is selectively produced in high vibrational levels, with a maximum production near level v

=

13.

With increasing time after the CO is

formed, the CO molecules vibrationally equilibrate, and the stimulated
emission occurs on successively lower vibrational transitions.
The Free Burning

cs 2;o 2

Flame Laser

In 1970, a vibrational inversion was reported in a free burning

cs 2;o2

flame [1.33].

This result suggested that a continuously operating

CO chemical laser might be possible.

Shortly after, a transversely flow-

ing CO chemical laser was operated [1.34].

In this laser, the oxidant

was atomic oxygen.
A free burning

cs 2;o2

flame was first used to provide the active

medium for a CO chemical laser in 1971 [1.35] .

This marked the first

time that CO was used as the active molecule in a "purely chemical" laser.
No energy was supplied to induce the chemical reactions; only the vacuum
pumps, exhausting combustion products, required an external energy s upply.

The power output \'ias approximately 1

JTW.

In the same year, 1971, the chemical reaction CS+O

+

CO(v)+S was

established as the mechanism responsible for the production of vibrationally excited CO in the

cs 2-o 2

system [1 . 1].

The most rapid mechani s m

by which vibrationally excited CO i s produced is the following 4 re act i on chain [I. 7]

-18-

cs 2+ 0
cs +0
s + 02

+

2(SO + 02

+

+

+

cs + so
co (v) + s
so + 0
so 2 + o)

This mechanism is a branching chain because, through each cycle, an extra
chain carrier, 0, is generated.

The interested reader will find a compre-

hensive survey of CO chemical lasers including details of the chemical
reactions in References !.3, !.28, and 1.36.

Information on the chemical

aspects of a premixed free burning cs2 102 flame may be found in Reference
I.28. There, the chemical kinetics and their relation to the laminar flame
speeds are discussed.
CO vibrational cascading, a shifting of the vibrational populations
to lower levels, was examined with a Q switcheci laser cavity and a
CS 2/0 2+o flame [I.36].

The vibrational levels participating in laser

emission were found to shift, favoring lower levels, further along the
flow direction after the vibrationally excited CO had been formed.
The addition of N20 or vibrationally cold CO will, under many conditions, enhance the output power of a CO chemical 1aser [I. 3 7]. The
beneficial effect of these additives was stated in Reference !.37 to be
selective depopulation of portions of the CO vibrational population via
near resonant exchange.
on the laser transitions.

This selective transfer increases the inversions
A free burning

cs 2J0 2!N 20

flame has been used

to produce a continuous laser output of 25 \'latts on the 14+ 13 through
1

->-

0 vibrational bands [1.38].

In these experiments and others [I.39-

1.42), N20 has been s hown to be the mos t effective additive for laser

-19-

power en han cement.

Reference I. 38 contains the s peculation that N20 may
chemically participate in the free burning CS /0 2/N 20 flame by acting as
2
a donor for atomic oxygen. COS, in general, has been found to be particularly detrimental to laser performance [I.37,I.39].
Burner Configurations for CO Chemical Lasers
Many

cs 2102

burner configurations have been examined, both to increase

the laser output power and to gain understanding of the processes in these
lasers; a

fe\'1

different configurations will be mentioned to give a flavor

for their variety.

cs 2

and 02 have fueled an electrically initiated
chemical laser using a TEA (Transversely Excited Atmospheric) laser configuration [I.43] and a longitudinal discharge configuration [I.44,I.45].
References I.46 and I.47 report studies of shock initiated
tion and shock tube

cs 2 1o 2

chemical lasers.

shocks were passed through a premixed

cs 2+o2

cs 2102

combus-

In these works, strong
gas mixture.

The shocks

heated the gases and initiated the chemical reactions leading to the production of vibrationally excited CO.
High Power CO Chemical Lasers
The highest output power from a CO chemical laser to date was obtained
from combustion of

cs 2

in atomic oxygen [I.48].

The atomic oxygen was

generated by injecting 0 into an arc heated Ar jet. The atomic oxygen
2
so formed then mixed and reacted with cs in a supersonic nozzle. The
2
laser cavity pressure was approximately 40 torr. 34 watts cw power \'/as
extracted.
In an effort to achie\e higher power, CS has been used as a fuel
instead of

cs 2

[I.2]; atomic oxygen was the oxidant.

As compared with

-20fueling with

cs 2 ,

fueling with CS was found to enhance the output power.

Reasons for the beneficial effect of replacing

cs 2

by CS include the

fact that CS has more rapid and more simple chemistry than

cs2 .

t1ore

rapid chemistry implies increased production rates for the vibrationally
excited CO without increased CO vibrational depopulation rates.

In this

case simplifying the chemistry means eliminating reactions involving

cs2 ;

these would additionally heat the flow and would contribute molecules
which rapidly depopulate vibrationally excited CO, such as COS.
The largest reported power levels for stimulated emission in CO
chemical lasers are 84 watts [1.4] and 450 watts [!.5].
were obtained from devices in which

cs 2

and

before they were allowed to mix and react.
power was output coupled.

o2

These results

were both dissociated

However, in these lasers, no

The power was measured by calorimetry on the

mirrors.
Cone 1us ions
The research on CO chemical lasers has led to an understanding of
the basic chemical mechanism by which the laser is pumped.
reaction steps in the

cs 2;o2

Many of the

flames are recognized, although all of their

rate constants are not accurately known. A variety of CO chemical laser devices incorporating many fl m~ configurations and comb us ti on i nit i ati on
mechanisms have been explored.
Predicting the utility of a
yet difficult, goal.

burner

configuration is a desirable,

As with other types of chemical lasers, CO chemical

lasers produce higher power in systems in which the reactants are predissociated.

Predissociating the reactants causes them to react more rapidly;

-21the chemical production rates for vibrationally excited CO increase relative to the deactivation rates.

This permits larger flow rates of the

excited species through the laser cavity.

In chemical lasers in which

predi ssoci a ted reactants are used, the combustion occurs simultaneously
with mixing.

Both the mixing and the chemical processes affect the per-

formance of the device.

With CS+O, F+H , and F+D combustion models, the
2
2
chemistry is often assumed known; there is a great deal of research continuing to understand the mixing processes.
The preceding section presented examples of mixing layer flames that
behave differently than their corresponding premixed flames.

cs 2;o 2 free burning mixing
premixed cs ;o flame. This study
2 2

This moti-

vated us to investigate the

layer flame and to

compare it with the

provided a means

to gauge the interaction of the mixing and the chemical processes in one
chemical laser flame.
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Chapter II
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
A.

cs 210 2

FLM~ES

Experimental Aims and Apparatus
The experimental objective of this study was to investigate the

behavior of

cs 210 2

laminar mixing layer flames.

We are interested in the

effect of the mixing layer configuration on the suitability of the product
carbon monoxide for use as the active medium in a chemical laser.

We

measured the vibrational level population distributions of the carbon
monoxide and the temperature fields in
mixing layer flames.

cs2102

laminar two-dimensional

This information is essential for evaluating the

gain of the combustion product on the vibrational rotational lines of CO.
In the course of this experimental program, our measurements have led us
to a better understanding of the mixing, chemical, and CO vibrational
kinetic processes in these flames.
Infrared emission spectroscopy \'las performed on CS/02 laminar
mixing layer flames. From the data of these experiments, vibration al
population distributions of carbon monoxide and temperature fields were
deduced.

The data reduction technique and results will be discus sed in

Chapter II, Section D.

The components of the main experimental apparatus

are shown in Figure II-A-1.

They are the gas supplies, the vacuum

chamber, the gas injector, the pumping system, the optical system, and
the supporting electronics.

These will be individually described.

of the apparatus was adapted from that described in Reference II.l.

Some
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Figure II-A-1

Block diagram of the expe rimental system

-29Gas Supplies
Details of the gas supply system may be found in Reference II.l.
The cs 2 , o2 ,
and additive gas flows were regulated and metered; flow rates between .02

A sunmary of the gases used is presented in Table II.A. 1.

and 10.0 millimoles/sec were attainable for most gases.

The individual

species were regulated, metered, and then mixed as desired.

The gases

then flowed approximately 4 meters to the chamber in tubing of diameter
.7 em or less.
aluminum.

The tubing used was tygon, Imperial-Eastman Poly-Flo, or

During the 4-meter journey to the chamber, there was ample

opportunity for thorough mixing.
TABLE II.A.l.

Gases Used; Acquired in Gaseous Form unless Otherwise
Noted

Molecule

cs 2
02
N2

Ar
He
N0
2

HS
2

co
C0

2

CNBr

Source (Purity

~~inimum)

Baker Analyzed Reagent (liquid) {99%)
Big 3 Gas Supply Co. (99.5%)
Matheson Extra Dry (99.9%)
Big 3 Gas Supply Co. (99.998%)
Big 3 Gas Supply Co. (99.997%)
1·1atheson {97 .5%)
Matheson Technical Grade {99%}
Matheson (P. Grade (99.5%)
Victor Welding Grade
Baker (solid)

The Pumping System
The chamber in which the flames were studied is pumped to low pressure, 2 to 20 torr, by a Cenco model Hyvac 45 constant volume vacuum pump,
capacity 7.5 L/sec.

The exhaust gas is drawn through dual liquid nitrogen

-30cold traps, in series, prior to entering the pump.

The cold traps are

present to reduce the quantity of noxious combustion products fouling the
pump oil. Each cold trap has a cylindrical profile, 12.5 em in diameter
with .25 em thick glass walls.

Gas enters each cold trap through a cen-

tered 5 em i.d. tube and is drawn out from the channel between the outer
wall and the centered gas entry tube.

Over 30 em of each trap is im-

mersed in the liquid nitrogen.
The cold traps are connected to the pump by metal pipe and heavy
rubber 3 em i.d. tubing.

About .5 m of this tubing joining the traps

and the pump serves to decouple pump vibrations from the chamber.

After

passing through the pumps, the exhaust is vented into the atmosphere via
a fume hood.

After each day•s run, the traps and chamber are purged of

their disgusting contents by flushing with air.

The purge air flows

through the chamber under a slight positive pressure, bypassing the pump
and venting into the atmosphere.
The Chamber
Preliminary tests of the first small double-slotted injector were
conducted in the glass vacuum chamber described in Reference II. 1.

The

bulk of the experiments, including all the tv1o-dimen s ional flame studies
reported here, were carried out in a large aluminum vacuum chamber, as
s hown in Figure II-A-2.

The chamber contained the gas injector.

chamber v1al1s are 1.27 mm thick, and of aluminum.
chamber are 30 em x 45 em x 110 em.

The

The dimensions of the

The side walls and bottom are welded

together and the top is bolted to a lip on the side walls.
made with a 3.2 rnm thick neoprene gasket.

The seal is
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-32There are 7 major ports.
the side walls.

Four measure 10 em x 15 em and are in

Over each, a 1.27 em thick Plexiglass plate is bolted

with gasket seal.

The Plexiglass plates serve as bases into which op-

tical windows are mounted.

Purging gas inlets are mounted in the plexi-

glass plates next to the optical \'lindows.

Normally the viewing \<lindows

were sapphire flats, measuring 1 mm thick and 25 mm in diameter.
Sapphire was chosen for its excellent durability and moderate infrared
transmission losses below 6

J..HO.

Lower optical losses were attained,

when needed, by using NaCl optical flats measuring 6 mm thick and 50 mm
in diameter.

For some of the photographic work, 75 mm diameter Pyrex

glass windows were used.
Four 1/4" o.d. Swagelok feed-throughs mounted in a 1.27 em thick
Plexiglass plate covering a 5 em x 15 em port carry the gas supply into
the chamber.

On the downstream end of the chamber, the gas is exhausted

to the cold traps and pump through a centered hole of 5 em diameter. The
remaining port measures 10 em x 10 em, and is in the top of the chamber.
A 1.27 em thick Plexiglass plate is bolted over this port with a gasket
seal.

A high voltage feed-through is mounted in the center of the plate.

This is used to strike a discharge in the chamber, igniting the flames.
Flame Photography
Photographs were taken of the flames through the side windOI'iS of
the chamber.

The windows used were either of 2.5 em diameter sapphire

or 7.5 em Pyrex.

An Olympus

0~1-1

35 rrm single lens reflex camera \·las used,

shoo ting Kodachrome or Ektachrome color slide film.

The camera had a

50 nun f 1.8 lens and time exposures from 1 to l/60 sec were typical; often

-33the lens was stopped down to expand the depth of field.

The camera was

typically mounted about 45 em off the centerline of the gas injector.
The Gas Injectors
Four different gas injectors (or "burners") were used at different
times.

They are shown in Figures II-A-3 through II-A-7.

Two different

double-slot injectors were used in the mixing layer studies.

Both had

porous brass plates separating their plenum sections from their exit ducts.
These are shown in Figures II-A-3 through II-A-5.
plates, the injectors were constructed of aluminum.
smaller injector measure 10 mm x 70 mm.
jector measure 20 mm x 200 mm.

Other than the porous
The exit slots of the

The exit slots of the larger in-

An aluminum block 13 mm x 200 mm x 75 mm

can be inserted into either slot of the large double-slot injector, partially blocking one slot and causing the two slots to have unequal dimensions.

This arrangement is shown in Figure 11-A-4.
The flow speeds at the exit slots could be varied between zero and

about 5 m/sec by adjusting the chamber pressure and inlet-back pressures.
The chamber pressure was typically between 2 and 20 torr.

In this pressure

and flow velocity range, the Reynolds number with respect to slot height
is less than 200 for either double-slot injector.

The flow in the gas

injector is laminar and the flow field at the exit slot will be approximated by the well known parabolic velocity profile,

typical of this nearly

incompressible Couette flaw.
A triple-slot injector, shm-1n in Figure 11-A-5 , was constructed for
examining sandwiched CS , 0 , CS or 0 , CS , 0 fl0\1/S. Again, porous brqSS
2 2
2
2 2
2
plates separate the gas inlet plenum from the exit ducts. The rest of the

Figure II-A-3 Cut-away of the large double-slot injector

UPPER HALF OF THE TWO STREAM GAS INJECTOR,
SIDE WALLS REMOVED

PLENUM FOR
INLET GAS

PLATE

PLATE

2cm

I

~

I

w
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Figure II-A- 4 Large double-slot
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injector
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Figure II-A-5

\

Small double - slot gas injector
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Figure 11-A-6 Triple-slot gas injector

I CM
\

'
~\

·24 CM

\~
\

Figure 11-A-7 Alternating-slot gas injector
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injector is aluminum.

Each exit slot measures 10 mm x 100 mm.

An injector was built especially for studying premixed flames; it
was designed by V. A. Dudkin [II.2], and is shown in Figure II-A-7 . This
injector delivered the two reactants from alternating slots measuring
.4 mm wide for cs 2 and 1.2 mm wide for 02 . The slots were separated by
.4 mm wide aluminum spacers. The injector was comprised of 100 identical
segments, each segment consisting of an 0 slot, an aluminum spacer, a
2
cs 2 slot, and another spacer. Each segment was a 2.4 mm long section of
the 240 mm long, 7 mn high gas outlet face.

This alternating slot injec-

tor 11as used to study flames in which the gases mix immediately after
leaving the injector.

Normally, the combustion occurs in what is essenti -

ally a one-dimensional free burning flame.

The injector design prevented

the fl arne from striking back upstream.
Moving an Injector
The gas injectors were mounted in the chamber on a mechanism which
allowed them to be moved with two degrees of freedom, while the optics and
charrber remained stationary, as shown in Figure II-A-8.

The mechani sm fo r

horizontal translation was a scra'l driven sled on Teflon tracks.

The

drive screw was coupled to a universal joint and then through a va cuum
rotary feed to a manually driven knob outside of the chamber.

The i njecto r

was mounted atop a scissors jack resting on the scre1'i driven tran s l ato r
just described.

A telescoping rod of rectangular cross section conne cted

the screw drive for the scissors jack to a second universal joint , and t he
driving torque was applied manually to a rod which entered the chamber

vi ~

a vacuum feed, and fastened to th e other side of th e universal joint. Thi s
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i1'
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c,

1.5

1
4.5~

Figure 11-A-4

Mechanism for moving the gas injectors inside the
chamber :

(A) thermocouple and mount (when pres ent);

(B) gas injector; (C) gas inlet tubes; (D) sled on
which injector rests; (E) flame; (F) drive rod to
elevator mechanism; (G) drive rod to horizontal
drive screw.
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translat ion mechanism could be used to generate independent motion in two
dimensions.
The gas injectors were mounted on the sled-jack mechanism.

Each

could be moved over a 7.5 em range vertically, transverse to the flow,
and over a 30 em range along the flow.

Tygon tubing of l/4

11

diameter,

which was protected by additional layers of larger diameter Tygon tubing,
provided flexible feeds for the inlet gases to the injector.
Electronics and Infrared Optics
Infrared emission spectroscopy 'r'Jas performed on the flames.

The

emission was detected through the side windCMs of the chamber and an iris
was mounted just outside the

wind~/.

Stopping the iris down narrowed the

field of view; however, there 'r'las an accompanying reduction in signal. The
iris was about 30 em off the centerline of the injector.

About 20 em from

the iris an f8, 2.54 em diameter, BaF2 lens was mounted, so as to optimize
the signal reaching the monochromator which was another 20 em away. In
between the BaF2 lens and the inlet slits of the monochromator, the optical
signal was physically chopped for phase synchronous detection.
The monochromator was a f'tlcPhearson model 2501.
could be used, a 300 1i ne/mm grating b1a zed for 3
grating blazed for 4

~m.

~m

One of two gratings
or a 150 1i ne/mm

Either a lead sulfide detector or a gold-doped

germanium detector could be attached to the monochromator.

The lead sul-

fide detector operated at ambient temperature and was sensitive to the CO
overtone band, 2.3

~m

to 3.0

~m.

The liquid-nitrogen-cooledGe:Au detec -

tor was sensitive to the CO fundamental emission band, 4.5 wn to 6.0
These detectors are described more fully in Reference II.l.

~m

.

-40The efficiency of the optical system was calibrated by measuring
the response of the system to a black body source.

A Weller fixed tern-

perature soldering iron tip at 644°K, coated with carbon black from
candle soot, was used as the black body calibration source.

The cali-

bration signal was time averaged, and then the response of the system was
calculated by the method presented in Chapter II, Section D.
The signal from the infrared detector was synchronously detected.
The optical signal was modulated by a chopper, and the signal from the
detector along with a reference signal from the chopper was fed into a
Princeton Applied Research model 124A lock-in amplifier, preamp model 117.
The output of the lock-in amplifier was recorded with an Omniscribe
Houston Instruments single track chart recorder.
During thermocoupie measurements of the flame temperatures, voltages off the thermocouples were obtained with a Data Precision model 3500
digital voltmeter.

CO laser power measurements were made \'lith a Scientech

mode 1 360001 power meter.
When the flame was used as a laser medium,the optical cavity was comprised
of two 2.5 em diameter mirrors, a flat gold-coated fully reflecting mirror
(conservativity > 99% reflecting) and a 2m radius, partially transmitting
dielectric coated mirror.

The maximum reflectivity of the output mirror,

98.5%, was at a wavelength of 5.4 wm, and its flat backside was antireflection coated.

The active optical path in the flame was 20 em.

mirrors were internally mounted, 80 em apart.

The

From these dimensions the

beam width, w8 , was calculated using the formulas in Reference II.3 to be
between l and 2 mm throughout the cavity. The laser beam intensity fell
-r2;w2
off as e B B, where r is the radius off the optical axis.
8
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B.

Visual Observations of the

cs 2;o2

Laminar f1ixing Layer Flame, and

Comments on the Flame Chemistry
Before presenting the carbon monoxide vibrational population profiles for

cs 2;o2

mixing layer flames, a qualitative description of the

flame based on the results of visual observations will be given.

When

viewed with the naked eye, the most prominent feature of this flame was
a sheet of blue-white emission beginning at or near the splitter plate
and extending 10 to 30 em downstream, as shown in Figures II-B-1 through
II-B-3.

The location of the visible emission gave evidence of location

of flame reactions, although important reactions might be occu r ring outside the visibly emitting region.
A summary of the conclusions of this section follows. The
mixing layer flame emitted in the visible.

cs 2;o2

The region of brightest emis-

In the 0 stream there was blue emission from so 2 ,
2
and on the side of the cs stream there was faint yellow emission, pro~
2
ably c2 Swan band emission. The region of blue-white emission broadened
with decreasing pressure, and detached from the splitter plate at suffision was blue-white.

ciently lCl\'1 pressure, about 3.5 torr.

He will argue that the flame de-

tached due to the increasing importance of cooling and reactive species
quenching at the splitter plate at reduced pressures.
increasing the flow velocity will drive the flame off.
flame skewed into the

cs 2

We also expect that
The blue-white

stream, making an angle \'lith the plane of the

splitter plate of between 0° and about 70°.

The skewing was most pro-

nounced when the ratio of the velocity of the

cs 2

stream to the velocity

of the 02 stream was small and leas t pronounced, zero degrees,when the
ratio exceeded one.

-42The Shape of the

cs 2 102

Mixing Layer Flame

The appearance of the
sure.

cs 2 102

mixing layer flame varied with pres-

As the pressure exceeded about 20 torr, the flame showed the onset

of unsteadiness.

Under these conditions, the Reynolds number with re-

spect to a downstream distance of 10 em was about 20; the velocity was
approximately 200 em/sec; and the temperature was approximately 2000°K,
so that the kinematic viscosity was approximately 100.
With increasing pressure, the effect of buoyancy on the flame became pronounced.

Belm'l 15 torr, the form of the flame was merely

reflected about the plane of the splitter plate upon switching the cs

2
15 torr the flame lifted

and 02 streams. With increasing pressure,abov~
progressively more upward, as shown in Figure II-B-1.

The color and shape of the flame varied with pressure.

Below

2 torr, if the gas velocity leaving the injector was about 150 em/sec,
the flame ceased to exist as a compact sheet; rather, a large reaction
zone marked by a diffuse blue
injector.

gl~!

filled the volume downstream of the

This region was as wide as the injector (20 em), over 10 em

thick, and extended

about 10 em in the direction of flow.

At pressures in the range of 2.5 to 3.5

torr~\o.Jith

flow velocities

of about 1 m/sec,the visible blue luminescence appeared in a single thick
sheet, as pictured in Figure II-B-2.

As the pressure was increased above

about 4 torr, the flame thinned and attached to the splitter plate.

The

region of brightest visible emission appeared blue-white rather than
A thin zone on the side of the flame adjoining the cs 2
stream displayed a faint yellow tint. The entire 02 stream, adjoining
purely blue.

the bright flame region, faintly emitted a deep blue hue; the correspond-
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-45ing region in the

cs 2

stream did not emit.

This is pictured in Figure

II-B-3.

Any differences between the chemical reaction mechanisms dominant in the mixing layer

cs 2;o 2

flames and the premixed

cs 2;o2

flames

diminished as the pressure was lm-1ered; this was established in Chapter
I, Section C.

Below 2 torr the reactions in the

cs 2;o 2

flame occurred

downstream of the splitter plate subsequent to thorough mixing.

Flames

burning at pressures from 2 to 3 torr did not attach to the splitter
plate.

At the upstream edge of these flames the reactants were

thoroughly mixed prior to reacting.
The detachment of the fl arne from the splitter plate was not
simply due to the reduction of bimolecular reaction rates at
sures.

lo•t~er

pres-

The laminar flame speed v1as indicative of the overall rate at

which the chemical reactions progressed.

Simple dimensional analysis

showed that decreasing the press ure in a gas mixture increased the bimolecular diffusion constants; the thermal conduction did not vary,
while the heat content decreased linearly with the decrease in density.
These effects compensated for reduced reaction rates, and the flame speed
remained constant [II.4].

This result is approximate; it is derived for

flames in which bimolecular reactions dominate, and neglects variations
in the dominant chemical mechanisms with pressure.
In our experiments, the volumetric pumping capacity was nearly
independent of pressure.

Increasing the molar flow of the reactants in-

c reased the pressure without appre ciably changing the flow velocities.
Because neither the flame speed nor the flow velocity varied strongly
with pressure, the detachment of the flame from the splitter plate was

-46not a direct result of the dependence of the reaction rates on pressure.
The quenching effect of the splitter plate increased with decreasing pressure; the bimolecular diffusion constants increased, increasing the importance of intermediate soecies losses at the plate.
There was also increased loss of heat at the plate relative to the heat
production in the flame.

These effects caused the flame to detach from

the plate.
In some situations, flames stabilize
of splitter plates.

in the low velocity \'lakes

HO\'Iever, the velocity profiles in the gas injector

upstream of the edge of the splitter plate are

the familiar parabolic

profiles for duct flow; their fonn doesnot vary with pressure [II.5], nor
do the flame speeds [II.4].

Consequently it is unlikely that the at-

tachment of the flame to the splitter plate accompanying increased pressure was due to changes in the wake of the splitter plate.
The splitter plate played a passive role in the chemistry at high
pressures, above about 5 torr, serving only to define the beginning of
the mixing layer.

It may also have served to stabilize the flame in the

wake formed by its boundary layer.

As the pressure was reduced, with the

importance of conduction and diffusion increasing relative to convection,
the splitter plate had more influence on the flame chemistry.

It

offered a relatively cold surface which conducted heat av·1ay from the flame
and

acted as a quenching site for free radicals in the flame.

As the

pressure decreased these quenchi n~J effects eventually became dominant;
the flame detJched and stabilized where the flow and flame velocities
matched.

-47Skewing of the

cs 2;o 2

l'li xi ng Layer Fl arne

Appendix A contains an analysis of the skewing of a mixing layer
flame into one reactant stream, a phenomenon that has been observed in
many flames [II.6- II.9].

cs 2;o2 flame

are:

Three possible causes for this skewing in the

cs 2 and 02 have

unequal constants for bimolecular dif-

fusion opposing the reaction products; the stoichiometric ratio in which

cs 2 and 02 are

consumed differs from one; and the

cs2 and o2 streams

often have unequal flow velocities.
The

cs 2;o 2

laminar mixing layer flame was observed to skew from

0° to about 70° into the

cs 2

stream.

To find the cause of this, we

examined flames vlith a variety of flow rates, pressures, gas additives,
and gas injectors.

Skewing into the

cs 2

stream(s) was observed with all

the gas injector configurations tested; the small double-slot injector,
the large double-slot injector with equal and unequal slot heights, and
the triple-slot injector run with

cs 2;o 2;cs2 and o2;cs2;o 2 flows.

cs 2

molar flow rates were increased to equal the 02 molar
flow rates, the flame straightened, i.e., 0° skewing. Simultaneously,
When the

sulfur deposition on the windows, caused by the presence of

cs 2

in excess

of the stoichiometric ratio, rapidly made it impossible to view into the
chamber.

Reducing the

cs2

and 0 flow rates, while increasing the diluent
2
flow across the windows, never completely overcame this difficulty. To
achieve equal velocities in the

the exit area of the
reduced.

cs2

deposition in the chamber.

cs2

and

02

streams with reduced

cs2

flow,

stream in the large double-s lot injector was

This penni tted high er

the velocity of the

cs2
cs2

flow velocities, with less s ulfur

Using this flow configuration, increasing

stream straightened the flame.

Hm-Jever, the
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flame never skewed into the 02 stream, even when the 02 stream velocity
was considerably less than the cs 2 stream velocity. In one experiment,
using the large double-slot injector with unequal exit slot areas, the
velocities at the duct exits of the

cs 2

and 02 streams \-Jere 3.2 m/sec

and 0.6 m/sec, respectively.
To see whether the skewing
ties only, the

\'Jas

due to the unequa 1 stream vel oci-

cs 2

flow rate was matched to the 02 flm-1 rate by adding
an inert diluent~ N , He, or Ar, to the CS 2 stream. This failed to af2
fect the skewing. The skewing v-Jas often still 45 ° or more into the cs 2
stream.
The effect on the direction of flame skewing of a stoichiometric
ratio favoring larger consumption of 0

2

than

cs 2

has the opposite effe ct

of having larger bimolecular diffusion constants for the reaction products with 02 than with

cs 2 .

In Appendix A an estimate based on

flame-sheet chemistry predicts that if the

cs2

and 02 streams have equal

velocities, the flame will skew into the 02 stream.
Normally, the flov1 velocity of the 0 stream was greater than t hat
2
of the cs 2 stream. The areas of the cs2 and o exit ports on the gas
2
injectors were equal in most experi ments. This construction was chosen
because prior to our experiments we did not know if we would be interest ed
in having larger flows of

cs 2

or 02 . The stoichiometric ratio in a fl ame
depends on the dominant chemical mechani sm, and we did not know whether
the mechanisms in the mixing l ayer and premi xed flames \'Jould be identi cal.
the flm-1 rate of th e cs stream was increased by adding iner t
2
gds , the velocity of the strea111 was increased relative to the 02 stream ,
\~hen

but the skewing remained.

Th e amount of gas required to diffuse into the

-49mixing layer from the diluted
pure

cs 2

stream was larger than the amount of

required to support the same chemical reactions.

cs 2 with

ing the

cs 2

Hence, dilut-

an inert gas changed the ratio in which the flame con-

sumed gas from the tvw reactant streams.
tive stoichiometric ratio.

This will be called the effec-

Both the relative flow velocities in the two

streams and the effective stoichiometric ratio varied when an in e rt gas
was added to one stream.

Consequently, this experiment was not conclu-

sive with respect to skewing.
The flame appeared straight when the
matched.

cs2

and

o2

flow rates were

This was evidence that the skewing was due to differing stream

velocities.

Hm-1ever, the flame did not

velocity of the

cs2

into the 0 2 stream \vhen the
stream exceeded the velocity of the o2 stream us ing

the injector \'lith reduced

cs 2

ske~/

stream exit area.

This may indicate that

the skewing was due in part to the flame chemistry, or it may be that for
this particular experiment the s kewing was a result of the flow fields of
this asymmetrical gas injector.
In summary, the

cs 2;o 2

mixing layer flame exhibited a skewing

which varied with the relative velocity of the

cs 2

and

o2 streams ,

the

region of brightest visible emi ss ion s loping toward the slowe r stream.
However, skewing was never in t o the 0

stream. The flame either ap2
peared to proj ect parallel to the plane of the splitter plate or to be

skewed into the

cs 2

stream.

Quantitative agreement was not reached

between the skewing angles predi cted by the flame-sheet analysi s in
Appendix A and experimental observations.
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Visible Emission

cs2102

Spectra of radiation in the visible range from

laminar

mixing layer flames were taken using the available low resolution,
intensity uncalibrated, monochromator-photomultiplier.

Emission was

detected over the continuous spectrum from blue to red. This fact was
corroborated by simply photographing the flame through a prism.

A

He-Ne laser beam (6328~) was passed through the flame, and we visually
examined for particle scattering.

None was observed.

This is qualita-

tive evidence that the emission was not black body emission from particles, a common source in hydrocarbon flames.
The chemiluminescence following the reaction SO+O
is believed to be a source of blue emission from
II. 11].

cs 2102

+

so 2(i 3B1 )

flames [II.lO,

This is consistent with our observation of a faint deep blue

hue emanating from the

o2

stream and none in the

oxide can diffuse into either the

cs2

stream.

Sulfur

cs 2

or the 02 streams, but only in the
02 stream is it likely to meet atomic oxygen. The modeling calculations
in Chapter III predict that atomic oxygen reacts too vigorously with cs 2
and that CS is plentiful in the
luminescence in the

cs2

cs 2

stream. The lack of blue

so2

chemi-

stream is therefore understandable.

There was a thin region in the flame emitting faintly in the
yellow.

This region was on the edge of the region of bright visible

emission adjoining the

cs2

stream.

The yellow emission was observed when

the pressure was about 5 torr or above.

A second observation that may be

related to this fuel-rich chemistry is that chamber walls on the side of
the

cs 2

stream consistently accumulated a solid yellow coating.

This

solid was identified as sulfur by its color and its distinctive odor when
a sample was burned.
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c2

cs2 102

and CS have been identified as sources of visible emission in

c2 Swan bands have their origin at 5160g
and are shaded toward both the red and violet [1!.12]. CS and c will
2
flames [11.10].

The

be shown to be the most likely candidates for the source of the yellow
emission.

The origin of CS A'rr

+

X'E+ band is at about 2580~, and

shaded to the red [11.12]; it does not appear yellow.

Examining the

spectroscopic constants found in References 11.12 and 11.13 for the
molecules 03 , cs , s2o, S02 , COS, C0 , s , 0 , c , SO, CO, and CS, only
2
2 2 2 2
c2 has a low-lying transition v1hich produces emission in the yellow.
Emission from ions is unlikely because, in a sensitive study, the total
ion concentration in cs 2 10 2 flames was found to be below the detectable
limit of 108/cc at pressures in the range of 8 to 200 torr [11.14].
The yellow emission being on the side of the

cs 2

stream suggests

that the emission source was an unoxidized molecule containing C or S.

c2

is such a molecule, and a yellow region of carbon formation is

typical of the fuel side of hydrocarbon mixing layer flames [II.l5l

A

small fraction of the carbon remaining after sulfur \-Jas lost on the walls
may be incorporated into

c2

by an unknown mechanism.

These arguments are

for the plausibility of observed yellow emission being due to
however,

c2 ;

c2

Swan band emission is characteristic of CS 2 lean flames [II.lO].
The i dentifi cation of the source of the yell ow emission cannot be made
with certainty without high resolution spectroscopy.
as well as the white emission may be due to

c2

The yellow emission

or other more complex

molecules that have not been considered.
The visible emission from the CS/02 mixing layer flame included
chemi 1umi nescence from e lectroni cully excited so 2 and c2 . The character-

-52istically blue so 2 emission was not observed on the side of the cs
2
stream, but was found elsewhere. The yellow emission,which was probably

c2 Swan band emission,was seen on the edge by the cs 2 stream of the
region of brightest emission.

The stratification of the visible emission

across the mixing layer suggests that the chemical composition of the gas
varied across the mixing layer.
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C.

CN and Its Energy Transfer with CO
It is well known that some molecules strongly affect the CO vibra-

tional populations in
ample.

cs2 to 2

free burning flames, N20 and COS, for e xCN (cyanogen monomer) has been reported to depopulate the upper

vibrational levels of CO in electric discharges [II. 16, II.l7].

The

following discussion explores the effects of CN addition on the

cs 2to 2

flame.
The visible sidelight emission from electrically excited CO lasers
employing the flow-tube configuration
and CN [II.l6 ].

is

A flow-tube configuration is one in which the laser

cavity is downstream of the discharge.
CO lasers, CO,
[II.l6].

from electronically excited CO

c2 ,

In discharge-tube configuration

CO+, and CN are emission sources in the visible

In both configurations the gas mixture input was a mixture of

CO, N2 and He in ratios of about 1:2:10. Since no CN was introduced into
these tubes, the CN must have been formed in the discharges. Traces of
CN may also have been formed in

cs 2 to 2

flames.

The carbon source was

cs 2 and the nitrogen source was either N2 , used as an additive, or N2
from small air leaks.
For both flow-tube and discharge-tube configuration CO lase rs , the
addition of 0 to a mole fraction of .003 quenched the CN sidelight
2
emission . [1I.l6]. This quenching effect of 02 has been well establ is hed
[11.17].

The CN emission was probably quenched when the CN was chemi-

cally consumed, reacting with the oxygen to form CO and N2 [II.l 6]. If
s o, the CN mole fraction can be es timated to be less than the mol e fraction of 02 added, .003.

-54Energy may be transferred from vibrationally excited CO to CN by
reactions II.C.l and II.C.2
-+

CO ( v-12 o r v-13 } + CN ( B2L: + )

(II.C.l)
{II.C.2)

There is disagreement in the literature over the importance of these
processes in CO lasers.

References II. 16 and II.l7 contain arguments

that deactivation of CO by CN is substantial, while Reference II.l8 contains arguments that it is not. Reaction II.C.l produces CN in the B2L:+
state; this CN may spontaneously decay, emitting radiation in the visible.
To test for an influence of CN on

cs 2to 2

flames, we arlded CNBr

into the cs 2 stream in our mixing layer flames. In cs 2 102 flames, CNBr
should be broken down due to the reactive high temperature environment,
producing some free CN as well as further combustion products of CN
including CO and N . We observed the overall visible emission intensity
2
of the flame increased when the minimum measurable CNBr flow was added to
the cs 2 stream. The CNBr:cs2 ratio was 1:50 and the ratio of the CNBr
and 02 flow rates was about 1:200. An increase in emission intensity by
a factor of 1.4 was indicated by a light meter used while photographing
the flame.

The photos support the measurement of this increase. An

infrared spectrum of the flame did not vary with the addition of CNBr.
Because the infrared spectrum of the

cs 2to 2

flame did not vary

with CNBr addition, we were able to conclude by the technique discussed
in Section D that the populations in the vibrational energy levels of CO
did not vary with the CNBr addition. Either there is negligible energy
transfer to the CN from CO, or the CO vibrational energy pool is

-55sufficiently large so as to show no variation when a small amount of
energy is transferred to CN.

Because of the failure of the addition of

CNBr to alter the CO vibrational level populations, we must conclude
that there is little effect due to CN on the CO vibrational energy kinetics in a

cs 2;o 2

flame.

The brightness enhancement is either a result of

combustion of CNBr or due to some undetermined energy transfer process
in the flame, exciting a visible emitter.
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D.

Interpretation of Spontaneous Emission Spectra of Carbon t1onoxi de

I nt roduct ion
Low resolution CO spontaneous overtone spectra

cs 2 102

\'tere

taken from

two-dimensional laminar mixing layer flames under a variety of

flow conditions.

The spectral data were used to deduce the rotational

temperature of the CO, the relative populations in each CO vibrational
level, and the relative CO concentration profiles in the flame.
interpreting the spectra, the following assumptions are used:

In
The medium

is optically thin; the Einstein coefficients are known for the transitions observed; the emitting molecule is CO; the CO is in rotational
equilibrium at the kinetic temperature; and the response of the optical
system is linear with signal intensity.

The data reduction and theoreti-

cal predictions presented in this section were accomplished using a
number of computer codes v1ritten by Alan A. Vetter.
The field of view in the

cs 2 10 2

mixing layer flames was partially

masked by irises in order to attain spatial resolution, typically 1 em.
The flames were moved, with the optics stationary, to obtain spatial
spectral profiles.

The CO vibrational populations and temperatures were

determined from the spectra; the technique is similar to those used in
References II.l9 through II.21. . CO vibrational populations and CO concentrations were found relative to a normalization constant that could
not be determined from these measurements.

In the following pages, we

will discuss the techniques used to deduce the CO vibrational population s , CO concentrations, and t emperature profiles.

-57CO Molecular Spectra
In the combustion of

cs2 ,

the exothermic reaction which produces

the bulk of the vibrationally excited CO is CS+O

~

CO+S [II.21-II.28].

The CO is formed in a neutral electronic ground state, the only state
that will be considered.
evenly spaced.
ber, v.

The vibrational energy levels of CO are nearly

Each level is designated by a vibrational quantum num-

The CO spontaneous emission band starts at 4.6

~

for the

fundamenta 1 transitions ( v ~ v-1), and 2. 3 )Jm. for the first overtone
transitions

(v~v-2),

see Figure II-D-1.

CO spontaneous emission on the

fundamental transitions has a greater probability than emission on the
overtone, but available detectors for the overtone emission have a larger
signal-to-noise ratio than those for the fundamental emission.

The

signal-to-noise ratio is better than an order of magnitude larger when
observing overtone emission; consequently, the spectral measurements
were taken of overtone emission.
The rotational energy levels are
the vibrational energy levels.

finely spaced in comparison to

During a CO radiative vibrational transi-

tion, the rotational quantum number, J, has an extremely low probability
to change by rrore or less than one unit.

In emission, the vibrational-

rotational transitions in which J decreases by one are designated R
branch transitions, and those transitions in which J increases by one are
designated P branch transitions.

The transitions in which J

is un-

changed are designated Q branch transitions; for CO Q branch transitions are
improbable, and will be given no further consideration.
energy level diagram for CO is
R branch transitions.

shrn~n

An abbreviated

in Figure II-D-1, illustrating P and
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-59The vibrational-rotational energy structure for CO is approximated by equation II.D.l [II.29].

This equation includes terms

that describe the anharmonicity of the CO molecule.

E(v,J)

2**
= we ( V + ]_)
* - we Xe ( V + ]_)
2
2

+ w y (V + 1)3 +

e e

2

W Z

e e

(V

+ -1 ) 4

2

(II.D.l)

where

= 4.3103193 x 10-20 joules
22 joules
we Xe = 2.64081 x lo25 joules
weye = 2.28 x lo28 joules
weze = 3.12 x loBe = 3. 836439 x 10- 23 joules
10-25
joules
10-29 joules

= 3.4789
= 5.88

X

X

= 1.2157 x 10 -28 joules
l. 192

X

10-32 joules

= 1.163

X

10-34 joules

=

*Simple harmonic oscillator, rigid rotator terms
** First anharmonic term
t

Term responsible for R branch rotational bandheads
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The overtone P and R branch CO lines have wavelengths given by equations
11.0.2 and 11.0.3, respectively
Ap(v,J)

=

hc[E(v,J) - E(v-2,J+l)]-l

(II.D.2)

AR(v,J)

=

hc[E(v,J)- E(v-2,J-l)]-l

{II.D.3)

In spectroscopic notation, equations !!.0.2 and !!.0.3 correspond to the
vP(J+l} and vR(J-1) overtone transitions.
by Lorentz and Doppler broadening.

The lineshapes are determined

The line spacing exceeds the line

widths in our experimental conditions by over 3 orders of magnitude, so
overlap of lines is improbable.
In the

cs 2;o 2

laminar mixing layer flame, there are regions of

vibrational nonequilibrium; therefore, a vibrational temperature is not
a well defined quantity.

In free bumi ng

cs 2;o2

flames the rates for

equilibration of the rotational distribution are rapid compared with
other flame processes [II.30].

The rotational distributions on all the

vibrational levels can be characterized by a single rotational temperature, equal to the gas kinetic temperature.

The equilibrium rotational

distribution for CO in vibrational level vis given by equation II.D.4
[II.l3].
{II.D.4)
where
N = IN (J)

v

v

J

and Qr is the rotational partition function,
00

Q =
r

I

J =O

(2J+l) exp(-(E(v,J) - E(v,O))/k 8 T)

-61Equations 11.0.5 and 11.0.6 are expressions for the intensities
per unit wavelength as a function of J for the P and R branch CO overtone spontaneous transitions.

The P branch transitions have a slightly

greater probability than the R branch transitions [11.13],
-4

= CNvAv, v- 2 Ap(v,J) (J+l) exp{-(E(v,J)- E(v,O))/kBT}
-4
lvR(J) = CNvAv,v- 2 A R(v,J) (J) exp{-(E(v,J)- E(v,O))/kBT}

(11.0.5)

(11.0.6 )

where C is a constant and Av,v-2 is the Einstein coefficient for the
v + v-2 overtone transition. Observation of the relative emission intensities of

b~o

different rotational lines on the same vibrational transi-

tion provides sufficient data to solve for the temperature using equations 11.0.5 and 11.0.6.
We can predict the spect r um of the CO overtone emission that will
be measured assuming a vibrational distribution.

The predicted intensity

is I(A):
I(A) = n(A) atl [s(A-Ap(v,J)) x lvP(J) +s(A-AR(v,J)) x IvR(J)]
v,J
where n(A) is the efficiency of the detecting optical system, and s( A- A' )
is the slit function; both n(A) and s( A-A
this section.

1
)

will be discussed further in

The intensity contribution due only to the emitting popu-

lation in a single vibrational level can be predicted by fixing v in the
sum above.

The intensities can be predicted to within a single

nonnalization constant, C, \'lhich enters through IvP(J) and IvR(J).
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Figure II-D-2 shows the predicted emission intensities from
CO{v=2) in rotational equilibrium at each of three temperatures, 500°K
l000°K, and 2500°K, as would be observed with a monochromator with
slits set to allow

Sg

resolution.

This resolution is about two orders

of magnitude larger than the Doppler line width.

In Figure II-D-2, the

normalization for each curve is arbitrary and different.

The emission

is over a broader band at elevated temperatures, because higher rotational levels are populated.
The wavelengths of the P hranch CO overtone emission spectral
lines on a single vibrational band increase with increasing J, and
their spacing also increases with increasing J.

For R branch lines,

the wavelength initially decreases with increasing J.

The spacing of

the R branch lines decreases with increasing J until the wavelength
reaches a bandhead; further increasing J increases both the wavelength
and the spacings of successive J lines.

The energies of the transitions

on the v=2 +v=O band are plotted as a function of the emitting rotational level in Figure 11-0-5.

The minimum wavelength found on the R

branch marks the bandhead of the vibrational transition.

The bandhead

of the v=2 + v=O transition can be seen in Figure II-D-2 to be just
above 2.28

~m.

Near the bandhead, the lines are finely spaced.

The R

branch bandheads are a pronounced feature of the CO overtone spectra
from our

cs 2;o2

flames.

Rotational levels which emit near the bandhead

are populated, in evidence of high temperatures, T

>

2500°K.

The

value of J at the bandhead of the R branch transition is found as a
funct i on of the vibrational band by solving equation 11.0.7; the solution is equation 11.0. 8.
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as a function of J
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=

(II.0.7)

0

J = (52.5- .45v)

(II.0.8)

For each vibrational overtone band, the missing spectral line
from the overtone Q branch transition, J=O
band origin.

In Figure II-0-2 the 2

minimum just below 2.35

~m.

+

+

J=O, marks the vibrational

0 band origin is at the intensity

Band origins for successive vibrational

transitions are separated by about half the band-origin, bandhead spacing.

The lines of different vibrational transitions are consequently

interspersed aroong each other.
Inferring Temperatures, CO Concentrations, and CO Vibrational Populations
from Spectra
A McPherson model 2501 scanning monochromator and a lead sulfide
infrared detector at ambient temperature were used in taking CO overtone
spectra.
A.

The experimental apparatus is described in Chapter II, Section

Calibration with a He-Ne laser line shows the monochromator passes

light most efficiently at the wavelength to which it is tuned, A0 , and
with linearly decreasing efficiency as the wavelength varies, as shown
in Figure II-0-6.
kn~~n

The dependence of the efficiency on wavelength is

as the slit function, s(A-A0 ).

Using 1.5 mm wide input and output

slits, the full width at half maximum of the slit function is about 48R,
and it varies linearly with the slit widths.

The narrower the slits, the

finer is the resolution, but at the severe penalty of reduced output
signal.

Experimentally, individual CO spontaneous overtone emission

lines were not resolvable.
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Adjacent rotational lines on a CO overtone band are less than

10~ apart, often considerably less, such as near the R branch bandheads.
The intensity passed by the monochromator is the sum of the intensities
of all the emission lines in the band passed by the monochromator.

The

CO spectra observed consequently display an intensity continuum. Peaks
are found near the R branch bandheads where many lines, finely spaced,
are simultaneously passed by the monochromator.

These peaks are

sharper, and at slightly shorter wavelengths when the CO is at higher
temperatures, because the higher rotational levels near the bandheads
are populated.

Dilution of the combustibles reduces the flame tempera-

tures, resulting in less pronounced peaks near the bandheads.
trast in the predicted spectra of the (2

~

The con-

0) band for three gas temper-

.

atures and spectral resolutions -can be seen in Figures II-D-2, II-D-3,
and

II-0~4.

The normalization of each curve is arbitrary and different.

Emission spectra were taken of

cs 2102

scanning monochromator-detector system.

flames using the lens-

Black body spectra were taken

to calibrate the relative efficiency of the optical system as a function
of wavelength.
A.

Experimental details can be found in Chapter II Section

Equation II.D.9 gives the theoretical variation of the emission in-

tensity from the black body as a function of wavelength [II.3l,II.32].
(II.D.9)

where CBB is a constant independent of A.

The temperature of our black

body source is 644°K.
The output signal intensity of the detector when viewing the
black body standard will be called r

088

(A).

r 088 (A) equals the product
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of the emission intensity of the standard, which is assumed to be
I 88 (A), and the net efficiency of the optical system n(A).
stated in equation II.D. 10.

This is

n(A) accounts for variations with wave -

length in losses along the optical path and in the sensitivity of the
detector.

The net response on the optical system is assumed linear

with intensity;
{II.D.lO)
The spectra of the flames were corrected to remove the variations due to
the efficiency of the optical system.

This efficiency, n(A), is deter-

mined by equation II.D.lO using our experimental values for I 088 (A), and
equation II.D.9 for I 88 (A). A corrected spectrum Ic(A) was generated
from each observed flame spectrum I 0 (A) using equation II.D. 11,

=

{II.D.ll)

Ic(A) is the corrected flame spectrum, one that would be observed using
an optics-detector system with uniform efficiency over all wavelengths .
Figure II-D-7 shows an uncorrected experimental spectrum, and Figure
II -D-8 shows the corresponding corrected spectrum.

Figure I I -D-9 s hov1s

the theoretically predicted spectrum of CO in vibrational equilibrium.
Comparison of Figures II-D-7, II-D-8, and II-D-9

revea~

that the vibra-

tional population responsible for the emission intensity shown in Figure
II-D-7 must be nearly in equilibrium over the lower levels.
band starting at 2.65
to

co 2 .

~m

The strong

is discussed in Chapter II Section E; it is due
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-70The CO rotational temperature is determined from the CO overtone
spectra.

The technique used is similar to that discussed in References

II. 19 through 11.21.

The variation with temperature of the spectra near

the bandhead of the v=2
Figure II-0-4.

~

v=O vibrational transition can be seen in

A sharper peak, shifted slightly to shorter wavelength,

indicates an elevated temperature .

The rotational temperature is found,

as a parameter, by curve fitting to two intensities on the spectrum near
the bandhead of the v=2

~

v=O transition.

Earlier we sa\'/ that this

single rotational temperature characterizes the rotational distribution
on all the vibrational levels, and equals the gas kinetic temperature.
All the vibrational-rotational state populations can be found
after determining the rotational temperature and calculating the corrected CO overtone spectrum.

The contribution to the corrected spectrum

due to the emission from each vibrational level is isolated; the contribution of individual bands can be seen, comparing Figures II-0-10,
11-0-11, and 11-0-12.

To isolate the contribution of each vibrational

band to the spectrum, we began by measuring the intensity from the corrected spectrum at a chosen wavelength near the bandhead of the (2
transition.
tional bands.

~

0)

This region of the spectrum has no overlap from other vibraFrom this intensity and the temperature, the intensity

contribution over the whole spectrum of the v=2
utilizing equations 11.0.5 and 11.0.6.

~

v=O band is calculated

Sequentially, the intensity con-

tributions of higher vibrational bands (3

~

1, 4

~

2, 5

~

3, ···)are

found by measuring the intensities from the corrected spectrum at chosen
wavelengths near each vibrational bandhead, and subtracting the calculated
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-72contributions from lower vibrational bands.

This works, because near the

bandhead of each rotational transition, there is only overlap from lower
vibrational bands.

Once the intensity contribution to the corrected

spectrum from each vibrational band is isolated, the total emission on
each vibrational band can be calculated.
The photon flux from an optically thin flame in each vibrational
overtone band of carbon monoxide is proportional to the population in the
emitting vibrational level, v.

The constant of proportionality is the

Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient, Av,v- 2 . The total emission
intensity on the (v ~ v-2) band, designated lc(v), is proportional to
the rate at which photons are emitted, multi p1i ed by the energy per
photon (E

o::

1/A.).

The average photon energy over each band is taken to

be the energy of a photon with the band origin wavelength.

The relation

bet\'1een the band intensities and the vibrational populations is given in
equation 11.0.12.

(11.0.12)
For equation 11.0.12 to be useful, (i) the Einstein coefficients must be
known (the values from References 11.33 and 11.34 are used), (ii) the
flame must be optically thin, as it is calculated to be, and (iii) the
emission intensity must indeed be due to CO, not an anomalous emission
source.
By inferring vibrational populations from the spontaneous emission intensity,

\·le

find the ratios of populations in vibrational levels,

not the absolute populations.

The relative CO vibrational populations
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across the mixing layer are obtained using equation II.D. 13
Nv(z,y) = I c ( v; z,y) >..v 1 Av 1 , v 1 _ 2
I {v 1 ·z 1 y 1 ) >. A
Nv 1 (z,y)
c
' •
v v, v-2

{II.D.l3)

The coordinates (z,y) designate the location in the
(z,y) the corrected total intensity on the (v

~

cs 2102

flame;

at

v-2) band is Ic(v;z,y).

Because overtone spectra were observed, no information on the
populations in levels v=O and v=l was found.

The populations in the

v=O and v=l levels wereapproximated for each vibrational distribution
by assuming that levels v=O, v=l and v=2 werepopulated in equilibrium,
characterized by the rotation a 1 temperature.

Nonequi 1ibri urn popul a-

tions were inferred only in the higher vibrational levels.

The popula-

tions in the v=2,3, and 4 levels were observed to be in equilibrium at
temperatures near (±200°K), the rotational temperature.

This motivates

the assumption of equilibrium on the lowest three levels.
At each location in the mixing layer flame (z,y) the total CO
concentration was determined by summing the relative concentrations
Nv(z,y) over all v,v=O,l,2,···.
tive concentration.

The concentration deduced was a rela-

It was useful in comparison to other CO concentra-

tions likewise obtained throughout the flame.
Error Analysis
Experimental variations in the emission or calibration spectra
can be due to electrical noise or changes in the optical alignment and
flow conditions.

These variations lead to uncertainties in the infer-

red temperatures and CO vibrational populations.

Errors in the low
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vibrational level populations propagate to the higher levels because
of the sequential technique by which the spectra were deconvolved into
the contributions from individual vibrational bands.

A spurious emis-

sion intensity contribution for one vibrational band will induce an
error of the opposite sense in the intensity contribution of the next
band (as an example, consider the points at v=5 and v=6 on Figure
II-E-13).

An error bound estimate for the populations in the vibration

levels, Nv, is given by equations II.D. 14 and II.D. 15.
(11.0.14)

NV( inferred)- t:.Nv <NV( actual) < NV( inferred)+ t1Nv
ilN/Nv ::. . 1 j1 + } (Nv-l/Nv)

2

(II.D.l5)

Equation II.D. 15 reflects an uncertainty in emission signal intensity of
up to 10%.

In practice, we can neglect errors propagating up more than

one vibrational level.

This bound, t1Nv, may

be excessive for cases in

which the emission signal is steady and large; the smoothness of the
vibrational population profiles is indicative of the reproducibility of
the data.
The temperature was found to within about 5%.

Errors again re-

sult primarily from fluctuations in the emission signal.

We use the

rotational temperature in deconvolving the spectra into contributions
from individual vibrational bands.

However, the inferred relative

vibrational level populations are insensitive to small variations in
the temperature, and the errors in the vibrational distribution propagated by uncertainties in thP. temperature are negligible in comparison
to the error bound, equation 11.0.15.

-75Summary
A technique for determining the CO rotational temperature, relative vibrational populations, and relative CO total concentration in a

cs 2;o2

flame has been presented.

The assumptions used in this analysis

are: (i) the medium is optically thin

(ii) the Einstein coefficients

are known; (iii) the emission source is CO; (iv) the response of the
optical system does not vary with intensity; and (v) there is rotational
equilibrium.

In addition, the lowest three vibrational levels, v=O, l,

and 2, are assumed in equilibrium in order to calculate the relative
total CO concentration.
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E.

A Spectroscopic Investigation of the
The

cs 2;o 2

cs 2;o2

t·1 ixing Layer Flame

mixing layer flame was examined by use of infrared

emission spectroscopy.

The pressures were in the range 3 to 20 torr,

and the gas flow velocities were typically about 1 m/sec .

Upstream,

within a centimeter of the leading edge of the flame, there was CO in
vibrational nonequilibrium, but not in a vibrational inversion.

Down-

stream, beyond about 2.5 em, the CO vibrational distribution was relaxed
and COS and

co2

had been formed.

The temperatures and CO concentra-

tions were at a maximum a few centimeters dm'lnstream.
peratures in the mixing 1ayer f1 arne \'/ere above 2500°K.

The maximum t ernIn the fo 11 owing

section, evidence in support of these statements will be presented.

Th e

importance of COS in deactivating vibrationally excited CO and the effect
of additive N20 will be discussed.
The distribution of CO vibrational populations in a two-dimen s ional
laminar mixing layer flame was found by means of CO overtone emission
spectroscopy.

The technique used to deduce the CO vibrational distri bu -

tions from the infrared spectra is explained in Section D of this chapter.
Five assumptions were employed in deducing the CO vibrational di s tributions: (i) the emitting gas is optically thin; (ii) the Einstein coe fficients are known for the observed transitions; (iii) CO is the emitt in g
molecule; (iv) the CO is in rotational equilibrium at the kinetic temperature; and (v) the response of the optical system is linear with t he
enli ss ion intensity.
CO Vibrational Distributions, Variations along the Direction of Flow

cs 2;o 2

1ami na r mixing 1ayer flames v1ithout gas additives were

-77studied using both the large and small double-slot injectors described
in Chapter II, Section A.

The pressures ranged from 3 to 20 torr, and

the flow velocities at the burner exits ranged from .5 to 5.0 m/s ec.
Strong vibrational nonequilibrium on the levels v

~

5 was found at t he

upstream edges of these flames.
Our most exhaustive studies employed the large double-slot injector at pressures 4 torr and

abovf~.

These flames attached to the spli tter

plate, and nonequilibrium on the levels v

~

timeter of the edge of the splitter plate.

5 was inferred within a cenVibrational levels 2, 3, 4,

and 5 were populated in equilibrium with one ·another, characterized by a
vibrational temperature which was measured to equal
tional temperature.
a

cs 2;o2

plate.

±200°K, the rota -

Figure II-E-1 displays a typical spectrum taken f rom

laminar mixing layer flame within a centimeter of the splitter
Figure II-E-2 shows CO vibrational distributions inferred from

spectral measurements in a

cs 2;o2

laminar mixing layer flame.

The spectra of the flame 5 to 10 centimeters downstream of the
splitter plate differed from the spectra within a centimeter of the
splitter plate.
ing at 2.65

~m

Downstream, the spectra exhibited a strong band startand extending past 3.0

~m.

Figure II-E-3 displays such a

spectrum, and Figure II-E-2 displays a typical downstream vibrational
distribution.

If CO is the emission source (and keep in mind that we

will argue it is due to C0 ) then the emission in the band that sta r t ed
2
at 2.65 ~m and extended out past 3.0 ~m was due to populations in the
v

=

13,14,15,··· vibrational levels of CO.

ditions, the band observed at and above 2.65

Under a variety of flow con ~m

was always a feature of

2.3

2{+

2.5

2.6

2.7

downstream of the splitter plate, and in the plane of the splitter plate.
u0 = 3.4 m/sec; Ucs = 1.0 m/sec, p = 5.4 torr.
2
2

WAVELENGTH ( f-L M)
Figure II-E-1 Emission spectrum from a cs 2102 mixing layer flame in the upstream region, 1.3 em
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RELATIVE POPULATIONS CO {v) FOR TWO AXIAL
POSITIONS IN A LAMINAR MIXING LAYER
Figure II-E-2 Relative populations of CO(#/cm3 ) as a function of

vibrational level in a cs 2;o 2 mixing layer flame at
.5 torr; uo = 3.4 m/sec; Ucs = 1.0 m/sec.
2
2
NOTE A: Anomalous peak due to COS, not CO.
NOTE B: Anomalous peak due to C02, not CO.
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the downstream region in the

cs 2;o2

mixing layer flame.

distributions also showed a small peak at v
sion at about 2.5

~m.

=

The vibrational

9, corresponding to emi s-

This emission was neither as strong, nor as

reproducible, as the peak at 2.65

~m.

There were experimental difficulties associated with taking infrared emission spectra at wavelengths near and above 2.6

Molecular

~m.

absorption bands of H20 and co 2 , both present in the atmosphere, lie in
this region, and they imposed their absorption signatures on the emission of the flame.

The entire optical system was never successfully

purged of these absorbers.

It remained a discomforting feature of the

experiment that absorption losses had to be accounted for in the cali bration of the response of the optical system, rather than by eliminating
the absorbers.
In the spectral region,

A ~

2.6

~m.

where there were difficulties

due to absorption, there \.,.ere the most striking results.

Based on the

assumption that CO was the emis sion source, a total inversion was deduced
to exist between vibrational levels 13 and 12, 14 and 13, and someti mes
15 and 14.

The small signal gain was less than .25%/cm on all these CO

vibrational-rotational transitions; this estimate was based on th e meas ured vibrational populations and temperatures.
t~i

rrors were i nsta 11 ed in order to make a 1aser with the

mixing layer flame.

cs2; o2

The mirrors were coated for minimum cavity los ses

on the P branch transitions from upper vibrational level v

=

14 .

The

opt ical cavity, described i n Chapter II, Section A, consi st ed of internally mounted mirrors vlith a doubl e-pass active length of 40 em.

Th e

-82-

double-pass mirror losses did not exceed 2.5%; consequently, the small
signal gain at laser threshold was less than .07%/cm.
than the inferred gain.
The

The flame did not operate as a laser.

2 Premixed Flame

cs ~ ~ o

2

2

For comparison with the

cs 2

This was less

cs 2;o2

mixing layer flame, we examined a

+ 0 + N 0 premixed flame similar to the flames reported in

2
2
References II.35, II.36, and 11.27.

A single slot of our large double-

slot injector supplied the gas mixture to the chamber.

Typically, the

pressure was 10 to 15 torr and the gas exited the injector at about
1 m/sec.

The gas stream then spread and slowed until the flame-front.

The flame speeds were about .6 m/sec under these conditions.

cs 2 :o2 :N 20
tion.

ratios were about 1:30:5.

The

These flames supported laser ac-

The laser output was sensitive to the position of the flame in

the optical cavity.

r1oving the injector 4 mm downstream brought the

laser output from zero to a maximum, and to zero again.

Because of the

difficulty in stabilizing the flame to millimeter accuracy, it was not
possible to observe if there was any variation in the laser spectrum as
the flame was moved through the optical cavity.
An infrared spectrum of a

cs 2;o2;N 20

flame is shown in Figure

II-E-4, and the inferred CO vibrational populations are shown in Fi gu re
II-E-5.

The CO vibrational populations were also inferred from the

laser spectrum of the same flame, shown in Figure II-E-6, with the results shown in Figure II-E- 7.

The technique by which the results in

this figure were obtained is explained in the next paragraph.

The vib ra -

tional populations inferred by spontaneous emission and laser emission

>-

2.2J.W

co

24 J.l"'

11'•10 )&

2PJJ.M

2.&tM

30.JJ.M

Figure II-E-4 Emission spectrum from the visibly luminescing zone of a premixed
flame; p = 14.6 torr; cs2 :o2 :N2 o ratio = 1:28:7
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3
Vibrational populations of CO (#/cm ) in a premixed

cs 2!0/N 20

flame at 14.6 torr;

cs 2 :o 2 :N 20

ratio

1:28:4, found from the laser emission spectrum.

-87measurements, Figures II-E-5 and II-E-7, are in satisfactory agreement.
The ratio of the populations in adjacent vibrational levels,
NvIN ¥- 1 , can be found using the laser output spectrum.

Assuming the

temperature is the rotational temperature, found by emission spectroscopy, and the medium is Doppler broadened, there is a family of curves
in the parameter N IN

v v- 1 representing the dependence of the small sig-

nal gain on the transition vP(J) as a function of J.

The curves used

were from Reference II.37, which is an extension of similar \'IOrk on co 2
reported in Reference 11.38. The rotational level at which each curve
was a maximum, Jm, varied with NvfNv-l·

The rotational level Jm for

which the small signal gain on the vP(J) transition was a maximum was
approximated to be the transition vP(J), with the maximum measured
1ase r power.

The value NvIN v- 1 was found by selecting the gain curve

with a maxi mum at J m, and i denti fyi ng the parameter NvIN v- 1 for that
curve.
In the laser spectrum shown in Figure II-E-6 there was laser output on all the vibrational transitions for which an inversion was
inferred by emission measurements except the v=6 -+ v=5

transition.

This can be seen comparing the output spectrum, Figure II-E-6, with the
corresponding vibrational level populations, Figure II-E-5.

The gain

inferred on the 6-+5 transition, which was not lasing, was less than the
gain on the laser transitions, due to both a weaker inversion and
smaller Einstein coefficients.
minimum for the v = 14 to v
lower transitions.

=

l'loreover, the mirror losses were a
13 transition, and were larger for the

Agreement between the vibrational populations in-

ferred from spontaneous emission and the laser emission observed in the
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cs 2

+ 0

.s.

12.

2 + N20 premixed flame is evidence of the validity of the technique for inferring vibrational populations from spectra for the levels
v

Comparison of Hixing Layer and Premixed

cs 2;o2

cs 2;o2

Flames

laminar mixing layer flame and laminar premixed flames were

studied spectroscopically; both flames had no gas additives.

The spec-

tra of the mixing layer flame near the splitter plate was similar to
the spectra of the premixed flame in the upstream edge of the region of
visible emission, and similar CO vibrational populations are inferred.
The region 5 em downstream of the splitter plate in the mixing layer
flame produced strong emission bands starting at 2.65

~m

--more so than

the premixed flames; compare Figures II-E-2 and II-E-12.
The Presence of

co 2

Spectra were taken of COS/0 , C0/02 , and H2s;o 2 laminar mixing
2
layer flames for comparison with the cs2102 flame. The spectra of both
COS/02 and C0/0 2 flames have bands starting at 2.65 ~m that resemble the
band seen in the spectra of the downstream region of the
layer flame; this is shown in Figures II-E-8 and II-D-9.

cs 2102

mixing

Tile spectra

of the COS/0

flame has a prominent broad band aroun<1 2.5 ~m. The
2
infrared spectrum of the H SJ0 flame, shown in Figure II-E-10, differs
2 2
in form from the spectrum of the cs 2;o 2 laminar mixing layer flame. The
bands start at different wavelengths.
the products of both flames.

The oxides of sulfur are among

Therefore, the dissimilarity of the H2S/0 2
and cs 2 102 flame spectra is evidence that the oxides of sulfur are not
strong sources contributing to the observed infrared emission spectra of

2.25 f.Lm
WAVLENGTH

2 ~5f.Lm

2.65/-1-m

I

2.85f.Lm

Figure II-E-8 Emission spectrum of a COS/0 mixing layer flame at 6.3 torr;
2
Ucos = .6 m/sec; u0 = 2.6 m/sec
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cs 2;o2 flames.
co2 has strong

emission bands near 2.7 ).lm [II.l2, 1!.39, 1!.40].

The origin of the {1,0,1) + (0,0,0) band is at 2.68 ].lm, and the origin
of the (0,2,1) + (0,0,0) band is at 2.71 ).lm.

We will argue that the

emission at and above 2.65 ).lm, observed from the downstream region of
the

cs 2;o2

mixing layer

flame~

is probably due to these

co 2

bands.

If

so, the assumption that CO is the molecule emitting is not valid for the
downstream region of the
To test for

co2

cs 2;o2

laminar mixing layer flame.

bands in the

long absorption cell filled with

cs 2;o2

co 2

mixing layer flame, a 20 em

at atmospheric pressure, fitted

with NaCl windows, was placed in the optical path between the flame and
the monochromator.

Due to the 1ow temperature of the gas in th(- absorp-

tion cell relative to
not expect the

co2

th~

temperature of the combustion gases, we did

cell to absorb all of the emission on the

(0,0,0} and (0,2,1) + (0,0,0) bands.

co 2 (1 ,0,1)+

In the flame, the range of active

vibrational-rotational transitions was broadened relative to the room
temperature gas because high rotational levels were populated.
mentally, we found that the

co2

Experi-

absorption cell attenuated the emission

around the band origins of the C0 2 (l,O,l} + (0,0,0) and (0,2,1)+(0,0,0)
transitions by a factor of more than two. The cell passed unattenuated
a narrow band at 2.65 ).lm, and a broad band starting at 2.73 ).lm and extending to above 3.0 ).lm.
The

co 2

oscillator strength for the 2.7 ).lm bands is about 20-fold

larger than that for CO on the 2 + 0 overtone vibrational transition
band at 2.3 ).lm [!1.39, !1.40], and
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(II.E.l)
photon

flux~

AN*

(II.E.2)

(O) __
hc/AkBT
N
N* e

(II.E.3)
{II.E.4)

where f is an oscillator strength, A is the Einstein spontaneous emission
coefficient, and A is the wavelength, for the transition of interest.

The

excited and ground state populations of the emitting molecule are N(O) and
N*, respectively.

Equation II.E.3 relates the ground and excited state

populations under vibrational equilibrium.
at temperatures typical of

cs 2;o2

Under equilibrium conditions ,.

flames, N(O) will be approximately equal

to the total species population, N.

Using equations II.E.l through II . E.4,

and taking the temperature to be 2500°K,
photon flux from co (2.7 ~m)
2
1
· photon flux from CO (2.3 ~m)

(II.E.5)

In the region five centimeters downstream of the splitter plate
the

cs 2;o2

laminar mixing layer flame, the measured photon flux from the

bands of co 2 is about five-fold larger than from the CO (2 + 0)
band at 2.3 ~m. Therefore, making use of equation II.E.s, we find that

2.7

~m

the concentration of co 2 in this region is roughly 50% of the concentration
of CO. It is apparent that appreciable co 2 production occurs.
The Presence of COS
The small peak in the CO vibrational populations centering about
level 9 in the downstream region of the

cs 2;o2

laminar mixing layer flame

is associated with an intensity peak centered at 2.4

~m.

This intensity

-94peak coincides in wavelength with a prominent peak observed in the
COS/02 flame, which can be identified with the COS overtone band .
origin of the COS overtone band, {2,0,0)

+

(0,0,0), is at 2.42

The

[II.12].

These facts indicate that much emission in the spectrum of downstream
region of the

cs 2102

mixing layer flame at wavelengths near 2.5

~m

is

due to COS.
Discussion of the CO,

co 2 ,

and COS Emission Intensities

There is overlap from COS and
spectra.

co2

emission on the CO overtone

However, the intensity attributable to the COS band is substan-

tially less than that attributable to the CO overtone bands .

t·1oreover,

the smoothness of the inferred CO vibrational distributions for the upstream region of the

cs 210 2

mixing layer flame lends to their credibility.

Within a centimeter of the splitter plate, the emission intensity at 2.6 ~m
is relatively large (see Figure II-E-1} and has the general structure of
the CO overtone spectra.

The inferred distributions of the vibrational

population are smooth through the corresponding vibrational level, v = l2.
This evidence implies that the
to the CO concentrations.

co2

If the

concentrations are lcM in comparison

co2

concentration exceeds 10% of the CO

concentration, the emission intensity on the 2.7
larger than on the intensity on the 2
and the

co 2

2.65

~m

+

~m

co 2

band would be

0 CO vibrational overtone band,

band would be distinguishable.

centimeters downstream of the splitter plate the

It is not.

co2

A few

concentration grows

to approximately 50% of the CO concentration; in Figure II-E-11 we see
that in the same region the CO con cent ration does not fa 11.

The COS

emission is always low relative to the emission on the CO overtone bands.
In the region by the splitter plate, the COS emission is

oven~helmed

by

Figure 11-E-11
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the CO emission.

Consequently, no estimate can be made of the stream-

wise variations in the COS concentrations.
The most plausible interpretation of the spectral data taken from
the upstream region of the mixing layer flame, within a centimeter of the
splitter plate, is that the CO vibrational populations are nonequilibrium,
but not inverted.

A few centimeters downstream of the splitter plate,

the entire vibrational distribution is nearly equilibrated .

The amount

of vibrationally excited CO chemically produced in this region is either
minute in comparison with the equilibrated population, or the deactivation processes are rapid in comparison with the CO production processes.
At 2.6 l-Im there is a \'lindCM between the COS and the
the downstream region of the

cs 2to 2 mixing

layer flame,

co2

bands. In

CO emission at

2.6 l-Im could imply a population in the 12th vibrational level of CO.

A

few centimeters downstream of the splitter plate, there is virtually no
emission at this wavelength; consequently, there is almost no population
in the 12th vibrational level.
The spectral data are evidence that
produce more

co 2

than

cs 2to2

cs 2to 2

mixing layer flames

premixed flames at similar pressures.

Com-

parison of Figures II-E-2 and II-E-12 shows that the inferred vibrational
populations for the mixing layer flame have a peak at v = 13, not due to
CO (v= 13), but rather due to the2.7l-lm

co 2

prominent feature of the premixed flames.

bands, while this is not a

The cause for this apparent

difference may be that the reaction products, CO and COS, have a long
residence time in the mixing layer flame, which extends downstream. The
reaction products may again react with unstable reaction intermediates
(atomic oxygen) in the flame.

This is impossible in the premixed flame,
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Figure II-E-12

Vibrational populations of CO {#/cm 3 ) in a premixed
cs 2102 flame. cs 2 :o 2 ratio 1:2.1; p = 4.9 torr. Distance downstream of the flame front: "o" .0 cm,"ll".9 em,
"+" 4.3 em. NOTE A: Anomalous peak due to COS, not CO.
NOTE B: Anomalous peak due to co 2 , not CO.
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where the reaction products are rapidly convected from the flame front .
Chemical processes that lead to co

production were investigated using
2
computer modeling, and they will be discussed in Chapter III. The most
important reaction mechanism leading to the production of co 2 at pressures below 10 torr was found to be the reaction cs 2+0 -+COS+S, followed
by COS + 0 -+ C0 2+ S .
CO Vibrational Distributions, Variations Transverse to the Plane of the
Splitter Plate
We have discussed variations in the emission of the mixing layer
flame along the direction of flow.

CO in vibrational nonequilibrium is

found within a centimeter of the edge of the splitter plate in flames
with pressures 4 to 15 torr and flow velocities approximately 100 em/sec.
Once a few centimeters downstream, the infrared emission varies only
slightly as we observe from further downstream.
We would not be surprised if the infrared emission observed from
the region of the flame producing blue-white emission differed from the
infrared emission elsewhere, considering that the visible emission differs.

However, downstream of the splitter plate, the infrared emission

spectra and the inferred CO vibrational populations do not vary appreci ably, as we observe along a traverse perpendicular to the plane of the
splitter plate (see Figure 11-E-13).

No variation is noted, even when

passing through the region of blue-white emission in the flame .

We

might expect the production of vibrationally excited CO and the resultant
CO emission to be located in the same region as the visible emission,
because this is the observed behavior in premixed cs 2102 flames [11.35 ] .
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RELATIVE POPULATIONS CO {v) FOR THREE
POSITIONS IN A TRANSVERSE PLANE FOR A
LAMINAR MIXING LAYER

Figure II-E-13

Relative populations of CO (#/cm 3} as a function of
vibrational level in a cs 210 2 mixing layer flame at
.5 torr; u02 = 3.4 m/sec; Ucs = 1.0 m/sec.
2
NOTE A: Anomalous peak due to C02, not CO.
NOTE £3: Anomalous peak due to COS, not CO.
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From the flame spectra, the CO is inferred to be in vibrational
equilibrium

t~roughout

the downstream region of the mixing layer.

The

luminous blue-white region extends from the area by the splitter plate
where nonequilibrium CO is found into the downstream region of equilibri urn.
Discussion of the CO Vibrational Population Profiles and Equilibration
Processes
One cause for the homogeneity of the CO vibrational distributions
found downstream in the mixing layer flame could be that CO is not formed
vibrationally excited in these regions.

However, this supposition implies

that the mechanism of the chemical reaction differs downstream from that
upstream, where vibrationally excited CO is formed.

Another possible

cause is that the chemically formed vibrationally excited CO is too
rapidly equilibrated to contribute a measurable emission intensity.

This

is a plausible model if the vibrational relaxation rates are sufficiently
large in comparison with the chemical pumping rates, resulting in near
equilibrium.

This explanation is favored; we will discuss the role COS

may play in CO deactivation.
An estimate of the chemical production rate of carbon monoxide, W,
(moles/(sec-cm2 )) based on the flame sheet approximation in Appendix A is:

where Na , !JJo , and Uo are the values at the flame-sheet for the molar density, diffusion constant, and velocity, respectively, and z is the coordinate along the direction of flow.

This result is stated in order to
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emphasize that the mixing and production is most rapid for small z if
the reaction rates are not limiting.

Sufficiently far downstream, the

production rate must fall off.
Competing with chemical production of CO, which increases the
population of vibrationally excited CO, is deactivation by emission
processes, vibrational-vibrational energy exchange, and vibrational-totranslational energy exchange.

Because of the large number of vibra-

tional exchange processes active in

cs 2;o2

flames, we will not try to

elaborate on them here; Reference II.41 carries a survey of the subject.
In that reference, the author generalizes: nonresonant transfer probabilities increase exponentially with increasing temperature; resonant
transfer probabilities are linear or decrease with increasing temperature.
The exchange reaction COS (1,0,0) + CO(v)

~

CO(v-1) +COS (0,0,0)

is very nearly resonant for v = 4, \'lith an increasing energy defect as v
differs from 4.
CO (4

~

v

~

At 300°K, the vibrational exchange rates for

13) with COS are over two orders of magnitude larger than

corresponding rates for vibrational transfer to 02 , Ar, He, CO, 02 , N2 ,
co2 , so2 , N20, or cs 2 based on the rates in References II.30 and II.42.
Consequently, if the mole fraction of ground state COS exceeds about .01,
COS will be the dominant quenching agent.

Hith increasing temperature,

the net CO quenching wi 11 increase as the rates for nonresonant transfer
increase, although the relative importance of quenching by COS will decrease.

Vibrational relaxation by exchange among CO molecules will

generally dominate the equilibration processes if the COS concentration
is low [II.43].

If the ground state COS mole fraction is in excess of

-102.01, \'lith the pressure above 5 torr, the rate for vibrational exchange
from CO to COS exceeds the rates for relaxation by vibrational-translational exchange and spontaneous emission.

Based on the rates in

References II.30, II.33, II.34, II.42, and 11.44,-when COS is present,
the rate limiting step in the relaxation of the CO may be the deactiva tion of the vibrationa1ly excited quenching agent, COS {1,0,0) [11.45].
Consider the vibrational exchange reaction,
COS (0,0,0) + CO(v= 12)
k

= 19.lo-12 cm3/(molecule-sec))

~ COS (1,0,0)

+ CO{v= 11)

at 300°K [11.30]

(aCO(v= 12))
= k[COS (O,O,O)][CO(v= 12)]
at
due only to the
reaction above
If the mole fraction of COS in the ground state is .01 at a pressure of
.01 atm, the characteristic time for deactivation by only COS, T, is
T

= 1/(k[COS])

= 2 msec

The sum of the equilibration times for CO deactivating about 10 levels,
v=l2

~

v=ll ,···,v=3

~

v=2, is less than three times T because the rates

for COS (0,0,0) - CO(v) vibrational exchange are larger for lower vibrational levels, reaching a maximum at v= 5.

In this example, COS will

cause the CO distribution to equilibrate in a time TE' equal to less
than 3T, about 6 ms .

If the flow velocity is 100 em/sec, the CO distri-

bution will equilibrate in less than 1 em,
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We observe nonequilibrium CO vibrational distributions within a
centimeter of the splitter plate; this suggests that the COS mole fractions are not in excess of .01 there.

Downstream, were the COS mole

fraction just a few percent, the deactivation distance for CO(v) would
be merely millimeters.

Our computer model, to be discussed in Chapter

I II, predicts the COS mole fraction .ri ses from 0 to about . 1 in the
first 4 em of the mixing layer flame under typical conditions, p = .01,
U = 200 em/sec.

Downstream of the splitter plate a few centimeters,

these sizeable COS concentrations will cause rapid equilibration of the
CO vibrational distributions.

The equilibrated CO population convected

downstream will greatly exceed the population of vibrationally excited
CO.

This description of the mixing layer flame, and the influence of

COS, are consistent with the observation of COS emission bands in the
mixing layer flame spectra starting roughly 2 em downstream of the splitter plate.
Temperature Profiles and CO Concentrations
Profiles of the temperatures and total CO concentrations in the

cs 2102

mixing layer flame were found using measurements of the infrared

flame emission and the interpretation technique explained in Chapter II,
Section D.

Figure II-E-14 shows the temperature contour for a

cs 2102

flame, and Figure II-E-11 shows the CO concentration contour superimposed

cs 210 2 flame. The temperature profile
of the o2 stream from the visibly emitting

on the temperature contour for a
has a maximum just to the side
portion of the fl arne.

The temperature profiles are broad, and the maximum

temperatures are near the adiabatic flame temperatures [11.46].

Figure
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Figure II-E-14 Isotherms in a cs 2102 laminar mixing layer flame at 5 torr, found using spectroscopic measurements. The special resolution is 1 em.
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-105II-E-15 presents temperature and CO concentration profiles in a onedimensional premixed flame:

these may be roughly compared to the data

on the mixing layer flame in Figures II-E-11 and II-E-14.
ature profiles

\'I

The temper-

ill be further discussed after the supporting thermo-

couple temperature measurements are presented in Chapter II, Section F.
~0

and COS Additive Flames

The effects of N20 and CO addition on a cs 2;o2 laminar premixed
flame were briefly investigated. CO overtone spectra were taken of

cs2;o2;N 20

and

cs 2;o2;N 20

free burning flames to examine the variation

in the CO vibrational distributions with changes in the

cs 2 :o2 :COS

ratios.

cs2 :o 2:N 2o and

This work is similar to the investigation of the

effects of N20 in Reference II.35, in which only qualitative results are
presented. N20 is reported to be an advantageous additive for increasing laser power [11.30, II.35, II.47 to 11.50].

COS has generally been

found to reduce laser power [II . 36, II.47, II.51].
The gas injector used to investigate the effect of COS and N20
addition to cs ;o 2 flames was the 240 mm long, multiple-slot injector
2
described in Chapter II, Section A. The results of N20 addition on the
CO vibrational populations are presented in Figure II-E-16.

These show

the CO vibrational populations at the flame-front with a spatial resolution of less than 1 em.

N20 depopulates the lower vibrational levels of CO
(v = 4-10) causing inversions, in agreement with the results in refer-

ences II.30, 11.35, and 11.47.
The flame spectra with and without COS addition are indistinguish ·
able, both at the flame front and downstream of it.
were performed at a pressure of 9.5 torr.

The

These experiments

cs 2 :o 2

ratios varied
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Temperature and CO concentration profiles across a premixed cs 2;o2 flame at 5.2 torr, found using spectroscopic measurements.
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Vibrational populations of CO (#/cm3 ) in the visibly
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-108between 1:10:0 and 1:10:1.3.

The lack of influence by COS may be due

to rapid COS oxidation, resulting in an equilibrium concentration far
bela~

the COS concentration in the precombustion mixture.
In the

cs 2;o2

mixing layer flames, N20 was added to either, or
both, reactant streams. In every case, the CO vibrational populations
were inferred not to have inversions.

N20 addition does not affect
the CO vibrational distributions near the splitter plate. In these

experiments the mole fraction of N20 in the oxidant stream (N 20+0 2 )
was varied from 0 to .25; the total oxidant flow, N20+0 2 , was constant; the pressure was about 5 torr; and the flow velocity was about
1.5 m/sec.

Downstream of the splitter plate 2.5 em, the effect of N20
was to increase the intensity on the 2.7 ~m bands of co 2 . The co2
emission intensity increased roughly linearly with the N20 addition
over the range of our data. These results are summarized in Table
II.E.l.

The CO mole fraction is crudely estimated to be .2 on the basis

of the reaction stoichiometry [II. 1, II. 57], and the predicted equilibrium concentrations [II.46].

Case

cs 2;(o2+N 20)

Mixing Layer Flame 2.5 em Downstream of the
Splitter Plate
Estimated
Estimated
N20/(N 0+02 )
C0 2/CO C0 2 mole fraction
Pressure
(torr)
2

TABLE II.E. 1

(1)

0

5.0

.2

.04

(2)

. 125

5.2

.25

.05

( 3)

.25

5.8

.3

.06

In case 1, the upstream region of the

cs 2;(o 2+N 20)

mixing layer flame

-109within 1 em of the splitter plate, there is emission on the
of C02 .
flames.

In contrast,

co2

2.7~m

emission is absent upstream in premixed

bands

cs 2to 2

In Reference 11.53 there is an examination of the CO+N 20 +
co2+ N2 gas phase reaction. Rate constants are presented for the temperature range 1169° -1655°K:
CO + N20
k

k

+

C0 2+ N
2

= 2.1 ·

3

10 11 e- 8705 /T (cm /mole-sec)

At the elevated temperatures typical of

cs 2to 2

flames, often in excess

of 2500°K, this rate constant is about 10-fold smaller than the slowest
rate in the 4 reaction branching chain mechanism dominant in

cs 2to 2

However, both CO and N20 may have appreciable mole fractions,
exceeding .1, and this reaction will then be important in co 2 production.
N20 participates in vibrational exchange with CO. N20 also
flames.

appears

to oxidize CO to

co2 .

In these experiments the

co 2

concentra-

tion increased 50% with the addition of N20. If the co 2 is formed in
the reaction CO+N o +co + N , the CO concentration will drop about 25%
2
2 2
because the concentration of co 2 is estimated to be 50% of the concentration of CO, as we saw earlier in this section.

Then reaction of CO and

N20 may occur in the cs 2to 2+ N20 flame, but we have no evidence that N20
chemistry affects the CO vibrational distributions or laser performance;
we have only evidence of the reaction CO+ N20 + C02+ N2. In Section G of
this chapter we will discuss the effects of N20 on the cs 2to 2 flame
chemistry found by measuring the flame speeds and by making visible
observations.

The evidence will indicate that N20 participates in the
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flame chemistry by slowing the flame speeds and acting as an oxygen ac ceptor.

-111F.

Thermocouple Measurements of the Temperature Fields

Thermocouples were used to measure the temperatures in

cs 2102

laminar mixing layer flames, providing us with verification of the temperature profiles, independent of those
spectroscopy.

measured using infrared emission

Thermocouples are intrusive probes; they interact with

the flow fields, as well as offering a surface on which chemical reactions may occur.

The thermocouples were not reliable indicators of the

absolute gas temperature; they were cooler than the surrounding gas
because of radiative heat losses.

However, they did serve for investi-

gating the general form of the temperature fields, locating the regions
of maximum temperature.
Temperature measurements using emission spectroscopy were discussed in Chapter II, Section E.

The maximum temperatures in the

cs 2102

laminar mixing layer flames were shifted to the side of the 02 stream
from the region of blue-white emission. The temperature profiles found
using thermocouple measurements are in qualitative agreement with the
profiles found using infrared spectroscopy.
Experimental
Chromel-alumel thermocouples were used; these junctions function
at temperatures below 1550°C [II.54].

The use of higher temperature

thermocouples (platinum-rhodium or platinum-10% rhodium) would have been
preferable.

The chromel-alumel \'tires were found to be prone to corrosion.

Wires of two diameters were used, . 010" and . 025".

These entered the

flames perpendicular to the direction of flow and parallel to the plane
of the splitter plate, as shown in Figures II-A-8 and II-F-1.

This
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-113configuration minimized the temperature gradients and heat conduction
along the span of the wires [11.55].

The wires were mounted on

ceramic supports and extended into the flame, held by their own rigidity.
They had no surface protection.

The wire of larger diameter (.025")

was used to take data because of its durability.
Heat transfer processes controlled the temperatures of the
wires; consequently, the temperatures were a function of wire diameter.
Two thermocouples of different diameters (.010 and .025") were used
simultaneously to calibrate the absolute gas temperature to the thermocouple junction temperature.

The two wires were positioned parallel,

3 mm apart, in order to subject them to a similar environment of temperature and flow; however, this calibration was crude.
The 1ow pressure chamber in which the experiments were conducted
and the small double-slot gas injector used are shown in Figures
II -A-2, II -A-4, and II -A-8.

~~eas urements

were taken throughout the

mixing layer flame by moving the gas injector, while the thermocouple
junction remained fixed.

At a series of downstream positions, the in-

jector was moved vertically, perpendicular to the plane of the splitter
plate, to gather data at approximately 30 points, 2 mm apart.

The maxi-

mum junction voltages were found to be about 32 mV, corresponding to a
a junction temperature of 1050°K.

The junction glowed red at this tem-

perature.
Reduction of Data
Using a thermocouple, an absolute determination of the temperature
in a gas was made by finding the junction temperature and then calculat-

-114ing the gas temperature which would

cause the thermocouple junction

to attain the observed temperature.

This was done, assuming the tem-

perature was steady, by equating the heat transfer losses to the heat
transfer gains at the wire, which depended on the junction temperature,
and solving for the gas temperature.

The solution for the gas temper-

ature will be shown in the analysis to follow.
Equation II.F.l is the steady state energy balance equation for
a unit length of thermocouple wire.

The free stream temperature and

the stagnation temperature differed negligibly in our low
flows.

t~ach

number

We neglected any possible effects due to exothermic reactions

on the surface of the wire because we had no evidence of their importance.
(convective transfer)
to the wire

= (net

radiative transfer)
from the wire
+

(net conductive transfer)
down the wi re

{II.F.l)

The heat transfer terms are given below in units of power per unit
1ength.
(convective transfer) = (.44 ± .06) Re~/2 KG(TG- TW)
to the wire

4 4
(net radiative transfer)
1rd(TW- T5 )
= a £ (configuration)
factor
from the wi re
aTw
7Td2
(net conductive transfer)
=
Kw(-)
down the wire
4
at a 1ong wi re

(II.F.2)
(II.F.3)
(II.F.4)

The temperature of the gas, thermocouple wire, and surrounding chamber
walls are TG, Tw, and T , respectively.
5

The diameter of the wire is d,

-115and the thermal conductivities of the wire and of the gas are Kw and
KG, respectively.

Equation 11.F.2 is applicable in the range of

Reynolds numbers 100

<

Red

<

10,000 [11.55].

The heat transfer may

deviate from this expression in the flows of interest, where Red is
approximately 0.1.

Equation 11.F.3 is t~e Stephan-Boltimann radiation

law, where a is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant.

Because the environ-

ment in the flame affects the surface of the thermocouple wire, the
composition of its surface is not known, leaving the emissivity,

E

,

unknown.
Radiative transfer to the thermocouple wire from the surroundi ng
chamber was negligible in our experiments.

T~ in equation 11.F.3.

We will neglect the term

The heat transfer due to heat conduction along

the wire was estimated to be small in comparison to the convective and
radiative transfer.

The energy balance equation, ignoring radiative

transfer from the chamber and conduction along the wire, is
(II.F.5)
This equation follows from equation II.F.2; consequently, it is valid
for 100 < Red < 10,000.

To allow for a gradual departure from equation

II.F.5 at low Red, an adjustable heat transfer parameter, a, is inserted
into equation II.F.5, yielding equation II.F.6.

This crudely extends

the applicability of equation II.F . 5 into the encountered range of
Reynolds numbers.
(II.F.6)
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Measurements were made using two closely spaced thermocouple
wires (wires "1" and "2") of different diameters.

These provided suf-

ficient information to calculate both the gas temperatures, TG' and
then constant a/£, eliminating the need

for~

priori knowledge of the

surface emissivity and the coefficient for convector heat transfer.
The solution for TG' equation II.F . 7, is derived directly from equation
II.F.6.
4
4
4
TG = ( bTWTW - TW TH ) I ( bTW - T4wl )
2 1
2 1
2

(II. F.?)

Tw = temperature of wire 1
Tw = temperature of wire 2
d2 l/2
of wire 2)1/2
(-)
b = (diameter
=
diameter of wire 1
dl
Equation II.F.7 is valid over the domain of physically realizable values
for Tw and Tw .
1

For example, if wire 2 is the thicker, b > 1, then

2

TW must be larger than Tw .
1

The denominator in the right hand side of

2

equation II.F.7 vanishes for bT~

=

2

T~ , and is negative forT~ > bT~.
1

1

2

Temperatures in this range correspond to heat transfer terms which disobey the assumed functional behavior of the energy transfer rates in
equations II.F.2 and II.F.3.

The region of validity of equation II.F.7

is
(for b > 1)

(II.F.8)

Some pairs of temperatures were measured which violated this inequality.
To realize these pairs of temperatures, the two wires must have been
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subject to dissimilar flow and temperature environments at times, contrary to assumptions.
After the gas temperature was calculated using equation II. F. 7,
the quantity a/£ was calculated using equation II.F.6.
a/£ was constant.

We assumed

From data obtained using a single thermocouple

junction, all the gas temperatures were then calculated using equation
II.F.6.

The calibration to find constant, a/£, was difficult because

of the interaction of the flame and the pair of thermocouples.

The

shape of the flame generally showed no visible distortion due to a
single thermocouple, but was strongly distorted by the pair of thermof·1any data points were found to violate inequality II.F. 8.

couples.

The measured values of £/a ranged over an order of magnitude; a value
of .15 was chosen among these values because it caused the maximum
temperatures to agree with the spectroscopically inferred values for
the .025" diameter wire, the calculated difference between the gas temperature and the wire temperature was about 500°K at the TW = 800°K,
1000°K at Tw

=

1000°K, and 1500°K at TW

=

1100°K.

These differences may

be inaccurate, but the location of maximum temperature and the qualitative form of the temperature profiles are insensitive to the value of
a/£ chosen.
The emissivity of an oxidized metal surface is between .5 and 1
[1!.54].

With £/f chosen to be .15, 'a' must equal about 5.

In the

flames examined, where Red was about .1, the heat trans fer to the wires
was therefore larger by a factor of about 5 than the value obtained using
equation II.F.2, which was applicable over the range 100 <Red < 10,000.
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This discrepancy is not surprising because the flows around the wires
differ at these different Reynolds numbers.
Results
Temperature profiles found from thermocouple measurements in
mixing layer flames at pressures of 7.0 and 2.8 torr are shown in
Figures 11-F-2 and 11.F.3, respectively.

The generally symmetric form

of the temperature contours in Figure 11-F-3 is marred by the high
temperatures near the injector, on the side of the flow near the cs 2
stream. Although the undisturbed flow might also be hot in this region,
the temperatures measured are more likely high because of stabilization
of the combustion on the thermocouple wire.

The visibly luminescing

region of the flame appeared to attach to the thermocouple wire in this
region, while elsewhere it did not.

Downstream, in the burned gas,

there should be no flame stabilization on the wire, so that the temperature profiles should be more reliable.
The thermocouple wires broke when passed through the mixing layer
flame about 1.5 em downstream of the injector.
7 torr; the flow velocities about 1 m/sec.

The pressure was about

When the wires broke, an unu-

sually high temperature was not being indicated.

The thermocouple wires

did not break when placed 3 or more centimeters downstream of the injector face, although the flame appeared to luminesce as strongly there, and
the thermocouples indicated higher temperatures.

This is evidence that

upstream the wires were not melted, but were attacked chemically. perhaps
by atomic oxygen.

Also, we are led to believe atomic oxygen may be the

agent attacking the wires because the results of computer modeling of the
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-121flame (Chapter III) indicate that atomic oxygen has a maximum concentration upstream, in the same regions where the thermocouples broke.

The

predicted atomic oxygen concentrations are shown in Figure III - B-7.
Error Analysis
The temperature profiles have uncertainties due to the procedure
used to estimate the temperature of the gas from the temperature of the
thermocouple junction.

There are also uncertainties due to possible

variations in the surface emissivity and variations in the flow.

The

following assumptions are needed in order to apply equation II.F.6 to
find the gas temperature:

(i) KG is known, (ii) the flow speed is

known, and (iii) the functional dependences for the heat transfer
terms, specified by equations II.F.2 and II.F.3, are correct.
plicity, the flow speed is assumed constant.

For sim-

Uncertainties in the con-

figuration factor in equation II.F.3 are inconsequential, because any
error there is absorbed in the parameter a.
To compute the gas temperature using the energy balance equation,
the conductive heat transfer was assumed to vary as the square root of
the Reynolds number, Re.

Reference

11.56 indicates that for small Re

the heat transfer will be linear in Re.

However, the experimental data

presented in this reference do not fall in the range of interest:
.05 < Re

< .2.

We do not know exactly how the heat transfer varies with Re,

and this uncertainty in the analysis may induce some inaccuracy in the
quantitative, but not the qualitative aspects of the results.
The errors inherent in calculating the temperatures of the gas
from the temperatures of the thermocouple junction may be as large as
the differences between these two temperatures.

Errors due to temporal

-122fluctuations in the system were estimated on the basis of the observed
fluctuations in the voltages of the thermocouples at fixed locations.
An error bound of ±5% was found.

The calibration error can be approxi-

Additionally, the temperature
mated to be about ±50 x(T 6/l000) 4%.
profiles are meaningful only if the thermocouples were not damagingly
intrusive to the flow fields, temperature fields, or the chemistry.
Combustion stabilization behind the wire, surface catalysis, or reactions consuming the surface of the wire could induce erroneous results.
The measured temperature profiles would be distorted if radiative
losses from the surface of the wires accounted for a substantial heat
loss from the flow.

If Tw

=

T6

~

1500°K, the power radiated by the

thermocouple wires, given by equation II.F.9, is comparable to the rate
of convection of thermal enthalpy to the thermocouple wire, given by
equation II.F.lO.
en tha 1py convected I em-sec
radiated energy I em-sec

~

!:::

pUCP T6d

(II.F.9)

Tidcr£ T~

(II.F.lO)

We inferred gas temperatures exceeding 2600°K, and corresponding wire
temperatures exceeding ll00°K.

At these temperatures, the thermal wake

of the wire must have been at least ten wire diameters, about 1 em, just
to account for the energy lost by radiation.

The interaction of the

thermocouples and temperature fields of the gas is substantial, and the
spatial resolution achieved is not nearly as fine as the wire diameters.
The temperature profiles found using the thermocouple measurements should
only be taken as indicative of the general form of the temperature fields
of the undisturbed flame.
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Conclusions
The temperature measurements using the spectroscopic technique
and the thermocouple technique gave qualitatively similar results. The
gas temperature was a maximum on the side of the region of the brightest
visible emission by the

o2

stream.

This result was independent of

which stream was on top; buoyancy was not a factor.

The temperature

profiles were more symmetrical about the plane of the splitter plate
than the shape of the visibly emitting region might suggest.
The maximum temperatures are on the 02 side of the region of
brightest visible emission. This may be due to exothermic reactions
on the side of the visibly luminescing region by the 02 stream, or
endothermic reactions on the side by the cs 2 stream. On the side by
the 02 stream, any of a number of exothermic oxidation reactions may be
occurring without visible chemiluminescence, or there may be vibrational
equilibration of the product CO, releasing heat.

There may be a com-

ponent of the flow normal to the highly skewed visible flame.

Because

of the geometry we would expect the flow to cross from the cs 2 side to
the 02 side of the visibly emitting region, which skews toward the side
of the cs 2 stream. The factors influencing the shape of the temperature
profiles must be rooted in the flame chemistry. The region in which
there is the highest rate for exothermic chemical reactions is not as
skewed in the mixing layer as the shape of the visibly emitting region
suggests.
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G.

Diluent and Flame Speeds:

The t·1ixing Layer and Premixed Flames

The kinetic processes in a cs 2102 laminar mixing layer flame determine the vibrational distribution of the CO in the product gas. To predict
the CO vibrational distributions, the relative rates of production and
deexcitation of vibrationally excited CO are necessary.

In this section,

the relationship between the rate of CO production and the laminar flame
speeds will be discussed.

The effect of diluents on the flame speeds has

been experimentally investigated, and unexpected flame quenching properties of t~ 2 o were found. The main purpose of this section is to establish
that the addition of inert diluent to the reactant gas mixture causes a
reduction in the CO production rate in the flame.
For a chemical laser, it is generally preferable to use excess oxidant, rather than an inert gas, when diluting the reactant mixture.
Diluting a premixed flame with

o2

can be beneficial to laser performance

because the flame temperature is lowered.

Similar dilution with an inert

gas involves a larger accompanying reduction in flame speed.

To reduce

the temperature in a mixing layer flame, inert diluent may be added, but
not

o2 ,

unlike the premixed flame.

It is therefore relevant in contrast-

; ng the utility of the premixed and mi xi na 1ayer cs 2102 flames for use as
a laser medium to know the effects of diluent on the flame speeds.
Analysis
The processes that control the CO vibrational populations can be
isolated as terms in the rate equation:
(chemical production) + (pumping of level v by
)
in level v
transfer from other levels
- (transfer of CO from level v to other levels)
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At the flame front, the chemical production in each vibrational level of
CO is proportional to the rate at \'lhich CO is produced chemically, which
is approximately the flame thickness divided by the flame speed.
The calculation of laminar flame speeds has been a goal of combustion research throughout the years, and has been accomplished by a number
of elegant means [11.4].

The simplest of these results, that of dimen-

sional analysis, vlill be revie\'/ed here.

An analysis of flames that propa-

gate by thermal conduction will be presented. An analysis of the flames
that propagate by species diffusion vii 11 be shown to predict the same
flame speeds.
In a premixed flame, the characteristic time for CO production, -r,
is approximately equal to the residence time of the gas in the flame. The
residence time equals the thickness of the flame, 6, divided by the flame
speed, v :
T

"'

{II.G.2)

6/v

To evaluate -r, obviously 6 and v must be known.
Flames will propagate by thermal conduction and by the diffusion
of reactive intermediate species.
of both processes.

r~ost

flames propagate by a combination

In flames that propagate by thermal conduction, the

rate at which heat is conducted across the flame equals the heat production
i n the f 1arne :
(II.G.3)

In a flame that propagates by species diffusion, the rate at which intermediates produced in the flame diffuse upstream to initiate chemical
reactions roughly equals the total chemical production rate for the flame:
(II.G.4)

-126wis the reaction rate (moles-cm- 3/sec- 1).

The subscripts SandT denote

the flames that propagate by species diffusion and thermal conduction,
respectively.

The notation is fully explained in a section preceding

Chapter I.
To evaluate the transport terms in equations II.G.3 and II.G.4, the
derivatives are approximated:
aT
az

~

TF - TI
oT

(II.G.5)

and

~
az

:::<

NF

(II.G.6)

6$

T1 and TF are the initial temperature and adiabatic flame temperature, respectively. NF is the molar concentration of the fuel in the unburned gas .
The heat release of the chemical reaction, q, can be estimated,
assuming a calorically perfect gas to be:
(II.G. 7)

where Cp is the molar heat capacity.

Assuming complete combustion, conser-

vation of mass requires the fuel consumption in the flame to equal the
convection of fuel into the flame, equations II.G.7 and II.G.8,
(II.G.8)
(II.G.9)
Equations II.G.3, II.G.5 and II.G.7 are solved for the thickness of the
flame propagating by thermal conduction, giving
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(II. G. 11)
Combining these results with the continuity equation, the flame speeds
for the thermal and species diffusion flames are
(II.G.l2)
and
(II.G.l3)
Equations II.G. 12 and II.G. 13 are similar; II.G.l2 can be rewritten as

In the same manner, equations II . G. 10 and II.G. 11 are similar:

II.G.9

can be rewritten as
0

T

=

where Leis the Lewis number; Le

=

NFCp!D/K.

It is a good approximation

for most gases to take the Le¥Jis number to be one.
The solution forT is given by equation II . G. 14; T equals the
characteristic time of the reaction, as would have been estimated without
considering the fluid processes
(II.G.l4)
For a bimolecular reaction, W= NFNoxk, where k is the reaction rate constant; NF and N0 x are the fuel and oxidant concentrations. In the
-l\E /k T
Arrhenius form, the rate constant is k = Ake a 8 • If the reactions
in the flames are bimolecular, and Le = 1

-1280

=

-l
( !D

NoxAke

v = ( !l> NoxAke
and

"( = (NoxAke

In a

cs 2;o 2

-~Ea/k 8 T

)

-1/2

-~E/kBT l/2

-~E

a

{II.G.l5)

)

(II.G.l6)

/k 8T -1
)

(I I. G. 17)

chemical laser, a large CO production rate is advan-

tageous for high power. From equation II.G. 17 we see that high production
rates are favored by large concentrations of oxidant, Nox' and by high
temperatures. However, high temperatures are not favorable for achieving
high gain. They have a deleterious effect on laser performance because
they favor undesirable vibrational transfer processes. High flame temperatures are characteristic of combustion near the stoichiometric ratio.
Diluting the reactant mixture with excess 0 2 or inert gases reduces the
flame temperature, but also reduces the CO production rates. Dilution with
excess 02 is often preferable to dilution with an inert gas, because diluting with 0 2 will not lower the production rate of CO as substantially. 0 2
also has a relatively low probability to deactivate vibrationally excited
CO [I I. 30].
Consider a premixed
oxidant rich, fuel lean.
peratures low.

cs2;o2

flame in which the reactant mixture is

The excess oxygen serves to keep the flame tem-

If the mixture is varied by gradually increasing the

concentration of diluent at the expense of reducing the oxidant concentration, the concentration of CS in the fuel mixture will remain constant,
and the mixture will still be oxidant rich.

The concentration of oxidant

-129N0 x is the difference be&1een the original oxidant concentration, N x

I

and the added diluent concentration, N :
0

N

Ox

= N XI

- N
0

Equations II.G.lS, II.G.l6, and II.G.l7 can be used to predict the dependence of v,

o,

and Ton the concentration of added diluent, giving
(II.G.l8)
(II.G.l9)

and
T

=

(I I. G. 20)

where T is the characteristic time for formation of CO in the flame as
defined by equation II.G.2, and Twas found to equal the characteristic
reaction time for the CO producing reaction mechanism.
Equation II.G.20 implies that boosting concentration of the inert
gas in the reactant mixture at the expense of the concentration of 0
reduces the reaction rates.
ness increases.

2
The flame speed decreases as the flame thick-

Measuring the dependence of either v or Ton the concen-

tration of diluent, N0 , can provide an experimental verification of the
relationships expressed in equations II.G. 15 through II.G.l7. In Appendix
B, an analysis is carried out showing that to maximize the small signal
gain of the product mixture, it is advantageous to have a low temperature
fl arne, fue 1 1ean.

In the

cs 2;o2

mixing 1ayer fl arne, excess oxygen cannot

be used as a diluent, and to reduce the temperatures an inert diluent
must be used.

Consequently, the implications of diluting with an inert

-130gas rather than 0 are relevant to evaluating the relative utility of
2
mixing layer and premixed cs2;o 2 flames for use as laser media.
Experimental Work and Results
The effects of diluent addition on the flame speeds were found and
compared with the theoretical results based on dimensional analysis.
Rotameter measurements were used to find the gas flow rates, and photographs were taken and used to measure the area of the flames.

The flame

speeds were then calculated using the law of mass conservation:
v

=

(the gas flow rate)/(the area of the flame).

technique are fully described in Reference II. 1.

The details of this
The flow rate of the

mixture of 02 and diluent and the flow rate of cs 2 were individually held
constant. The flow rate of the mixture of 02 and diluent was 30-fold
larger than the flow rate of

cs 2.

Ar or N20 was added as a diluent at
the expense of 02 , and the flame speeds were measured. The results are
shown in Figure II-G-1.
The data points in Figure II-G-1 have error bars due to uncertainties in the flow rates and the photographic measurements.
rates account for a larger part of the uncertainty.

The flow

The relative values

of the points are considerably more certain than the error bars on their
absolute magnitudes indicate.
Results and Conclusions
Dilution with N20 or Ar causes the flame speed to decrease more
rapidly than was predicted by dimensional analysis. Ar or N 0 was added
2
to the reactant mixture at the expense of o2 , comparing heat capacities :
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Figure II-G-1

Flame speed as a function of the fraction of diluent
gas; p = 14.5 torr; cs 2 :(0 2 +diluent) = 1:30. The
solid line is a theoretical prediction based on the
results of dimensional analysis, equation II.G.l9,
with arbitrary normalization.

-1328.7, Cp

= 5.0, and CpN O = 14.0 (cal/mole-deg K
Ar
2
Because N20 has a larger heat capacity than Ar,

N 0
2

will bring about a greater reduction in flame temperature and reac-

tion rates if the N2 0 acts inert chemically.

It is therefore not sur-

prising that N2 o reduces the flame speeds more readily than Ar.

Even

though Cp

<CPO , the flame speed with Ar dilution fell slightly belm-1
Ar
2
the theoretical curve. The reduction in the flame speeds by dilution,

and the consequential decrease in the CO production rate, is greater
than predicted by simple dimensional analysis.
It is proposed in Reference II.35 that N20 may act as an oxygen
donor in cs 2;o2;N 20 flames, increasing the rate at which the mixture
reacts.

The flame speed measurements are evidence that the more impor-

tant effect of N20 is one of reducing the vi gaur of the reactions,
lowering the flame speed.
When N20 is added to cs 2;o2 mixtures in concentrations comparable
to the cs 2 concentration, a straw-brown colored emission was observed
from the region downstream of the flame front.
placed or overwhelmed the blue

so2

afterglow.

This emission either reThe straw-brown emission

')( 2
was probably due to N0 2 chemiluminescence on theM(
B1 ) +X-2 A1 transition [!1.35]. Producing N0 in the A( 2s 1 ) state requires at least
2
43 kcal/mole; NO+O + N02 is the only suitably exothermic reaction. The

addition of N20 to the cs 2;o 2 fl arne affects the vibrational transfer
processes and the chemistry. The flame speed measurements presented
here are evidence that N20 is not beneficial in speeding the chemistry,
and the observation of N0 2 emission suggests N20 may even act to reduce
the atomic oxygen concentration.
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Chapter III
COMPUTER MODELING

A.

Introduction and Summary
Computer modeling was used to investigate the

ing layer flame.

cs 2to 2

laminar mix-

The fluid and chemical behavior of the flame was

examined by means of the computer code created by this author, MIXWG,
which is listed in Appendix C. The equations governing the flow, as set
forth in Appendix A, were solved numerically. The processes of species
diffusion, viscous transport of momentum, heat conduction, convective
transport of species, momentum and energy, and chemical production of
species and heat are incorporated into the model.
and o2 mix and
200 em/sec) mixing layer flame.

The results of this study are summarized here.
react in a low Mach number

(velocity~

cs 2

In a mixing layer with shear, the reaction zone tends to skew into the
reactant stream of lower velocity.

The CO production reaches a maximum

about 1 em downstream of the start of the mixing layer, proceeding by
the 4 reaction branching chain mechanism discussed in Chapter I:

cs 2 + 0
cs + 0
s + 02
so + 02

~

~

~

~

cs + so
co + s
so + 0
so2 + 0

About 1 em downstream of the start of the mixing layer, COS formation by the reaction
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cs 2

+

o

+

cos

+

s

completes \'lith the earlier dominant reaction:
Subsequent to COS formation,
COS + 0

co 2
+

cs 2

+ 0

+

CS + SO.

is produced by the reaction
C0 2 + S

Oxidation of COS is responsible for more

co2

production than is oxida-

tion of CO.
The gas composition is inhomogeneous in the mixing layer.

The CS2

concentration is appreciable only on the side of the mixing layer by the

cs 2

stream, and the atomic oxygen concentration is only appreciable by

the 02 stream. The intermediates, S, SO, and COS, and the products so 2 ,
CO, and co 2 are found nested fairly symmetrically between the cs2 and o2
streams.

Going downstream, the species accumulate in roughly the follow-

ing sequence:

so 2

and CO, CS, 0, SO, COS, and finally

co2

and S.
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B.

Chemical and Fluid Processes

cs 2 and 02 mix and react in a low Mach number laminar mixing layer
flame.

The governing equations are presented in Appendix A.

For sim-

plicity we choose to look for the class of solutions for which there is
no net fluid velocity, v, normal to the flame.

The Howarth transformed

equations of flow, as solved, are

uav i
a2v.
- = ! / ) ~+
az
oo
ay

wi
p

where Vi is the mass fraction of species i, and Wi is the chemical source
term for species i, and

where Tis the temperature and Q is the chemical heat source term. Because
Mach nurrber of the flow is 1ow, the pressure is taken to be constant.
simplicity, the diffusion constant

cs 2 and the o2 free streams.

!J)00

is taken to be equal in both the

The Lewis number is taken to be unity;

consequently, koo/poop
C = moo is constant.
Koo

For

Cp is the heat capacity;

P00

and

are the free stream values for the density and coefficient for heat

conduction.
Ten species were considered in the chemistry:

o2 , cs 2 ,

CS, S, 0,

.

SO, CO, co , COS, and so . The chemical species source terms, Q, were
2
2
computed on the basis of the rates for the chemical reactions included
in the model.

These reactions are listed in Table III.B.l. The first

four reactions comprise the branching chain mechanism that is responsible
for production of vibrationally excited CO [III. 1].

Reactions 5 through

-141Tab 1e II I. B. 1
Reaction

Forward Ratea

Exothermicity6

Ref.

1

CS 2+0

-+

CS+SO

5.0 x10 13 xexp{-960/T}

20.1

III.6
III.8

2

CS+.O

-+

CO+S

2.4 x10 14 xexp(-1010/T)

85.0

I I I. 6

3

S+0 2

-+

SO+O

1.0 x10 13 xexp(-2800/T)

5.9

III.9

4

S0+0

2

-+

S0 +0
2

3. 5 X 10 11

12.9

I I I. 6

5

CO+S+M

-+

COS+M

2.0 x1o 16 xexp(-900/T)

73.4

III.6

6

CO+O+M

-+

C0

1.6 x1o

16 xexp(-900/T)

127.5

III.6

7

cs2+ 0

-+

COS+S

1 .0

54.1

II 1.6
III. 8

8

C0+0

2

-+

C0 +0
2

1. 7 x 10 12 x exp( -25700/T)

2.1

Note c

9

CO+SO

-+

C0 +s
2

3.5 x1o 12 xexp(-25700/T)

18.6

III.lO

10

COS+O

-+

C0 +S
2

4.4 x 1014 xexp(-26300/T)

54.0

111.6

+r~

2

X

10 14

X

X

exp{ -3280/T)

exp( -4040/T)

aThe temperature is in °K, and the reaction rates are in units of moles,
em, and seconds.
bA positive exothermicity indicates an exothermic reaction. These values
are computed using the data of Reference III. 11. The heat of formation
of CS is taken from Reference III. 12.
cBecause this rate was not found in the literature, it was chosen to equal
the rate of the similar reaction, number 9, divided by a steric factor
of 2.

-14210 in Table III.B.l are involved in the production of COS and

co 2 .

These

reactions were included in order to investigate the presence of COS and
C0 2 , and to determine the mechanisms responsible for their formation. Not
all of these reactions were found to be important.

A number of reactions

were eliminated from consideration prior to the analysis using the computer.

Those that proceed very slowly due to large endothermicity, large

activation energy, or low reactant concentrations were not included.
The heat capacity of the combustion gas increases with temperature.
The amount of energy required to raise the temperature of the mixture one
unit is larger than the heat capacity of the mixture.

This is because

adding energy to the mixture drives the endothermic dissociation of molecules in the gas, as well as heating them, for example,

so 2 +

SO+O.

In

lieu of including a set of dissociation reactions in our model, we chose
to simplify the computations by employing an altered heat capacity which
sharply increases at the temperatures at which molecular dissociation
imposes a restriction on the flame temperature.

This approximation should

cause the predicted concentrations of free radicals to be too low in regions of high temperatures, because free radicals are not generated by
dissociation.

The altered heat capacity used is
Cp = 10.2 + 2. 5 x 109 x (exp(l7-50,000/T} )/T2 (cal/mole-°K)

This is of the form
Cp

= Cp + (6H /RT) 2 exp(-6F/RT)
0

0

where 6H0 is the endothermicity of the dissociation reaction limiting the
flame temperature, and 6F is the change in the free energy in this reaction, 6F

~

TS - 6H.

-143The heat released to the flow from the exothermicity of the chemical
reactions was computed ignoring energy trapped in internal degrees of
freedom of the molecules.

The net reaction in one cycle of the 4 reaction

branching chain mechanism for cs 2;o2 combustion [III.2] is
cs2 + 5/2 02

+

2502 +co+ 195 kcal/mole

(III.B.l)

The reaction step responsible for the production of vibrationally excited
CO in this mechanism is
CS + 0

+

CO + S + 85 kcal/mole

(III.B.2)

About 80% of the exothermicity of reaction III.B.2 is channeled into the
vibrational excitation of CO [111.3].

Therefore, about 35% of the exo-

thermicity of the net reaction III.B. 1 is channeled into vibrational
excitation of CO.
As the CO vibrationally equilibrates, the kinetic temperature of
the gas rises.

Were the gas temperature to increase linearly with the

added heat, this could account for 35% of the increase in temperature.
However, because the rise in temperature is nonlinear in the heat added,

;o combustion is
2 2
neglected if we should fail to consider the exothermicity of the vibraless than 35% of the increase in temperature during cs

tional relaxation processes.

In Chapter II, Section E, we

found that, due to the presence of COS, vibrational equilibration of CO
in our cs 2;o2 flames took place in less than 1 em. Over this distance,
a large portion of the vibrational energy is transferred to kinetic
energy.

By assuming the energy immediately goes into kinetic energy, the

computed temperature rise and reaction progress will be slightly too rapid.

-144-

The forward rates for each reaction included are listed in Table
II.B. 1.

The reverse rates were generated by use of detailed balancing

for each of the reactions except for the recombination reactions, 5 and
6.

These were assumed to proceed only

exothermicity.

fo~1ard

because of their large

In our computations, the net rates for the remaining 8

reactions were taken to be the difference between the forward and reverse rates.
The species mole fractions, the temperature, and the velocity were
calculated on a grid of points in Howarth transformed space by numerical
integration of the governing equations, marching downstream.

Initially,

and o2 • each had uniform velocity, and on the
grid point where the streams abut, there was a small mole fraction of

the reactant streams,

cs 2

reactive intermediates, CS, S, 0, and SO, as well as a slightly elevated
temperature.

This initial condition served to assure ignition.

The

downstream conditions were insensitive to the details of this initial
ignition.

The ignition of the flame in this manner was necessary

because upstream conduction and diffusion, which are essential to flame
propagation, were neglected in this model.
In order to simplify the computational complexity of the problem,
the velocity profiles were not computed explicitly.

They were deter-

mined by assuming a similarity between the species concentration profiles
and the velocity profile.

This approximation was motivated by the

result one finds in the free laminar shear layer without reaction, and
the computer generated velocities were found to match analytical solutions within 10% for simple test cases .

-145The grid used was quite coarse; in the direction normal to the
plane of the splitter plate (y axis) there were 9 grid points at each
downstream location (z axis).
differences along y.

Derivatives in y were approximated by

The integration downstream was accomplished by use

of a numerical routine from the Cal tech computer library called "MODDEQ",
altered slightly to handle a larger set of equations.

This routine

automatically adjusts the integration step size along the z axis in
order to control truncation errors.

The method of Runge-Kutta-Gill

is

used to start the integration process is also used to restart the integration whenever the step size has been altered.

Once the integration

has been started, it is continued by the Adams-r>1oulton predictorcorrector method.
Before presenting results, we should keep in mind that modeling can
be no more accurate than the rate constants used in the model.

The

chemical rate constants are typically measured at temperatures well below
the flame temperatures encountered in

cs 2;o2

combustion, and the values

at elevated temperatures must be estimated by extrapolation.

The rates

in Table III.B. 1 should be taken as estimates, accurate to one significant figure at best.

The flame modeling calculations are meant to aid

in the understanding of the processes dominant in the mixing layer flame.
In light of the uncertainties in the reaction rate constants, even differences of 25% in the mole fractions of two species should generally be
considered insignificant, except for the qualitative trends these differences may suggest.
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es2
flame.

and 0 mix and react in a 1ow f-1ach number 1aminar mixing 1ayer
2
The heat generated in exothermic chemical reactions raises the

maximum temperature above 2500°K; the gas expands and the streamlines
diverge.

In a mixing layer with shear, the reaction zone tends to skew

into the stream of lower velocity.

The results of several calculations

for different flow conditions are presented in this section.
Figures III-B-1 through III-B-17 show the predicted streamlines,
concentrations, and temperature field for a mixing layer flame in which
the

es 2

free stream velocity,

Ues ,

is 100 em/sec and the

2

o2

free stream

velocity, u0 , is 300 em/sec. The pressure is .01 atm (7.6 torr). The
2
contour plots of species and temperature, and the plot of the streamlines
are for the region just downstream of where mixing commences, corresponding in experiments to the region starting at the edge of the splitter
plate and extending downstream.
grid point separating the
11

es 2

The upstream boundary conditions at the

and 02 streams, which we will call the

Central grid poi nt 11 are:

= .90

xso = . 01

Xes = .000033

Xeo = .03

xes = . 000030

Xeo 2 =

0

xs

= .000330

Xcos =

0

Xo

= .003300

xso = .056307

xo

2
2

where X; is the mole fraction of species i.

T = 850°K

A dashed line across these

figures traces the path of the central grid point downstream.

It
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Figure 111-B-2 Predicted temperatures (°K) in a
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-154corresponds to the plane of the splitter plate.

For the grid points

adjacent to the central grid point on which flame initiation occurs, the
temperature was initially 425°K.
ature was 300°K.
side of the

At all other points the initial temper-

The initial values of the species mole fractions on the
stream are

=

0
l

0

xso = o
Xco = o
xco = o
2
Xcos = 0
Xso = o
2

and on the side of the 0 stream they are
2
=

l

=

0

=

0

=

0

xso
xco
xco
2
Xcos
xso

2

= o
= o
= o
= 0
= o

These initial conditions were chosen because they both assured igni-

cs 2

and 02 . Initially, at z = 0 ,
the intermediates which cause the flame to propagate are mixed with an
tion, and did not involve premixing the

abundance of 02 at the central grid point. The bulk of the remaining gas
is product, CO and so 2 . At z = 0, at the central grid point, only 1.5%
of the gas was reaction intermediates, and elsewhere there were none . A
test case was run in which the intermediates were initially in an abun dance of cs2 instead of 02:
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Xo
2
xes2
xes
xs
xo

= .000033
= .90

xs = . 01
2
Xco = .03
Xco 2 = 0
Xcos = 0
Xso2 = .056334

= .00033
= .0033
= .000003

T = 850°K

In spite of these radically different conditions upstream, the results of the modeling calculation exhibited similar behavior with no
quantitative differences 't'lorthy of note.
In the furthest upstream region of the mixing layer, the CO production is near zero.

The production rate as a function of the z coordinate

(along the flow) is shown in Figure II-B-18.

The production rates

plotted are the total production rates at a downstream position, z, in
Howarth transformed space:
Production = (

_I wc02 dy)

np

where WCO is the chemical reaction rate for
2

:;~~~)\ue

co 2

such that

2
to particular =(
) due to one
reaction only
reaction only
and np is the number of moles per cm3 at 300°K and pressure p.
(

::C0

The

results shown in Figure II-B-18 are for the CO production predicted by
the modeling calculation without shear, U = 200 em/sec.

They very

closely match the results of the modeling calculation with shear:
UCS
2

= 100 em/sec, u0
2

= 300 em/sec.

Note that the theoretical curve

(11

:i.

0
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4
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c;j"

Figure 111-B-18 Predicted CO production rate in a cs 2102 mixing layer flame without
shear as a function of downstream distance using (A) a flame-sheet
approximation, (B) a branching chain reaction mechanism, and (C) a
contrived straight chain reaction mechanism
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-157based on the flame sheet approximation displays an integrable z-l/ 2
singularity at z = 0.

The CO production predicted by the modeling

calculation displays no such singularity.

Upstream the chemical pro-

duction is limited by the low temperature of the reactant gases and
the paucity of reactive chemical intermediates, 0, S, and SO.
Downstream several centimeters from the start of the mixing
layer, the CO production decreases, falling into accord with the prediction of the flame-sheet approximation.

Downstream, CO production

appears to be limited by the rate at which the reactants,
diffuse toward each other.

cs2

and 02 ,
Upstream the fuel and oxidant species mix,

but do not react with the vigor they do downstream where the mixing
layer becomes rich in reactive intermediates.

Downstream, the reactants

are depleted in the central zone.
In Figure III-B-13 we find a small irregular rise in the

cs 2

con-

centration in a region of nearly pure o2. This cs 2 concentration is
established upstream in the flow when the mixing processes are rapid and
reactions slow.
region of

cs 2 .

Flowing downstream the reactions deplete the central
Other examples of this sort of phenomena can be seen in

Figures II-B-13 through II-B-16.
In Figures III-B-2, III-B-9, and III-B-12 the temperature CO and

so 2

profiles exhibit maxima which are nested in a generally symmetric

manner between the
tions of CO and

cs 2

so 2

and 02 streams. The temperature and mole fracrise most rapidly along the flow within 1.5 em of

the start of the mixing layer, and continue to increase downstream.
COS production follows after the temperature rises sufficiently.
reaction dominant in producing COS is reaction 7 in Table III.B. 1.

The
The

-158The reaction intermediates fall into three groups, (S, SO, and COS),
(CS), and (0); these groups are distinguished by where their concentrations are largest.

Atomic oxygen is in abundance only on the side of

the mixing layer by the o2 stream, and reaches a mole fraction of over
. 15 in our test cases. The region of maximum atomic oxygen concentration shifts to more negative y with flow, as shown in Figure III-B-7.
The magnitude of the concentration grows irregularly downstream, and
this may be a consequence of the coarse computational grid in y.
other intermediates, CS, S, SO, and

The

do not rise rapidly toward their

CO~

ultimate maximum mole fractions with flow compared with atomic oxygen.
CS differs from S, SO, and COS in that it is concentrated on the side of
the cs 2 stream, while the group (S, SO, and COS) is distributed more
symmetrically between the cs2 and 02 streams.
COS formation is dominated by the reaction cs 2+ 0 -+COS+ S. This
reaction competes for cs with the reaction cs + 0 -+ CS + SO, which is a
2
2
precursor to CO formation. The reaction channel leading to the production of CS and SO has a smaller activation energy than the reaction channel
leading to the production of COS and S.

Upstream in the mixing layer,

the temperature is relatively low; consequently, COS production is not
favored.

The ratio of the rate for the reaction channel cs 2+ 0 -+ COS+ ·S
to the rate for the reaction channel cs2+ 0 ~ CS +SO is 2 x exp( -3080/T);
the rates are taken from Table III-B-1.
.1 at 1030°K.

This ratio is .01 at 580°K and

Because COS rapidly quenches vibrationally excited CO, it

is advantageous to avoid COS production.
not mixing layer flames, are favored.

To do so, cool fuel-lean flames,

By comparing Figures III-B-9 and

III-B-11, or Figures II-B-13 through II-B-16, we see that the CO and COS

-159-

concentrations overlap in the mixing layer flames.

COS deactivation

of vibrationally excited CO will dominate the CO equilibration according to the estimates made in Chapter II, Section E.
Downstream of the production of COS,
tion COS+O

+

co 2+S.

The production of

co 2 is formed
co 2 is delayed

the initial rise in concentration of the products CO and

co 2

in the reacdownstream of

so2

production must await the accumulation of COS and 0.

CO+ 02

+

C0 2+ 0 and CO+ SO

co2 .

+

co 2+ S

because

The reactions

are found to contribute 1ess

C0 + M is found to con2
tribute about 20% of the co 2 at a pressure of .01 atm (7.6 torr) and
30% at a pressure of .02 atm (15.2 torr). The relative importance of
than 10% of the

co 2

The reaction CO+ 0+ M

+

production by the four reactions examined, reactions 5, 6, 8,and 9

in Table II.B.l, is shown in Figure 11-B-19.
The variations in the computed behavior of the mixing layer flame
with pressure are small.

When the pressure is increased to .02 atm

(15.2 torr) from .01 atm (7.6 torr), the mixing layer thickness decreases slightly due to the reduction in the diffusion constants with
increased pressure.

The streamlines diverge less abruptly, and the heat

addition,per unit downstream distance normalized to the density,
decreases.

However, the total reactant consumption by the flame is

larger at higher pressure.

These results are in accord with the trends

predicted using the flame-sheet approximation, Appendix A.
The C02 mole fraction profile in the mixing layer exhibits a
noticeable variation with pressure, and it is the only species to do so.

co 2 are almost twice those
co 2 is due nearly equally

At p = .02 atm, the maximum mole fractions of
at p = .01.

The additional mole fraction of
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to increased co2 production by the reaction CO+O+t~-+ C0 2+ M and the
reaction COS+ 0 -+ C0 + S. Because the profile of the COS mole fractions
2
does not vary appreciably with pressure, the COS concentrations are
nearly linear with pressure.

Consequently, with increasing pressure the

COS, along with other molecules, will more rapidly deactivate vibrationally excited CO.
In agreement with our experimental results, an effect of decreasing the velocity of the cs 2 stream relative to the 02 stream is to cause
the region in \'lhich the majority of the chemical reactions occur and CO
production occurs to skew towards the side of the cs 2 stream. This
trend can be seen in the CO concentration and the tempe~ature profiles
ch UCS = 100 em/sec and u0 = 300 em/sec,
2
2
and the other in which Ucs = 200 em/sec and u0 = 200 em/sec. These
2
2
are shown in Figures III-B-2, III-B-9, III-B-20, and III-13-21.
for two test cases, one in

At low pressures, p

~1hi

~

production is dominated
2
At higher pressures the three-body

.01 atm, the co

by the reaction COS+ 0 -+ C0 2+ S .
recombination of CO and 0 must be considered.
three-body

COS fonnation by the

recombination of CO and S is found to be negligible

com-

pared with the production by the reaction cs 2+0-+ COS+S. If werestrict our attention to low pressures, p < .01, the flame model can be
simplified by eliminating reactions 5 and 6 found in Table III.B.l.
Examining Figure 11-B-19, it is apparent that reactions 8 and 9 are
relatively unimportant and can be eliminated as· well.

When this is

done, the computed temperatures and flow velocities change less than 3%
from the values computed using the full 10 reaction model.

Some of the
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-163species mole fractions change by as much as 30%, while most remain
within 10% of values predicted by the 10 reaction model.

The qualita-

tive form of the species profiles did not vary with the simplification
of the model.

The six reaction simplified model is
cs 2 + o .... cs + so
cs + 0 .... co + s

CO production

s + 02 .... so + 0
so + 02 .... so2 + 0
cs 2 + o .... cos + s
cos + 0 .... C0 + S
2

}

co 2 and COS
production

The reactions we are proposing for co2 production in the cs 2;o 2 mixing
layer fl arne, cs 2+ 0 -+ COS+ S followed by COS+ 0 -+ C0 2+ S, have been
studied in relation to the cs 2;o premixed gas flame [III .4- III. 7].
2
The four reaction mechanism for cs ;o combustion is a branching
2 2
mechanism. Consider S, 0, and SO to be chain carriers. In this case
the reactions can be labeled as follows:
C0 2 + Q .... cs + so
cs + 0

.... co + s

propagating
propagating

.... so + 0
so+ 02 .... so2 + Q
s + 02

branching
propagating

The underlined species are chain carriers.

Including the two reactions,

cs 2 + Q .... cos +

s

propagating

COS + 0

i

propagating

-+

C0

2

+

-164does not change the branching nature of the mechanism.
Hydrogen-halide chemical lasers have straight chain chemistry.
This motivates us to question how the branching chain mechanism in
the cs 2;o2 mixing layer causes this flame to differ. Although in the
laboratory it is impossible to switch the reaction mechanism from a
branching to a straight chain, in the computer model we are not so
constrained.

In the computer model the branching step was altered to
S + 02

+

SO* + 0

where SO* is a chemical species with all the properties of SO except
that it does not react with o as SO does: SO+ o
2
2
quently, SO* is a product, not a chain carrier.

+

so 2+ 0.

Conse-

When the cs 2;o 2 mixing layer is modeled by this contrived
straight chain chemistry, but the same upstream conditions, the reactions proceed with far less vigor than before.

There is considerable

mixing before the middle of the reaction zone nears the adiabatic flame
temperature.

Compared to the flame with the branching chain chemistry,

the concentration of atomic oxygen is low relative to Sand SO, due to
the initial dominance of the reactions O+cs 2 + CS+SO and
O+CS + CO+S. Progressing downstream, the temperature rises, and the
reaction rates increase driving the combustion rapidly in spite of the
low concentration of intermediates.
Comparing the production of carbon monoxide for the straight
chain and branching chain cases, shown in Figure 111-B-18, we see that
the branching chain mechanism is very important in determining the

-165chemical production in the mixing layer.
With a straight chain mechanism the progress of the chemical
reactions is limited by the initial temperature and the initial concentration of chain carriers.
remains constant with flow.

The total nunber of chain carriers
This is one reason most hydrogen-halide

chemical lasers run lean; they require an abundance of the chain carriers, typically atomic fluorine.

A system with a branching chain

mechanism should be able to support efficient combustion with a less
lean mixture, because the initial concentration of chain carrier is
not limiting.
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Chemical and Vibrational Processes
t~IX60

is a computer code created by this author to predict the CO

vibrational distributions as a function of downstream distance in a flow
with production of vibrationally excited CO. The rate of CO production is
calculated using a simple two-dimensional laminar mixing layer flame
model.

This code, therefore, can be used to predict crudely the CO

vibrational distributions along the plane of the splitter plate as a
function of the distance downstream.
The conputer code GKAP [III. 13] is a commercially available program.

GKAP was used to perform a similar calculation to the one per-

formed using f>1IX60.

GKAP is used to solve the equations governing the

flow in a one-dimensional stream tube with entrainment

of reactants.

The conditions in the stream tube are assumed to be homogeneous in the
direction normal to the flow.
tional kinetics are solved.

The equations governing the CO vibra-

One inadequacy of the code GKAP is that the

reactant entrainment rates must be prespecified; growth rates based on
the well known behavior of the laminar nonreacting mixing layer \'Jere
used.

Also, the methods by which the chemical reaction rates are

handled in GKAP are complex, and leave obscure some of the basic aspects
of the problem.

In the code lv1IX60, the equations governing the chemistry

and fluid mechanics are grossly simplified; however, the mixing is treated
by a two-dimensional calculation.

The code

t~IX60

is listed and briefly

documented in Appendix C.
In solving for the vibrational distributions, the formulation of
GKAP and MIX60 included the same vibrational kinetic processes. Reactions
III.C.2 through III.C.S were included.
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CO(v-1) + hv

(III.C.l)

)

~

CO( v+l) + CO(v'-1)

(III.C.2)

I~

~

CO(v-1) + N + kinetic energy

{III.C.3}

CO(v) + t1(v')

~

CO(v"!l) + M(v'+l)

(III.C.4}

~

CO(v) + S

(III.C. 5)

CO(v)

co ( v ) + co (V
CO( v) +

I

cs + 0

t1ulti quanta exchanges and stimulated emission processes were ignored.
In

r~IX60

and GKAP reaction III.C.l (radiative losses) was neglected

because radiative losses were estimated to be minor with respect to t he
other ·loss processes.

For simplicity, reactions III.C.3 and III.C.4

were combined to give
CO(v) + M

~

CO(v-1) + M

{III.C .6)

Still, a large number of processes were involved, and we chose to consider only a representative set of them, preserving the qualitative
behavior of the system.

In lieu of including all reactions of the form

of reaction III.C.2, we included only the reactions:
CO(v) + CO(v) !

CO(v+l} + CO(v-1)

(III.C. 7)

The forward rates were adjusted from the literature values, [III . 14] so
as to compensate for the neglected reactions.
Rates for reaction 6 are found in Reference III.l5 .

The revers e

rates for reactions 6 and 7 are computed from forward rates on the basis
of detailed balancing.

Considering only these processes, the pumping

and loss mechanisms affecting each vibrational level are shmvn in Fi gure
III-C-1.

With at least 20 vibrational levels involved, the calculation

remains nontrivial.
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-169Typical vibrational profiles predicted by using the code r·1IX60
are shown in Figure III-C-2.

The upstream flow velocities are

UCS = 100 em/sec and v0 = 300 em/sec. The pressure is .01 atm
2
2
(7.6 torr), the deactivation rates were chosen assuming that COS is
present in a fixed mole fraction of .045, and that COS is the dominant
partner in collisional deactivation with a nonreactant species.

The CO

vibrational populations are pumped by chemical production in the upper
levels and equilibrated by collisional processes.

Farther downstream

the predicted CO vibrational distributions become successively more
relaxed.

These results are in agreement with experiment in that no

inversion is predicted.

However, there is evidence presented in Chap-

ter II that the CO vibrational distributions relax more rapidly than is
predicted by this calculation.

MIX60 overestimates the equilibration

time for the CO, possibly because the COS concentration chosen in order
to calculate the deactivation rates is too low.
The vibrational distributions predicted using the computer code
GKAP are shown in Figure III-C-3.

The flow velocity is about 300 em/sec

The abscissa is time in the flow; 0.1 sec corresponds to about 30 em
downstream.

The vibrational distribution equilibrates downstream, but

not as rapidly as was found experimentally.

The deactivation rates are

not sufficient to duplicate experimental results.

However, quenching

by COS is not included in· the GKAP calculations.
The code, GKAP, has a number of complex as well as unsatisfying
features.

The predicted species concentrations are at odds with the

results found using the code MIXWG, and the calculated equilibrium composition.

The predicted vibrational distributions remain strongly
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nonequilibrium farther downstream than was experimentally observed.
For each reaction, the rate for the reverse reaction is automatically
computed in the code GKAP.
tionally excited CO, CS+O

Consequently, the reaction producing vibra~

CO(v) + S is driven backwards in most of

the regions of flow, for vibrational levels for which the forward
reaction is only marginally exothermic, v > 15.
and interesting result of these calculations.

This is the most novel
In the presence of sulfur

atoms, the reaction
CO(v) + S

~

CS + 0

iS predicted to offer a sink for highly vibrationally excited CO.
We have no experimental evidence which supports this mechanism,
and only mention it as a possibly important process which we have not
seen discussed elsewhere.

In a fuel lean

cs 2;o 2 flame,

products are lacking in unoxidized species.
atomic sulfur, and the reaction CO(v) + S

~

the equilibrium

There is a scarcity of
CS+O is improbable.

The

role of this reaction in mixing layer flames and near stoichiometric
or rich premixed flames may be more important and warrant further
study.
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Chapter IV
CONCLUSIONS
A.

Conclusions Based on the Experimental and Analytical Studies

cs 2;o2

laminar mixing layer flames were investigated experimentally

and theoretically.
the

cs 2;o2

The temperatures and CO vibrational populations in

mixing layer flames were measured.

Computer modeling was used

to investigate in detail the behavior of this mixing layer flame.

The

fluid, chemical, and vibrational kinetic processes in the flame were considered in constructing the computer model.

Some of our experimental

effort focused on investigating the presence of species other than CO,
such as COS and

co 2 ,

because of their importance to the chemistry and

vibrational kinetics of this flame.
Measurements were made on

cs 2;o2

laminar mixing layer flames over

the pressure range 2.5 torr to 2!> torr, and with flow speeds .5 to 5.0
m/sec.

The CO vibrational populations were determined from measurements

of the CO vibrational overtone spectra.

At the upstream edge of the

mixing layer flame, the CO was found in nonequilibrium distributions, but
not in vibrationally inverted populations.

A few centimeters downstream ,

the CO vibrational distributions were relaxed to near equilibrium, and
there was no evidence of production of vibrationally excited CO.
In Figures IV-A-1 and IV-A-2 we see CO concentration and temperature
profiles, both as measured experimentally and as predicted using computer
modeling, with corresponding conditions.

The computer modeling calcula-

tion reproduces the qualitative aspects of the experimental results. The
maximum predicted concentrations of S, 0, SO, CO,

co 2 ,

and

so 2

are within

a factor of two of the equilibrium concentrations produced using a
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stoichiometric ratio of

cs 2 and o2 (CS:0 2 1:3}.

tion can be found in reference IV. 1.

The equilibrium concentra-

COS and CS are reaction intermediates

and have predicted concentrations that exceed the equilibrium values.
Both in experiments and in the predictions by computer modeling,
the flames were often skewed into the

cs2

stream, generally with increas-

ing angle as the velocity of the 02 stream increased relative to the
velocity of the cs2 stream. The computer predictions indicate that the
reaction intermediates are stratified in the mixing layer, a feature un-

cs

paralleled in the premixed flame.

is localized toward the

cs2

stream,

and 0 is localized toward the o2 stream. Nested more symmetrically
between the two streams are the other intermediates and products. It is
therefore not surprising that the visible emission from the mixing layer
fl arne was found to vary across the mixing layer,

as discussed in

Chapter II, Section B.
A strong emission band starting at 2.65
was observed when surveying

cs 21o2

~m

and extending past 3.0

~m

mixing layer flames a few centimeters

downstream of the leading region of the flame (the flame attaches to the
splitter plate for p
to be

co2 .

>4

torr).

The source of this band was identified

A weaker COS overtone band was also observed.

On the basis

of the spectral observations, the C0 2 concentrations in the flame were
calculated to be about one-half the CO concentrations. The co 2 emission
observed from the cs 2 102 mixing layer flames was about five-fold more
intense than was observed from premixed
and flm'l velocities, indicating higher

cs2 10 2 flames at similar
co2 concentrations.

pressures

Our computer model predicts the appearance of COS followed by the
production of
observations.

co 2
The

further downstream, in agreement \<lith the experimental

co 2

mole fractions reach only about .05 in the first
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4 em of a typical flame, or about 20% of the maximum CO mole fraction
there, which is about .25.

This is in quantitative disagreement with

the experimental result; the
mole fraction.

co 2

mole fraction grows to 50% of the CO

A discrepancy of this magnitude is not surprising be-

cause so many of the reaction rates are poorly known at the temperatures
found in the

cs 2;o2

flames.

The computer model predicts that the CO production is a maximum
within about 1 em of the upstream edge of the mixing layer.

The produc-

tion is limited by the rate at which the chemical processes proceed, as
in a premixed flame, and additionally limited by the rate of diffusive
mixing.

The mixing is most vigor·ous upstream in the mixing layer because

of the steep gradients in the concentrations of reactants there.

Down-

stream, the gas in the mixing layer is at an elevated temperature and
there is an abundance of chemically reactive species.
favor rapid consumption of the reactants.

These conditions

Upstream the production of CO

is limited by the rates of the chemical process, and downstream by the
rate of mixing.
By use of the computer models, the reaction scheme for the
mixing layer flame was investigated.
CO is the same as in the premixed

cs 2 + 0
cs + 0
s + 02
2(50 + 02

+
+
+
+

The chemical mechanism producing

cs 2;o2

cs + so
co + s
so + 0
so 2 + O)

This is a branching chain mechanism.

cs 2;o2

flame:
(IV.A.l)
(IV.A.2)
(IV.A.3)
(IV .A.4)

If we regardS, 0, and SO as chain

-180carriers, the branching step is S +
The production of

co2

o2 +SO+

0.

and COS at low pressures, p

<

.01 atm, was cal-

culated to be dominated by the reactions:

cs 2

o

+

cos

s

(IV.A . S}

COS + 0

+

C0 + S

(IV.A.6)

+

+

2

The production of COS and the oxidation of COS to

co 2

affects the effici-

ency with which this flame can supply vibrationally excited CO to a chemical laser, because COS is a powerful deactivating agent of vibrationally
excited CO.

The addition of reactions IV.A.S and IV.A.6 to the four reac-

tion mechanism

of

cs2

combustion leaves the resultant six reaction

sequence still a branching chain mechanism.

The two additional reactions

are both chain propagating.
Because the combustion of
ism~

cs 2

proceeds by a branching chain

mech ~ n

there is a large production of chain carriers (S, 0, and SO}; with

identical upstream conditions, the combustion was calculated to be severely
limited by the chemical reaction rates, not the rate of mixing, when the
chemical mechanism was, instead, modeled by a contrived straight chain.
However, because the combustion actually proceeds by a branching mechanism,
a low upstream concentration of intermediates does not severely limit the
rate of combustion.

Hydrogen-halide chemical lasers, in which combustion

proceeds by a straight chain mechanism, must for this reason among others,
have a large chain carrier concentration in the oxidant.
The high temperatures observed in the

cs 2to 2

mixing layer flames anq

the species profiles predicted by computer modeling indicate that the mixing
layer flame burns near stoichiometric.

The flame is hot, with maximum
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temperatures in excess of 2500°K.
ability of the

cs 2102

High temperatures influence the suit-

mixing layer flame for use in a chemical laser in

many ways, all of them bad.
At elevated temperatures, the reaction
favorably with the reaction

cs 2+o

~

CS+SO.

cs 2+0

~

COS+S competes more

More COS is produced.

the most powerful deactivating agent among the molecules present in
flames.

COS is

cs 210 2

Along with increased production of COS, increasing the temperature

directly affects the vibrational transfer rates.

Off resonant exchange

probabilities generally grow exponentially with temperature, resulting in
increased deactivation by almost all the species present in the flame.
Additives such as N20 are beneficial to increasing laser power because
they selectively deactivate the lower vibrational levels of CO by near
resonant exchange, resulting in stronger inversions.

With increasing tem-

perature, the off-resonant exchange probabilities grow more rapidly than
the near-resonant exchange probabilities, causing the vibrational exchange
to lose its selectivity for the lower levels, and reducing the beneficial
effect of the additive.
If the combustion product gas has positive gain on some vibrationalrotational transitions, increasing the temperature will tend to reduce
the gain, as is discussed in Appendix B.

Increasing the temperature

causes a decrease in gain due to three effects: the density of the gas is
reduced; the population in each vibrational-rotational static decreases
because the rotational distribution broadens; and the lineshapes broaden
and flatten.
To achieve combustion at reduced temperatures. supersonic expansion
has been used in some hydrogen-halide chemical lasers.

In chemical lasers
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utilizing free burning flames, the mixture must be diluted in order to
keep the temperatures down.

This can be achieved either by the introduc-

tion of an inert diluent gas or by the addition of excess oxidant.

The

advantage of using an excess of oxidant is that the reaction rates remain
larger than they would if the flame was diluted with an inert gas.

This

result was verified experimentally; see Chapter II, Section G.
It is important to keep the production rates for vibrationally excited CO high in comparison with the deactivation rates in order to produce an efficient chemical laser.

For this reason, free burning cs 2;o 2
additive flames used in chemical lasers have always burned a fuel lean,
excess oxidant, mixture.

This is impossible in a mixing layer flame where

the cs 2 can only be diluted with an inert gas.
Nitrous oxide was used as an additive in a number of cs 2;o2 flames.
The N20 was found to participate in vibrational energy transfer with CO,
increasing laser power, and straw-brown visible emission was seen from N20
additive flames indicative of the NO+O recombination reaction. These well
known results are presented in Chapter II, Sections B and E.

Two unex-

pected effects of the additive N20 were found: N20 reduces the flame speeds
when substituted for 02 in fuel lean cs 2;o 2 flames; and N20 addition results in an increase in production of co 2 , probably by the reaction
CO+N 20
and E.

7

C0 +N . These results are presented in Chapter II, Sections G
2 2
The N20 is active chemically, as well as in vibrational exchange.

It lowers the flame speeds; it does not speed the chemistry as has been
conjectured [IV.2].

In addition to oxidizing CO, N20 appears to have areaction quenching effect, probably taking up free oxygen to form N2+o or
2
2NO. NO reacting with 0 will produce the observed straw-brown N20 emission.
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There

are advantages to the mixing layer configuration that

make it attractive.

The cs 2;o2 mixing layer flames were generally more
stable than the corresponding premixed flames. They cannot flash back
upstream as a premixed flame may, and they are not inclined to blow off.
Moreover, the length of the flame can be increased with no noticeable
scaling difficulties.
We had anticipated differences between the reaction mechanism in
the premixed flames and the mixing layer flames.

One possibility was that

as the cs 2 diffused toward the oxidant, opposing outward diffusion of
products, and heated, it might thermally dissociate: cs 2 ~ CS+S. If
this were to happen, the COS producing step cs 2+0 ~ COS+S would be eliminated. The evidence of COS and co2 production suggests that this was not
the case.

Moreover, in the mixing layer flame, because of the high tem-

peratures in the region where cs 2 is oxidized, the reaction producing COS,
cs 2+o ~ COS+S,competes more favorably with the more probable reaction
channel, CS 2+0 ~ CS+SO, than in the premixed flame. In the mixing layer,
the fuel and oxidant only meet and react after reaching nearly their
adiabatic flame temperature.
maximal COS production.

Consequently, conditions are perfect for

The COS production is followed by oxidation of

COS to co 2 . In the premixed flame, the fuel and oxidant are in contact
and react over the full range of temperatures from the upstream gas temperature to the flame temperature.

Consequently, even in premixed flames

burning cs and o at their stoichiometric ratio, the reaction channel
2
2
producing COS and co will be less important than in mixing layer flames.
2
Also, in a fuel lean premixed flame the flame temperatures will be reduced,
suppressing the COS production.
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The main reaction mechanism responsible for the production of CO
was found to be the same in the mixing layer and premixed

cs 2;o2

flames.

This is the 4 reaction branching chain mechanism that we have discussed .
In the mixing layer flames, a secondary mechanism competing for the reactant

cs 2

producing COS and C0

mixed flames.

has greater importance than in the pre2
The sizeable concentrations of COS and co 2 in the mixing

layer flames in comparison with the premixed flames is evidence of this
influence of the mixing process on the chemistry.
The

cs 2;o2

mixing layer flame was found to differ from the premixed

cs 2;o2 flame because the relative probability of the reaction channels
cs 2+0 ~ CS+SO and cs 2+0 ~ COS+S varies with temperature. There is no
corresponding situation in the hydrogen-halide chemical laser systems.
The observation of

co2

emission in the

cs 2;o2 mixing

layer flames is im-

portant because it has led us to understand that there is considerable
production of COS.

The importance of COS is that it is a strong quench-

ing agent for CO; again, this is unique to the

cs 2;o2

system.
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Appendix A
THE LAMINAR MIXING LAYER FLAME
Introduction
In this appendix, the laminar diffusion flame will be analyzed.

The

governing equations of the flame will be presented in the form that they
were numerically solved (see Chapter III).
based on flame-sheet chemistry

\~ill

An approximate formulation

be discussed.

Flame-sheet chemistry

is not expected to give a precise or complete description of

cs 2;o 2

flames; rather, it is included in this appendix so that it may serve to
illustrate some basic physical properties of the diffusion flame.

A minor

extension of previous flame-sheet analyses [A. 1] is included, in which the
diffusion constants for the product gases with the fuel (CS 2) and oxidant
{0 2 ) are not assumed equal. In this situation, the bimolecular diffusion
constants for the product gases changes discontinuously across the flamesheet where the diffusion partners change abruptly from fuel to oxidant.
This alters the species balance condition at the flame-sheet, tending to
skew the flame-sheet into the stream of the reactant with lesser diffusivity.

The results will be extended to predict the qualitative behavior of

flames in which the free stream velocities of fuel and oxidant are unequal.
The Equations Governing a Laminar Mixing Layer Flame
Consider the mixing layer flame pictured in Figure

A-1. Two uniform

gas streams of infinite extent, one fuel and the other oxidant, flow

-=

separated by a splitter plate until the termination of the plate at z

The gases react in a mixing layer of finite thickness downstream of the
splitter plate.

For simplicity, the wake of the splitter plate will be

0.
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ignored, and uniform velocity profiles will be assumed on either side of
the plate for z < 0.

For a discussion of reactive mixing in the wake of

a plate, consult Reference A.2.
The main assumptions used in analyzing this flame are the following:
(i)

The flow is steady, laminar, and two-dimensional.

(ii)

The flow is at low

r~ach

number; the pressure is constant, and the

kinetic energy terms are negligible in the energy equation.
(iii)

The boundary layer assumption is used; v and derivatives along the
flow are taken to be small in comparison with u and derivat ives perpendicular to the boundary layer.

(iv)

The gas is perfect: p = pRT.

In addition, for convenience, we will make two assumptions regarding the
properties of the gas:
(v)

The gas is calorically perfect (de = CvdT), with constant uniform
heat capacity (h =CPT).

(vi)

The gas has constant uniform molecular weight.

The equations governing the flow are presented below; these equations are
derived in a similar form in Reference A.3:
apu + apv = 0
az
ay

-vau
- = ~ (ll a~)
ay
ay
a.Y

~+
p.u.
1 1
az

apl ui
az

conservation of mass

ap.v.
+

1

a.Y

1

=

w1.

(A. 1 )

momentum

(A.2)

species ba 1ance

(A.3)
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pu- ~+

v ~
ay

az

=

~ (K~T) + Q
ay ay

The meaning of the coordinates

(A . 4)

energy balance

z andy can be

gathered from Figure A- 1;

pi and vi are the density and velocity along y of species i, and Wi and
Q are species and heat source terms, respectively; h is the enthalpy;
~is

the viscosity, and K is the thermal conductivity.

The nomenclature

used here is explained in a section preceding Chapter I.

In this Appen-

- -

dix only, the coordinates and velocities carrying the tilda, z, y, -u, and
v, are in the laboratory reference frame; z, y, u and v \'/ill later be
introduced as the Howarth transformed coordinates and velocities.

The

subscripts oo, +oo and -oo refer to initial free stream conditions at y =oo,
+oo,

or -oo.

The subscripts i and j are used in place of the formal chemi -

The chemical species considered include cs , o , and
2 2
reaction intermediates and products .

cal species names.

The initial upstream conditions and boundary conditions follow . He
assume that for z

>

0 all the th ermodynamic and fluid mechanical variabl es

are continuous, and
for
or

z > 0 and y -oo
z < 0 and y < 0:
-+

p =

Yo =

p=

Pes 2
0

Yes = Pes
2

Yo
2

/p

=

Po /p
2

2

Yes =

1

0

2

u = u+oo

= u-oo

T=T

T=T

00

00

and

Po

2

2

-u

for z > 0 and y -+ +oo
or z < 0 and y > 0:

v =0

for z < 0

= 1
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SPLITTER
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Figure A-1

A mixing layer f l ame burning downstream of a splitter
plate

'
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where Y; is the mass fraction of species

i •

The Diffusion Terms
The difference between the mean velocity of species i, vi , and the
mean gas veolcoty, v, along they coordinate is the diffusion velocity of
species i,
(A. 5)

where

v =I

Y.v.
1 1

The diffusion velocity is
$i av i

ViD

= -

(A.6)

y: - 1
ay

Equations A.5 and A.6 can be found in Reference A.3.

Equation A.3 can

be manipulated into a more illuminating form using equations A.5 and A.6:

-

ap.u

_1_

+

-

ap.v

_1_

az

=

a.Y

Subs ti tuti ng P·1

-

aYipu
az

+

=

P·.1J· av.

"

_o (-1_1 _ 1)

Yi

a.Y
pY.

+ W.

1

ay

gives

1

aY ipv
=

ay

av.
a (p ~) +
i ay
ay

w.1

(A. 7)

Subtracting equation A. 1 multiplied by Yi from equation A.7 gives:

av.

av.

1
1
pu- --+ pv --az
ay

"
0

= ---::- ( pg)i

ay

av 1.
-_-)
+ W.1
ay

(A.8)

-191By using assumption (v), h =CPT we may write the energy equation as

v a~)

pC ( ~ a~ +
P az

ay

= a_ ( K~T) + Q
ay ay

(A.9)

The set of equations governing the flow are rewritten together below. They
follow from equations A.l, A.3, A.8 and A.9.

-

-

a~u +

agv
ay

az

= 0

-

P~ a~ + pv a~ = ~ ( lJ a~)
az
ay
ay
ay

_ av i
u

-+

az

av.

v ~=
ay

1 a

av.

conservation of mass

(A. 10)

conservation of momentum

(A. 11)

H.1

---::: (pgy. ~) + 1
P ay
ay
P

species balance

(A. 12)

energy ba 1an ce

(A.l3)

The Howarth Transformed Equations
Equations A. 10 through A. 13 are a coupled set because of the density,
p.

A Howarth transformation [A.4] removes this coupling.

form follows the discussion in References A.3 and A.S.

Use of the trans-

The Howarth trans-

formed coordinates are (z,y) where
dz = dz

z

=

-z

(A.l4)

and
p dy
(X)

=

-

pdy

Y=

Yf

Pro
p(z,y•) dy'

(A.15)

0

The subscripts, ro , refer to conditions at y = ro.

It can be shovm [A.3, A.6]

that the transformed velocities and equations governing the flame are:

-192(A.l6)

u = u

1

u

(A.l7)

0

au+~

az

0

=

ay

uau + vau
ay
az

=

_1 .L (PJ.l au)
P ay Poo dY
00

uaY + vav
ay
az

=

a
uaT +
v ay
az

=

1

"P
00

2
w.
a
P !l>i aYi + _,
ay ( P ay )
p
00

1 a Q_K MT + _Q_
pay (P CMy)
pC
p
p
00

00

A common assumption made for boundary layers in low
is that

v varies inversely as T and

p

t~ach

number flows

vary 1 i nearly with T, so that PV is

constant:
PV

= constant

m

P V
00

00

The Prandtl (Pr) and Schmidt (Sc) numbers v1ill be assumed constant as well:

vc /K

Pr

=

Sc

= vi P!l> = constant

p

constant

=

With the three assumptions above, the equations of the flame in the Howarth
transformed space are:

~+ av
'az
ay

=

uau + vau
az
ay

=

0

\)
00

a2u
ay2

continuity

(A.l8)

momentum conservation

(A.l9)
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uaYi
vaY
a2Y.
H.
--+--=9)--1+ 1
az
ay
p
ay 2

species balance

(A.20)

energy balance

(A.21)

(X)

In addition, using equations A.l4 through A. 17 we can transform the boundary conditions on the flow.

Note that in the Howarth transformed space

there is no longer a boundary condition on the density.
for z

>

We assume that

0 all the thermodynamic and fluid mechanical vari ab 1es are con-

ti nuous, and
for z > 0 and y -+ -oo
or z < 0 and y > 0
Yo

for z > 0 and y
or z < 0 and y

=0

Yo

2

ycs = 1

=

-+

+oo

>

0

1

2

ycs = 0

2

2

u=u

u = u+oo

T =T

T = Too

-oo

(X)

and
v = 0 for

z < 0

A notable accomplishment of the Howarth transform is that the con tinuity and momentum equations are in the form of the equations governing
an incompressible low

~1ach

number viscous mixing layer.

They can be

solved apart from the species balance and energy balance equations.

An

approximate solution of equation A. 19 for u was found assuming v to be
small; for z < 0, v

=

0.

In th e case of small shear,

-194j(v00 /u 2 )(au;ay)j

<<

1, the condition lv/ul

<<

1 is satisfied.

Equations

A.20 and A.21 were solved numerically in Chapter III assuming v to be
negligibly small.

Examining the results of the numerical calculation, we

find v is only appreciable near z

=

0.

Neglecting v in equations A.20

and A.21 will cause the solutions to be transformed in y toward the stream
of higher velocity, because convection in y is being neglected with respect to convection in z.

The numerical solutions to equations A. 19, A.20,

and A.21 were found in Howarth transformed space.

To compare these solu-

tions with experimental flame measurements, the solutions were inverse
transformed.

This procedure was accomplished numerically using

equation~

A.l4 through A.l7.
The Flame-Sheet Approximation
In the flame-sheet approximation, the chemical reactions in the fl&me
proceed instantaneously upon the mixing of the reactants.

Consequently,

the chemical reactions occur only on a two-dimensional sheet (a sheet of
zero thickness).

The flame is limited in its consumption of reactants

solely by the rate at which the reactants diffuse into the flame-sheet.
We will show that when u varies sufficiently slowly, the energy and
species balance equations, A.20 and A.21, exhibit a similarity, only de-

,

strayed by the chemical source terms, W. and Q.

In the flame-sheet approx-

imation there are no sources off the flame sheet, and a similarity solution
is permitted.

This solution will be presented in the fashion of Reference

A. 1, and has been extended to include the effects of a discontinuity in
the bimolecular diffusion constants at the flame sheet.
the Schmidt nurrber (Sc =

JJ/p!J))

and the quantity

PJJ

In Reference A.l,

were taken as constant .

-195This forced the bimolecular diffusion constant to be dependent on the
temperature, but independent of the local gas composition.

The bimolec-

ular diffusion constants for the product gases may change discontinuously
across flame sheet where the diffusion partners change abruptly from fuel
oxidant:

Sc+ = constant 1 Sc_ = constant
The subscript
stream), and

+ refers to the region above the flame (the oxidant
refers to the region below the flame (the fuel stream).

For simplicity only three species will be considered; these are fuel (F),
oxidant (Ox), and combustion product (P).
wi 11 be 1umped under the single

All the combustion products

abe 1 "product".

·1

The Lewis number (Le

=

p!DC IK) will be assumed to be one throughout, so that K, like !D, will
p

be discontinuous at the flame sheet.
Let the 1ocation of the fl arne-sheet define the origin of the y axis,
y

= 0; then the equations governing the flame for y 1 0 are
uav.,_ + __
vav ,.
__
az
ay

(A.22)

and
uaT + vaT
az
ay

=

(A.23)

Because the fl arne sheet defines the origin of the y axis, we cannot neglect the convective terms, vavi; ay and vaT;ay.
0+

The subscripts

0-

and

refer to the limits of the variables as y approaches zero, the flame-

sheet, from belm'l and above respectively.

The

0+

value is to be used
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when y

>

0 and the 0- value when y

<

0.

Matching Conditions at the Flame-Sheet
The boundary conditions presented in the previous section on T, u,

Y0 and Yes still apply. At the flame-sheet the reactants diffuse
2
2
toward each other, and are consumed in their stoichiometric ratio, f* .
Both the fuel and oxidant concentrations must vanish at y = 0, because
the fuel and oxidant are assumed to react instantly upon meeting, and
the concentrations must be continuous.

Assuming no net molar production,

we have the condition
(fuel)+ f*(oxidant)

+

(l+f*){product)

The equations for the matching conditions at y = 0 follow.
y

Ox (y = 0) = y F(y = 0) = 0

and

where ri is the flux of species i, and

r.1

=

p.v.
1 1

=

pY.v.
1 1

consequently,

m av
aYF
= -(pY (v + - _0_X) +
ox
v0x ay y=O
y F ay y=O

f*(pY. (v + 1

!J)

--)

(A.24)

In the 1imi t as y goes to zero, YOx and YF are zero; therefore, the convective terms vanish from equation A.24, leaving

-197f* gy

av

(-F)

o- ay 0 _

+ 9J

av

(~)

=

O+ ay o+

(A.25)

0

The energy matching condition at the flame-sheet expressed in units
of [energy/time] is
(heat produced at y

= 0)

=

[(heat conducted away at y

+ (heat convected away at y

=

0)

= 0)]

and

where q is the heating constant based on fuel mass for the stoichiometri c
fuel-oxidant reaction.
(heat conducted away at y = O)

(heat convected away at y

= Elimit
+ 0

~

=

(KaT)

ay

o-

0)

[(pC vT) _ - (pCpvT) _
p

y -E

y--E

)

=0

Convection will not remove a finite amount of heat from an infinitesi mal
volume because p, Cp, v, and Tare continuous.

Conduction will remove a

finite amount of heat from an infinitesimal volume if the derivative of
the temperature is di s continuous there, which will be the case.

The energy

matching condition is equation A. 26:

avF
= -pq(m - )

ay o-

(A.26)
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The Simi 1ari ty Transformed Equations
Consider the similarity transformation:

=z

X

If u varies sufficiently slowly with both x andy, then
=

a

n

a

ax - 2Z an

a

a

1

ay = - - - - a n
/!Do±z/u

with the constraints on the variation in u being
ay
ll. ~,
u

<< 1

u az
I ~~,

and

«

1

These inequalities hold under conditions of low shear: 6u/umin
umin is the minimum of u+o:> and u_

00

,

1, where

<<

and 6u = lu+o:> - u....ool .

With the similarity transformation, the species and energy conservation equations become:

uav.

__
, + (-un +

ax

2x

;gy

Q±

v
xu

(A.27)

and
(A. 28)

For a similarity solution to exist (Y; = Yi(n)), v//!D0±xu must hav~!
the same dependence on x and m+ as the other coefficients of (aY./an) and
0

1
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v.1

=

Y.(n)
1

and

where a+ and a are dimensionless constants to be determined from the
matching conditions.

Because v is continuous

a+ lm +
0

=

a .rg;--

o-

Equations A.27 and A.28 reduce to equations A.29 and A.30 under the simi1ari ty transformation
{a± - n/2)

-=

a2v.1
an 2

{A.29)

=

a 2T
an 2

{A. 30)

av.1

an
aT.
_1
n/2)
(a±
an

In passing from equation A.28 to equation A.30, we have used the assumption
Le = p !JJC(I'K = 1.

Solutions
The solutions to these equations satisfying the boundary conditions
can be seen to be:
erf{~ - a+) + erf( a+)

Yox =

{

1 + erf(a+)
0

n~O

T)

< 0

-200n ~

0
y =
F

erf(-

vp = 1

-

f +a_)

- erf(a_)
1 - erf(a_)

o

n~O

vF - v0 X

The chemical production rate at the flame-sheet, W (moles/cm2 -sec)
is proportional to the fuel consumption there.
(fuel)+ f*(oxidant)
is (l+f*).

+

In the reaction scheme

(r+f*}(product), this constant of proportionality

The fuel is consumed at the flame sheet at the rate it ar-

rives; therefore,
Chemical production = W= (
)(
)
at the flame sheet
l+f* -rF y=O= ( 1+ f*) p

-aYF

o o-

(- - )

ay y=o-

a (t) a erf(~ + a_)
( l+f*) Pomo= (1-erfa_) ((--ay)(
a(n/2)
}}n/2 =o( l+f*)
= 2(1-erfa) Po /.q>O_{U/z)
The chemical production varies inversely with the square root of z; consequently,it has an integrable singularity at z = 0.

Because

in pressure and l/m 0 is approximately linear in pressure,
square root of the pressure.

l~

p

0

is linear

varies as the

Using the energy balance, equation A.30, and assuming Le = 1, the
solution for the temperature field satisfying the boundary and matching
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conditions at y = -oo,O, and oo can be shown to be:

where
We see from the previous equation that Tf is the adiabatic flame temperature for the fuel and oxidant burning in their stoichiometric ratio.
By the species matching condition, equation A.25,

(A. 31 )

Recall that
(A. 32)

so

and

a

must have the same sign.

a+

a

::a!J)

The sign of
y axis.

- o-

a+

We can define

=a+!J)+

o

determines the sense of the mean velocity along the

Equation A.l7 will transform this velocity into the velocity in

the laboratory frame.

In the laboratory frame, this fluid velocity normal

to the flame-sheet will be called V(z):

V(z) is defined in the coordinate system in which the flame-sheet is at
y

=

0.

In a laboratory reference frame, the velocity

v can be fixed

by walls to be near zero, but there is a mean velocity,V(z),normal to the

-202flame sheet.

V{z) can be interpreted as the negative of the downstream

velocity, u, multiplied by the slope along the flame sheet.

This slope

corresponds to dh(z)/dz, where h(z) is identified in Figure A-2.

On the

basis of this argument and equations A.31 and A.32, the followh·g conelusions were found:
If

( i) The fuel is used in excess:

f*

< 1

m
m _
an d .:uo+
= .:u

0

or
(ii) f* = 1 and the products diffuse more readily into the
oxidant: m +
then
If

>

m_ ,

0
a < 0, V(z) < 0, and the flame skews down into the fuel.
0

(i)

The oxidant is used in excess:

f*

< 1

and

m + = m0 _
0

,

or
(ii)

f* = 1 and the products diffuse more readily into the
fuel: m +
0

then

a>

< !D _ ,

0

0, V(z), and the flame skews up into the oxidant.

Skewing of the Flame
The flame is driven to skew into the stream of the reactant which
is consumed by the flame in a larger proportion, and into the stream with
the smaller bimolecular diffusion constant.

The quantitative statements

of these trends are given by equations A.31 and A.32. In
flames the stoichiorretric ratio, f*, is about 2.5 [A.6].

cs 2;o2

premixed

The bimolecular

diffusion constants for the reactant-product pairs C0-0 2 , CO-CS 2 , so 2 -o~,
and so 2-cs 2 obtained using the tables for prediction of transport prope
ties in Reference A.7 are
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OXIDANT
SPLITTER PLATE

\

-----FLAME

SHEET

FUEL

Figure A-2

A flame-sheet burn i ng downstream of a splitter plate
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o2 ,co I!D cs 2 ,co

=

o2 ,so2 1mcs2 ,so2

=2.0

g)

!J)

1.9

We know
f* "'

2. 5

The ratio of the bimolecular diffusion constants for
the bimolecular diffusion constants for

cs 2-product

o2-product pairs
pairs, m I m + ,
o- o

to
is

about

Consequently

o- I mo+ "' 1 . 25

f* !D
Iff* !D lm +

o-

a+

and

a

o

>

> 1

1, then using equationsA.31 and A.32 we find that

are positive; the flame skews up into the oxidant.

This result

follows using the flame-sheet approximation when the fuel and oxidant
free stream velocities are equal.
f*

>

2.

The stoichiometric ratio is large:

This predicted skewing is not observed; rather, the flames nor-

mally skew into the

cs 2

stream.

This may be due to the differing stream

velocities often present in our experiments, or to the mixing layer
flames having a smaller actual stoichiometric ratio than the value of
2.5, which is based on the 4-reaction branching chain mechanism for

cs 210 2

comb us ti on.
The flame-sheet solution presented in this appendix follows Reference
A. 1, and was modified to include the effects of unequal diffusion constants on the two sides of the flame sheet.

To arrive at the similarity
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solution, u was assumed to vary slowly with z andy; it was essentially
taken to be constant; consequently the solution for v does not include
the effects of a velocity gradient.

A simple qualitative argument \'iill

be made to show that the flame will tend to skew into the stream with
lower velocity in the absence of other effects ( gy + = gy
Consider a flow with a step in velocity at
and u = U_oo for

y<

0.

o
y=

a-

and f*= 1).

0, u = U+oo for

y>

0

Suppose we observe two fluid elements, one above

z at time= 0. At time = ~t, we will see
1
them displaced as shown in Figure A-3. At the flame-sheet, an equal

y = 0, one below, both at z

=

quantity of reactants 1 and 2 must be consumed per unit length because
f* = 1.

However, because the lower stream moves more rapidly, fluid ele-

ment 2 spends a time of only (~1,~2)~t in passing from zl to zl+~, while
fluid element 1 spends a time of

~t.

Consequently, the fluid element in

stream 1 (as shown in Figure A-3) will be depleted of reactant molecules
as it flows downstream at a rate that is larger by a factor of U_ /U
00

than the depletion rate for the fluid element in stream 2.

00

For predicting

the skewing of the flame, this has the same effect as changing the
stoichiometric ratio by the ratio of the velocities, and the flame will
have the tendency to skew into the slower stream.

This result, expressed

in equation A.33, is a simple extension ·of equation A.31,
f*(U_ /U+oo)
l+erf{a_)
00

o- =

g)

o+

(A.33)

The flame is not skewed (v=O) when f*U
-oo

m0- /ULgy + = 1.
""' 0

We should bear

in mind that this result is approximate, and was derived using a step
function velocity profile (viscosity ignored); consequently, it should be
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regarded only as qualitative.
The solution to the flame-sheet problem presented here follows as
in Reference A.l, but it has been extended to include some of the effects
of having a discontinuity in

m

or in velocity at the flame-sheet.

The

flame tends to skew into the gas stream with (i) a lower bimolecular diffusion constant, or (ii) a lower velocity, or (iii) the gas that is consumed in greater proportion by the chemical reaction.
Comments on the Applicability of the Flame-Sheet Approximations
For the flame-sheet approximation to be valid, the width of the
zone in which chemical reactions occur must be substantially smaller than
the downstream distance.
plate.

This is not the case very near to the splitter

However, the results of the analysis using the mixing layer ap-

proximation provide simple scaling laws which are a general basis for
predicting the behavior of mixing layer flames sufficiently far downstream.

The behavior of a laminar mixing layer flame with viscous shear

may even depart qualitatively from the behavior predicted using the
flame-sheet analysis, because the flame-sheet analysis did not include
the details of the growth of a viscous shear layer.
The zone of bright visible emission in the

cs 2;o2

laminar mixing

layer flames is a region in which chemical reactions occur.

It is not

a flame-sheet of zero thickness; however, under many experimental conditions the zone of visible emission was suggestively narrow compared with
the distance downstream over a large portion of the flame.

We were

motivated to seek an explanation for some of the behavior of the flame
within the scope of flame-sheet theory .

In particular, we use the
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results of the flame-sheet theory in discussing the skewing of the

cs 2;o2

flame in Chapters II and III.
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Appendix B
THE OPTIMAL

cs 2:o2

RATIO FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF A CO CHEMICAL LASER

Introduction
In the reaction zone of the laminar two-dimensional
layer, the ratio of the concentration of
by competing processes.

cs 2

to

o2

cs 210 2

mixing

is locally determined

Diffusion replenishes the reactants as the

chemical reactions deplete them.

As mentioned in Appendix A, the mixing

layer flame will tend to consume its reactants in their stoichiometric
ratio, and burn at the corresponding adiabatic flame temperature.
contrast, the

cs 2 :o2

In

ratio in a premixed flame can be varied to optimize

chemical laser performance.
In this appendix, the optimal
in a

cs 210 2

cs 2 :o2

ratio for maximizing the gain

free burning flame is estimated to be about 1:80.

This is

fuel lean compared with the stoichiometric ratio which is about 1:2.5
[B.l].

The optumum ratio for maximum laser power, not gain, has been

measured to be about 30:1 [8.2].

The mixing layer flame, burning at the

stoichiometric ratio, is far too fuel rich for optimal chemical laser
performance.

The calculation presented in this appendix is intended to

point out that fuel lean combustion is advantageous to laser performance,
and to identify the physical processes which cause this to be so.
Analysis
In a premixed
to

o2

cs 210 2

flame, the ratio of the concentrations of

cs 2

may be chosen over a wide range of values by the experimenter. This

ratio will be defined as r :

-210(B. 1)

and x0 are the mole fractions of cs 2 and o2 in the reactant
2
gas mixture. Varying r will cause the composition and temperature of

where

Xes

2

the combustion products to vary, as well as affecting the detailed
kinetics of the flame.
CO.

One combustion product is vibrationally excited

The following calculation estimates the optimal value for r to

achieve the maximum small signal gain on the vibrational-rotational transitions of CO.

The combustion will be assumed to proceed in the manner

outlined in Figure B-1.

In this figure, the subscripts "I" and "oo" refer

to the initial conditions and conditions subsequent to combustion, respectively.

We will find the value of r which maximizes the small signal

gain on the CO vibrational-rotational transition with the largest gain.
The combustion will be assumed fuel lean so that
(B.2)

or, equivalently,
1 »

r

and

(B.3)

because in the reactant gas

=

(B.4)

1

Examining the full set of kinetic processes governing the CO
vibrational-rotational populations in time and space for a

cs 210 2

is an exten sive problem, and will be dras tically simplified by two

flame
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PREMIXED

CS2- AND Oz

TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE

=

=

T1

Fi

A LEAN MIXTURE:

CO , EXCESS Oz, AND
OTHER PRODUCTS
Xco ex: Xcst
TEMPERATURE ::: T

PRESSURE

Figure B-1

=

fi

(STILL)

A simple model of fuel lean combustion
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assumptions. (i) The CO will be assumed to be in equilibrium at the
kinetic temperature.
flames [B.3].

This is an excellent assumption in free burning

(ii) A total vibrational inversion will be assumed to

exist in the flame with the maximum gain on the v

+

v-1 transition.

Moreover, in the flame, the mole fraction of CO in each vibrational
level, Xv, will be assumed to vary linearly with r, and the ratio
Xv/Xv-l will be assumed to be independent of r.

These assumptions are

expressed in equations B.5 and B.6:
(B.5)
(B.6)
These assumptions are discussed at the end of this appendix.
There, it is shown that they are expected to apply when: (1) the pumping rate for each vibrational level (in mole fraction-sec- 1 ) due to
chemical production is linear in r; and (2) the rate constants for the
deactivation processes (in sec- 1 ) are all independent of r.
The mole fraction of CO in the combustion products, Xco• is
assumed proportional to the mole fraction of cs 2 in the reactant gas
mixture, Xes ,
2
(B.7)

We are assuming that all the fuel is consumed, and the reactions go
to completion, because a fuel lean flame is being considered. Chemical consumption of CO is neglected for simplicity.

The CO is assumed

-213to be produced in an inverted vibrational distribution {Nv }v=O, 1 ,2, · · ·
subject to assumptions i and ii. Because the flame is assumed lean,
the change in gas composition and temperature during combustion is
taken to be sufficiently small so that the heat capacity and reaction
exothermicity do not vary.

Consequently, the heat release (per mole

of gas) and temperature rise in combustion is linear in
equation B.3, Xes ~ r, so that

Xes ,

but by

2

2

(8.8)

where T and T1 are the temperatures in the flame and reactant gas,
respectively, and TF is a parameter. We can evaluate the constant of
proportionality (TF-T 1) and the parameter, TF' in particular, by

TF

=

(B.9)

The problem reduces to finding both the optimum value of r and
the rotational transition on the vth vibrational band that will yield
the largest gain.

The gain on a particular vibrational-rotational

transition is [B.4]
2

y(\))

= (Nv,J- (gv,/gv-l,J')Nv-l,J');x. g(\))
8rrn

2

(B. 10)

t spont

where y(\)) is the gain at frequency \) for the vibrational-rotational
transition (v,J)-+ (v-1 ,J'); \) = c/;\.

NvJ is the number density in the

vibrational-rotational level (v,J), and gv, J is the degeneracy of that
level.

For carbon monoxide, gv,J

=

2J+l.

The spontaneous emission
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lifetime for the transition (v,J)
A(!,J)

~

(v-l ,J•)·

A(v,J)

~

~

(v-1 ,J') is tspont;

tspont =

(v-l,J') is the Einstein A coefficient

for the transition, and g(v) is the lineshape.

The real part of the

index of refraction of the gas, n, can be taken to be one for the
flames of interest.
Only P branch fundamental transitions will be considered, because
in rotational equilibrium, for each upper laser level (v,J), the gain
on the P branch transition, (v,J)

~

(v-l,J+l),is greater than the gain

on the R branch transition, (v,J)

~

(v-1 ,J-1).

dependence of the gain on T and J.

Equation B. 11 gives the

Equation B. 11 follows from equation

B. 10 by inserting the degeneracies and neglecting

A

and n; A and n

vary negligibly with T and J:
N v-l,J+l (2J+3)
(l - N
{2J+l)
) g(v)/(B~tspont)
v,J

(B.ll)

Assuming rotational equilibrium, the rotational distribution is
Nv, J/N v = (2J+l) exp(-EJ/kBT)/Q r

{B. 12)

where T is the gas temperature, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and Nv is
the number density in vibrational level v.

If the temperature is high,

T >> hcB/kB, the partition function, Qr' can be approximated [B.S]:

(B. 13)
where h is Planck ' s constant, c is the speed of light, and B is the
rotational constant for CO, often written Be.

In the rigid rotar

-215approximation, the rotational energy of CO, EJ, is
(8. 14)

The Einstein coefficients are independent ofT and vary with J
as [8.5]:
A(v,J)

(v-1 ,J+l)

+

~

2{J+l)/2J+l)

(8.15)

Hence, using equations 8.11 through 8.15, we find

y(v)

~NV

(2J+3)Nv_ 1exp(-J(J+l)hcB/k 8T) \
1 - (2J+1)Nv exp(-J(J-l)hcB/k T) )
(
8
x

(J+l)exp(-J(J+l)hc8/k8T)
k T/hc8
8

g(v)

(8.16a)

implying
y(v) ~NV

(

1 -

(2J+3)Nv_ 1exp(-2Jhc8/k 8T) )
(2J+l) NV
(J+l)exp(-J(J+l)hc8/k 8T)

T

x

g(v)

(8. 16b)

From equations 8.3, 8.5, and 8.7, we find
X

v

~

r

(8.17)

Multiplying by the number density, N, implies·
N
v

~

rN

(8.18)

-216If we assume the mixture behaves as a perfect gas at constant pres sure, then
(8.19)
Using equations 8.8 and B.l9, we find
N

v

(8.20)

(T-T )/T
I

a:

Consider the gain at linecenter, v=v, for a transition v + v-1.

In

0

the Doppler broadened limit, g{v0 ) is independent of J and varies
linearly with the square root ofT:
(B. 21)

The explicit dependence of

y

on J and T follows from equations B. 16,

8.20, and 8.21:

NV

(2J+3)

)

- N-(12J+l) exp(-2JhcB/k 8T) (J+l)exp{-J{J+l)hcB/ksT)
v

(8.22)

There is a maximum in gain with respect to both variables, T and
J.

If J is treated as a continuous variable, the gain is a maximum

with respect to J when
(B.23)
and the gain is a maximum with respect toT when

(8.24)

-217Working from equations B.22 and B.23 to find the rotational transition
with the maximum gain with respect to J yields
Nv-l (2J+3)exp( -2hcB/kB T)~
Nv( 2J+l)
(1 - (2J+l )(J+l)hcB/~ T)

j

x

exp(-J(J+l)hcB/k T)
8

r)

+ (T-T )T-5/2 (Nv-1 ( 2 - 2.(2J+1) - 2hcB )exp ( -2JhcB/k
I
Nv 2J+l
( 2J+l)2 k8 T
B
x

(J+l)exp(-J(J+l)hcB/k 8T)

which can be rearranged to give

0

=

{

1 -

Nv_ 1(2J+3)
}
Nv( 2J+l) exp(-2JhcB/k 8T) (1 - (2J+l)(J+l) hcB/k 8T)
(8.25)

N

4

+ ~ exp(-2Jhc8/k T)(
+ 2hcB) (J+l)
Nv
B ( 2 J~l)2
k8T
Instead of solving exactly for J, a good approximate solution, J(O),
will be found by solving equation 8.25, while neglecting the second term
on the right hand side with respect to the first.
tenm to zero implies
0

= (1 - (2J(O) + l)(J(O) + 1) hcB/k8T)

or
0 = 2J(O)

2

+ 3J(O) + (1 - k T/hc8)
8

Setting the first

-218This gives
J{O) = -3

± 19+

8(k 8T/hc8- 1)
4

We are interested only in the positive solution for J{O) so that
{8.26)
or

so that
{8 .27)

For carbon monoxide, 8 = 1.9 [8.5], so that

At temperatures above 300°K,
k8T/hc8

>

J{O)

10

100

>>

»

1

1

{8.28)

implying
;

{8.29)

We will refer to the difference between the exact solution to equation
8.25 and J{O) as J(l)_
assuming J(O)

>>

J(l) was approximated from equation 8.25 by

1 and k T/hc8
8

>>

1, the result being
(8.30)
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Combining equations B.29 and B.30
J (l)/J(O)

<

•

025 (N /N
v

v-1 -

1)-l

(B. 31)

we find that J(l) will be an important correction only when Nv/Nv-l
differs just fractionally from 1.

Consequently, we vlill assume NvfNv-l

is large enough so that 1 >> J(l)/J(O)_ .By examining equation B.31
we see that if Nv/Nv_ 1 > 1.2,then J(O) is a good approximate solution to
equation B.25, and we will take this to be the case.
Working from equations B. 22 and 8.24 to find the temperature at
which the maximum gain with respect toT occurs, yields the equation
0 = T- 5/ 2 { 1 5

- 2 (T-T1 )T

N

(2J+3)

~-1 2 J+l) exp(-2JhcB/k 8T)}{(J+l)exp(-J(J+l)hcB/k 8T)}
v

-7/2

{1 -

Nv-1( 2J+J)
N ( 2J+l) exp(-2JhcB/k 8T)}
v
x

{(J+l)exp(-J(J+l)hcB/k8T)}

+ (T-T 1 )r- 512 2 hc~ f~~:~~ exp(-2JhcB/kBT){(J+l)exp(-J(J+l)hcB/k8T)}
k T
8

+ (T-T 1 )T

-5/2

Nv-1(2J+3)
{1- N ( 2J+l) exp(-2JhcB/k 8T)}
v
X

{(J+l)J(J+l)hcB exp(-J(J+l)hcB/k T)}
k T2
B
B

which can be rearranged to give

-220Nv-1(2J+3)
5 (T-T 1 ) (T-T1 )J(J+l)hc8
0 = {1 - N ( 2J+l) exp( -2JhcB/k 8T) }{1 -2 T
+
}
2
v
k T
8

(8.32)

Instead of solving exactly forT, a very good approximate solution, T(o),
will be found by solving equation 8.32 while neglecting the second term
on the right hand side with respect to the first.

Setting the first term

to zero implies
(T ( O) - T )

0={1-i
2

~+

(T(O) - TI) J(J+l) hcB }

T(OI

(8.33)
k T
8

This gives

We will refer to the difference between the exact solution to equation 8.32
and T(O) as T(l)_

T(l) was approximated from equation 8.32 by assuming

(i) we are interested in values of J nearly satisfying equation 8.26, and
(ii) inequality 8.29 holds so that 2JhcB/k 8T ~ 1/J(O) << 1, the result
being

where

For the values of J in the range of interest, it follows that T(l) << T(O),
and T(l) is a negligible correction.
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The maximum gain occurs when both {ay/aT)J = 0 and {ay/aJ)T = 0.
Substituting the value of J(O)(J(O)+ 1) from equation B.27 for J{J+l)
(with T

= T(O)}

into equation B.33 determines the condition on T(O)

for optimum gain:
0

= {1

- ~

T(O) - T }
T(O)

2

I

+ (T(O}

k T(O}
T )( B
) hcB }
- 1 2hcB k T(o)2
B

which simplifies to give
T(O) = 2T
Substituting T

(B.34)

I

= T(O} = 2T1 into equation B.26 results in the approxi-

mate solution for J(O) at optimum gain:

From equations B.8 and B.34 we can find r in terms of T :
1

TF is defined by equation B.9.

To evaluate TF we must first approximate

(aT/aXes }; we will take T to equal the adiabatic flame temperature and
2

evaluate this derivative for small r.
T is linear in Xes

for small Xes , and (aT/aXes )
2

equation B.3, r

~

From Reference B.6, we see that

2

~

25,000°K.

Using

2

Xes , we find that for maximum gain
2

r

= T1/TF . = 300°K/25,000°K = .012

eoncl usi ons
Equation B.34 states that the optimum ratio of fuel to oxidant
the one that causes the gas in the flame to be twice its initial

i~

-222temperature.

If more fuel is added, the combustion gases become too hot.

This lowers the density of the gas, flattens the lineshapes, and spreads
the rotational distributions, countering the increase in product (CO)
mole fractions, and lowering the gain.

If less fuel is added, too little

product (CO) is formed and the gain is less than maximal.
this simple result, no particular features of the

In deriving

cs 2;o 2 system

were

used; the result is general to this model of the chemical laser processes.
Note that altering the gas temperature by some special means, such as
supersonic expansion, was not considered, and would present a more complex
problem.
The optimal value of r (fuel:oxidant ratio) computed is approximate.

Later in this appendix we will see that this analysis ignored

nonlinearities in the chemical production rates with r, and this will
cause an underestimate of the optimal value of r, because the calculation
does not include the effect of the decrease in reactivity of the gas as
r decreases.
The computed value of r was .012 as compared with the experimentally determined value for optimal power output (not small signal gain)
of about .03 [8.2].

It is not surprising that the value of r at which

there is maximum power output is above optimal value for small signal
gain.

The power extraction from a gain saturated medium does not neces-

sarily decrease as rapidly as the small signal gain of the medium when,
with increasing rand increasing temperature, the rotational distribution
is broadened and the lineshapes flattened.
In Appendix A we saw that in a mixing layer flame the fuel and
oxidant will tend to burn at nearly their stoichiometric ratio and

-223corresponding adiabatic flame temperature.

The

cs 2 :o2

stoichiometric

ratio is about .35 [B. 1], which will result in combustion at too high
a temperature for maximal gain.

Diluting the mixing layer flame with

an inert gas to reduce its temperature has a detrimental effect, slowing the chemical reactions (refer to Chapter II, Section G); consequently, the mixing layer flame should be expected not to perform as
well as a premixed flame.
Assumptions Concerning the CO Vibrational Populations
The following discussion is concerned with the applicability of
the assumptions expressed in equations 8.5 and 8.6
(8.5)
(8.6)
The processes affecting the mole fractions of CO in vibrational levels
v-1 and v are outlined in Figure B-2.
both levels, v and v-1.

Chemical production of CO pumps

Also, there is pumping into the levels and

deactivation of these levels by vibrational energy transfer processes.
We will motivate the use of equations 8.5 and 8.6 to estimate

the

dependence of Xv- 1 and Xv on r, and then clarify the meaning of these
assumptions in terms of the processes involved in determining Xv-l and

XV.
We are interested in when equations 8.5 and 8.6 hold.

Using

equations 8.3 and 8.7, equation 8.5 can be put into the equivalent
form:

-224v 1 = v-1 ,v

(8.35)

If the proportionality, B.35, holds, then Xv/X v- 1 will be independent
of r, and X 1 and X will satisfy equation B.6. Consequently equation
vv
B.35 is sufficient to establish equations B.5 and B.6.
Motivating the Approximation:
In a fuel lean

cs 21o 2

r
-v 1-c::c -

X

premixed flame, increasing the mole frac-

tion of cs 2 in the reactant gas increases the mole fraction of CO in
the product gas. The most simple assumption is that the mole fraction
of co produced is linear in the initial cs2 mole fraction, and this
was stated earlier in equation 8.7:
(B. 7)

and because of equation B.3, this implies
(B.36)
The distribution of the CO among vibrational levels may be nonequilibrium.

In the absence of a detailed analysis of the carbon monoxide

vibrational kinetics in the

cs 2102

flame, we find no obvious

~priori

basis for assuming the normalized distribution over vibrational levels
varies with the initial fuel mole fraction (or r).

Consequently, the

most simple estimate is that the fraction of CO in each vibrational
level remains a constant fraction of the total CO population:

(B. G)
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Equations B.6 and 8.36 imply
X

v

a:

(B. 37)

r

With this result, we have covered the motivating factor for assuming
equations 8.5 and 8.6, assumptions made in lieu of a detailed analysis
of the vibrational kinetics.

We have chosen to make such an estimate

because it rewards us with the ability to rapidly estimate the optimum

cs 2;o2

ratio for maximal gain in a

cs 2;o2

premixed flame laser, as was

shown in the first part of this appendix.
Analysis of the Assumptions
Foregoing lengthy calculations, we will consider the processes in
a

cs 2;o 2

flame that are compatible with the relation Xv' a::r that

would like to assume.

\'te

To do this, consider the rate equations governing

the mole fractions in the levels v-1 and v; they are
(8.38)

and
(8.39)

Figure 8-2 displays the rate processes considered in equations 8.38
and 8.39; R~ and R~ are the rates for pumping by vibrational transfer
The rate constants k~ and kv,v , are
for deactivation from level v and transfer from level v to level v'.

and chemical addition to level v.

For simplicity, stimulated emission processes are ignored.

Chemical

sinks for CO may be incorporated into the addition terms R~-l and R~.
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CJ-iEMCAL
ADDITION
SOU~ES

Figure B-2

Processes affecting the relative populations of two
adjacent vibrational levels of CO

i
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Spontaneous emission may be included in the deactivation terms
d
kv,v-l and kv-l·

Fluid, mixing, and flame properties implicitly

determine these rates, but will not be elaborated upon here.
If the nonsteady terms in equations 8.38 and 8.39, dXv/dt
and dX v- 1/dt, are negligible, Xv- 1 and Xv will be linear in r if the
pumping rates and the rate constants have the fallowing forms:

R~ R~ R~-l and R~-l are all proportional to rf(r);

k~ k~-l

kv-l,v and kv,v-l are all proportional to f(r).

where f(r) is some function of r.

Because the temperature in the

product gas is a function of the initial cs2 mole fraction, f(r) can
carry a general temperature dP.pendence for the rates, but it must be
the same for all processes.
The pumping rates, R~. R~, R~_ 1 , and R~-l, can each be written
in the form:
R = L k X + L k X X + ...
a a a
a,,..,Q ae a e
That is, each pumping term is the sum of unimolecular, bimolecular,
and higher order pumping terms.

If the rate constants here too are

proportional to f(r), then equation B.37 will be satisfied if Xa oc r
for the unimolecular processes, and xaxe ocr for the bimolecular
processes.

This is approximately true for chemical pumping processes

(Xc ·X ~ r·l = r), and unimolecular vibrational decays, but not for
52 02
vibrational-vibrational exchanges.
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If the nonsteady terms in equations B.38 and B.39 cannot be
neglected, then Xv•
cussion holds.

«

r

only if both f(r)

Most generally, Xv•

«

r

=

1, and the previous dis-

if all the rate processes

are strictly linear in r; the temperature dependence in the rates is
ignored.
We have motivated the choice of equations B.5 and B.6 as approximations to describe the vibrational distributions.

These approxima-

tions can be rigorously justified only if all the rate processes that
influence the mole fraction of CO in each vibrational level are linear
processes.

This means the relevant reaction rates vary little with

temperature and the dominant processes are first order in fuel and
product species.
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C

COMPUTER CODES
1.

A Description of the Computer Codes for the Two-Dimensional cs 2;o2
Laminar Nixing Layer Fl arne, "MIXWG"
The computer code "MIXWG" was constructed to investigate the be-

havior of the cs 2;o 2 laminar mixing layer flame. The Fortran IV source
deck for this program is listed in this appendix. A brief description
of the main part of the program and the subprograms is given.

The pro-

gram has been run on an IBM 370 computer.
MIXWG is a code used to model a mixing layer downstream of a
splitter plate.

The streams of the reactant,cs 2 and o2 , each have uniform velocity, U02 and UCS2, prior to mixing. The computation proceeds
from initial values at the start of the mixing layer, and marches down-

stream, typically for 4 em, computing the values of the temperature,
velocity, and concentrations of o2 , cs 2 , CS, S, 0, SO, CO, co 2 , COS, and
S02 . The computation is on a two-dimensional grid, (z,y); z is the
coordinate in the direction of flow, andy is the coordinate normal to
the plane initially separating the cs 2 and 02 .
tions in y.

There are nine grid loca-

The Limitations of the Code MIXWG
The computer code MIXWG models a system in which there is no net
molar production.

The mole fraction of one species, so 2 , is calculated
by using the constraint that the mole fractions sum to unity. This simplifies the computations by replacing the differential equations for the
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mole fractions of so 2 by a simple algebraic formula. In the chemical
reaction sequences, the reactions are automatically balanced, by assuming so2 is present to maintain the sum of the mole fractions to unitY.
If recombination reactions, such as CO+ 0+ M-+ co 2 + M are included,
the computed forward rates are correct and may be used to decide the
importance of these reactions relative to others.

However, if reactions

in which there is a net molar production or loss are important (and
they were found not to be) then the computation must be reformulated in
order to satisfy species conservation.

Difficulties arise because this

computer code conserves moles; hence, it will read CO+ 0+ M-+ co 2 +t~.
and infer CO+O+M-+ co 2 +so +t~ in order to allow no net molar produc-

2

tion.

This computer code is adequate to fulfill our needs, but would

be an inaccurate model of flames at higher pressures, where three-body
reactions are expected to become increasingly important.
Main
The main block of tHXWG accepts initial values for the flow parameters at z = 0 in a working vector "X" of dimension 90.

In the listing

of the program, there is a table presenting the correspondences between
the indices on X and the variables o , cs , CS, S, 0, SO, CO, co 2 , and
2
2
COS (mole fractions) and temperature at nine locations in y. The mole
fraction of a tenth species, so2, is found by using the fact that the
mole fractions must sum to unity.

Each set of calls to the numerical

integration routine, "MODWMG", replaces X with its value at a distance
DZ (2 em) further d0t>1nstream.

These values are stored in the matrix 11 A11 •

The integrations are taken 4 em downstream, and the values of X are

-232recorded at each of 21 locations, z = .2 em, z = .4 em, ···, z = 4.0 em.
After each call to the numerical integration, the calculated data are
printed.
Subroutine DIFFY
This subroutine is used to calculate the derivatives of the ternperature and species mole fractions for use in the numerical integrations.

These derivatives are contained in the vector XDOT.

The reac-

tion source terms RW{I,J)/V and the diffusion source terms,

D(X(K+l)+X(K-l)-2X{K))/{V·~Y 2 ), sum to give XDOT(K).

The indexing

system is such that K = 9x I+ J where I is the index identifying the
species and J is the index identifying the grid point in y.
in they grid is
constant is D.

~y,

The spacing

the velocity along the flow is V, and the diffus i on

The Lewis number is assumed one; consequently the trans-

port coefficient for temperature K/(pCP) equals D.
Subroutine \4RATE
This subroutine is used to calculate the chemical source terms
for each species at each y location, and returns these terms to the sub routine DIFFY in the matrix"R~l'.

RW carries derivatives for the 10

variables, 9 species and temperature, at nine locations in y.

In WRATE

the matrix·w·contains the individual rates for each chemical reaction
included at each of the nine y locations.
Subroutine HWARTH
This subroutine follows th e calcul ation of the temperature f ield.
They values for the grid on which the numerical integrations were per-

-233formed are inverse Howarth transformed.

The output is a matrix "Y"

carrying the values of y in the laboratory coordinates of the

9

stream-

lines at each of the 21 locations in z; z = 0.0 em, z = 0.2 em,

z

=

4.0 em.

Function VEL
The function VEL is used to compute the velocity on the basis of
a mass weighted average of the species.

The free stream velocity for the

02 stream is U02 and free stream velocity for the cs 2 streams is UCS2.
The variable MI is the molecular weight of species I. In addition to the
usual 10 species, 02 , CS 2 , CS, S, 0, SO, CO, C0 2 , COS, and so2 , atomic
carbon is included, with Mll being its molecular weight. The formulas
used in computing the velocity can be found in the program listing.
Subroutine WRITE
This subroutine merely serves to print data and punch cards containing the final results.
Subroutines MODWMG, MADAM, MGILL, and MREST
These subroutines together perform the numerical integration in
z.

The method of Runge-Kutta-Gill is used to start the integration proc-

ess, and is used to restart the integrations whenever the step size has
been altered.

Once the integration has been started, it is continued by

the Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector method.
This numerical integration code was adapted from the subroutine
~10DDEQ

in the Caltech computer library.

The dimensions of the variables

have been increased to allow the solution of a system of 90 variables,

-234the temperature and mole fractions of 9 species at nine y locations.
MODDEQ receives a value of the vector X from the main block of MIXWG.
It then calls the subroutine DIFFY which computes XDOT, the vector of
the derivatives dX/dz.

After the numerical integration, MODWMG returns

the revised vector, X, to the main block.

2.

The Computer Code "MIX60"
The following is a brief description of the computer code MIX60.

It was written to model cs 2;o2 reactive mixing. The chemistry is simplified, considering only a single overall reaction: cs +o -+ product.
2 2
The species equations are solved. The solutions for the velocity profiles and temperature profiles are approximated by assuming a similarity
between the species, temperature, and velocity profiles.

The purpose of

this part of the calculation was to find an approximate solution for the
production of CO in the flame.

This part of the

calculation is fol-

lowed by a second calculation, a one-dimensional kinetics program used to
predict the carbon monoxide vibrational distribution as a function of the
downstream coordinate.

The numerical subroutine used, MODDEQ, differs

only in the dimensions of the variables from the subroutine MODWMG in
the code

f~IXItJil'lG.

MODDEQ is used first to solve the equations of flow,

with a procedure similar to that used in the code MIXWMG.

Subsequently,

MODDEQ is used to solve for the CO vibrational distributions.
of 141 X60 fo 11 ows.

The listing
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\

EXTERNAL OlFFY
OlNENSION A(10.9.21). XOOT(9Q).Y(9,21),X(9Q), TEMP(9.21)#TEN00f(9)
+ .ZOIS( 21 ).IPS< 21 >.Vl..CT(9 .2l ).ZZC21 ). YY(9).0XS02( 9).IMINU5(21)
+ .ROO .9) .AR( 10.21 >
~MON/RRT£2/0Y.TO
COMMOH/RATES/P.OO
COMMON/WRT2/NZ1.NY.TEMP
~MON/WRTE/IPUNCH.YY.ZZ.VLCT.A
~MON/RRRR/RA

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C
C

C

C

c

C
C
C
C
C
C

COMI'()N/HWTH/Y
COMI'()N/REACT/A
C0MI'()H/SPEED/U02.UCS2

MRP Of X(J). J•l.2 •••• 90
Y• -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -o.s
()l
1 02 • 01
02
03
2 CS2 • 10
11
12
13
20
3 cs I
19
21
22
\S
s • 28 29 30 31
5 0
uo
39
• 37 38
6 so • lJ6
Y7
ue
"9
7 co • 55
56
57
~
66
a C02 I 6Y
65
67
COS I
7\S
75
9
73
76
TEMP• 82
8Y
83
85
N\'•9

0.0

--OS
lU
23
32
Ul
50
59
68
77
86

0.5
06
15
2\l
3\L

\!2
51
60
69
78
87

1.0

1.0

16

17

--r:n 08
25

35
\13
52
61

70

79
86

26
36

""537162

80
89

2.0
09

18
27
37
YS
51!
63
72
81

90

CGS UNITS. NZSTEP IS THE NUMBER Of Z STEPS. NZSTEP=l IS INITIAL.
SPEClES l lS 02
SPECIES 2 lS CS2
SPECIES 3 lS CS
SPECIES U lS S
SPECIES 5 JS 0
SPECIES 6 IS SO
SPECIES 7 lS CO
SPECIES a IS C02
SPECJE5 9 15 COS
SPEClES 10 lS S02
A(J.J.HZSTEP> IS THE MOLE FRACTION OF SPECIE2 I AT Y LOCATION J.
nEMP(J.NZSTEP)
fHE 5TAERMWl5E COORDINATE IN SPACE IS z.
NY=THE NUMBER Of Y LOCATIONS.
X<l.2.3 .•. N) ARE 02 CONCENTRATlONS.
(IN MOLE FRACTION>
X<N+l.N+2.N+3 ••• 2•N> ARE CS2 CONCENTRATIONS% <IN MOLE FRACTION)
NZ=-20
ZRO=O.O
READ (5,65) 00
WRITE <6.65) 00
REAO (5.6\l) EPS
WR1TE (6.6\S) EPS
REAO (5.63) IPUNCH.P.
U02.UCS2
WR l TE ( 6 .63) I PUNCH .P.
U02 .OCS2
T0=300.0
Figure C-1
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HElGHT~\1.0

510
C
C

500

ZLENGH•\1.0
OZ•ZLENGH/NZ
OY•HEIGHTI<NY-1)
MIOY•( NY+1 >12
00 510 l=l.NY
YY(l)=(l-MlOY>•DY
CONTl NUE
Z=O.O
NZl=NZ+l
KIK•l IMPLIES STEP ~NE. MOODEQ RESETS IT TO 2 LATER.
ANO -1 TO INDICATE ERRORS.
KIK•1
NEI1'45=90
00 500 I•l .NZI
IPS<l )=1+1
lMlNUS< I )-1-1
ZZ( I )=lHINLJS( I )+()Z
CONTl NUE
NCUT=lO
02=0ZINOJT
NZSTEP=l
READ ( 5.66)
<TEMP< J .1 ) #J=1.9)
WAlTE (6.66)
(TEHP(J.l ),J-1.9)
00 505 J-1.9

C

.Jl•J+NY
J2•Jl+NY
..J3=J21"NY
..N•J3+NY
JS=J'hNY
J6•JS1-NY
J7=J6+NY
J8=J7+NY
.J9=JB+NY
READ ( 5,62) X< J) .X< Jl) .X< J2 >.XC.J3) .. XC J~) .X( JS) .X<..JS) .XC J7) .XC JB)
WRlTE ( 6.62> XC J) .XC Jl ).XC J2> .. XCJ3).X(Jl!) .X< J5) .X< J6 ).XCJ7) .XC J8)
THERE ARE NO CARDS SEQUENCED 68 THROUGH 75
A< 1 ,J .NZSTEP )•X< J)
A< 2 .J .NZSTEP )::o:X( Jl )
AC3.J.NZSTEP>=XCJ2)
A< ll ,J .NZSTEP )-=XC J3)
A< 5. J. NZSTEP >=X< J~ )
A< 6 ,J .NZSTEP >=X< J5)
A(7.J.NZSTEP>=X<J6)
AC8.J.NZSTEP)=XCJ7)
A(9.J.NZSTEP>=X(J8)
AClO.J.NZSTEP)=l.-X<J>-X<J1)-X(J2)-X(J3)-X(J~)-X(J5)-X(J6)-X(J7)

•
-X< JB)
VLCT( J .1 )=VEL< XC J) .X< Jl ) #X< J2) .X< J3) .XC Jll) .X< JS) .X< J6) .X< J7) .X< JB)
•
.ZRO)
XCJ9)=TEMP(J,NZSTEP)
505
CONTlNUE
00 205 L=l.lO
WRITE (6,21> L.(A(L.K.l>.K•1.9)
205
CONTl NUE
WRlTE (6,5ij) CVLCT(J.l).J~l.NY)
WRITE (6.20) <TEMP<J.l).J-=1.9)
00 100 I=l .NZl

Figure C-2

Coding for the crnnputer program MIXWG
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150

c160

NZSTEP•I
IF O.EQ.l)
+CALL M~O~MG<OIFFY.KIK.NEQNS.Z.X.XOOT.02.EPS)
IF (l.EO.l) GO TO 160
00 150 J.=l.NCUT
CALL

M~OWMG<OIFFY.KIK.NEQNS.Z.X.XOOT.02.EPS)

* * • * • * * * * • * • * * • • • * • • * * • • * * • • • * • • •
00 210 J=l.NY
Jl=J+NY
J2=Jl+NY
J3=J2+NY
..N•J3+NY
JS=..U+NY
J6•JS+NY
J7=J6+NY
.JS-J11-NY
J9=J81-NY
A( l.J.NZSTEP>=X(J)
AC2.J.NZSTEP)=X<Jl)
A< 3 .J .N:ZSTEP >=X< J2)
AC~.J.N:ZSTEP>=X<J3>

A< 5 .J .N:ZSTEP >=X< J1l l

A( 6 ,J .N:ZSTEP )=X< JS)

AC7.J.N:ZSTEP)=X<J6)
A(8,J.N:ZSTEP)=X(J7)
A( 9 ,J .NZSTEP )=X< J8)
AC lO.J .N:ZSTEP)=l.-X< J>-X< Jl >-X< J2 )-X< J3>-X< J\l. >-X< J5 )-X< JS >-X< J7)
•
-X<J8)
TEMP<J.NZSTEP)•X(J9)
TEMOOT(J)~X00f(J9)

VLCT( J .N:ZSTEP >=VEL< X< J) .X( Jl) .X< J2) .X< J3) .X< J\l.) .X< JS) .XC J6).
•
X(J7).X(J8),ZAO>
C
TEMP IS THE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN.
210
ca.ITINUE
00 235 J=t.lO
AR(J.I )=0.0
00 ~0 K=1.9
RR< J .I ):eRR< J .I )+A(J .K)
2\10 CONTINUE
235

~TINUE

215

WRITE (6.26)
WRITE (6.20)
WRITE (6.19)
00 215 L=l.9
WRITE (6.21)
KT=S-L
KB=S.(L-1)+1
WRITE (6.23)
COOTINUE

J.JRlTE (6,11)

NZSTEP.:Z
<TEMP<K.NZSTEPl.K=1.9)
( TEMOOT<K).K=-1.9)
L.(A<L,K.NZSTEP).K=1.9)
L.<XOOT(K).K=KB.KT)

MNM=lO

WRITE (6.21) HNM,(A(MNM,K.NZSTEP>.K=1.9)
OXSCJ2(J)=O.O
00 225 K=l.9
KS=J+(K-1)•9
DXS02CJ)=0XS02(J)-XOOTCKS>
CONTINUE

00 220 J=1.9

225

Figure C-3
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220

CONTINUE

230

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

WRITE (6.23) MNM.COXS02(K).K=l.9)
J.IRl TE C6 .5\l > CVLCTC J . l ) • ...J-l.NY>
J.IAlTE (6.11 >
J.IR1TE <6.12>
WRITE (6.11)
00 230 J=1.9
J.IR1TE (6.13> CR(K.J>.K=1.10)

100

CRLL HWARTH
Cf\LL WRIGHT
FORMATS
• • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • •
FOOMAT ( • ' >
FORMAT(' REACTION RATES'>
FORMAT (5X.lP10E12.5>
FORMAT(' TEMOOf'.9F12.5)
FORMAT ('TEMP '.9F12.5)
FORMAT ( ' '. 12.'
• ,9( 1PE12 .5))
FOOMAT <' '.12. 'OOT' .9<1PE12.5))
FORMAT ( l!X. 'STEP NUMBER •. 12. •
FORMAT<' VLCTY'.9f12.5)
FORMAT (2X.9<1PE8.1))
FORMAT <2X.I1.2X.3F10.~)
FORMAT <SX.F15.7)
FORMAT <SX.FlO.~)
FORMAT (5X.9(3X.F5.0))
RETURN

C

c

11

12

13

19
20
21

23
26
Sl!
62
63

aq

65

66

• •• • •• • • •

+ • + + •

• •

Z=' .F7 ·''- 'CH. •)

EN)

SUBROUTINE DIFFYCN.Z.X.XOOT>

*• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • •• • • • •• • • ••

c

DIMENSION X< 90>.XOOT< 90) .OUOY(9) .RW< 10.9 ).V< 9)

COMMON/RATES/P.OO
COMMON/AATE2/0Y.TO
CALL WRATECRW.X>
N'l'•9

ZRo-o.o

0-DO/P
DO 100 J=1.9
Jl=J+NY
..J2=Jl+NY
J3=.12+NY
..U=J3+NY
..U=J3+NY
JS=Jll+NY
J6=J5+NY
J7=J6+NY
JB=J7+NY

V< J)=

•

100

VEL< X< J) ,X( Jl) .X( J2 ),X(J3),X(J\A ),X(JS).X( JB >.X< J7).X( J8) ,ZAO)
QlA)Y( J )=( 0/( OY+OY) )/V( J)

CONTINUE

00 110 1=1.10
N8""1+9-8
NP•I+9
NBl=NB+l

NP1=NP-1

Figure C-4
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XOOT< NB >•2 .O.OUOY< 1 >•< X< NBl >-X<NB))+RH< I .1 )/V( J)
XOOT( NP >=2 .O.OUOY( 9 >•< X< NPl >-X< NP ))+RH< I .9 >IV< J)
110 CONTlNUE
00 120 J... l .10
oo 130 J-2 .a
K=9•(1-l)+J
KP=K+l
KM=K-1
XOOT( K>=OUOY(J )•( X< KP )+X( KH )-2 .O.X<K) )+RJ.K I .J)/V(J)
130
CONTl NUE
120
CCNTl NUE
C
SIZ.-\lO.
SIZ•lOO.O
00 1\10 I=1.81
BD-< X< I )...SIZ+l.OE-3\1)
lf <XOOT( l ).LT .80) XOOT( l )•80
1\10
CONTl NUE
C
THE PREVIOUS LIMITS THE DERIVATIVES IF THEY ARE HUGE AND NEGATIVE.
C
SO THAT A SPECIES WILL HAVE ITS CONCENTRATION DROP TO ZERO IN
C
NO LESS THAN 1/SIZ CH. IF THE CALCULATION GOES HRONG~ AND THE
C
CONCENTRATlONS ARE GOING NEGATIVE. REDUCE SIZ? IF THE SPECIES ARE
C
NOT PROPERLY CONSERVED. INCREASE SIZ. REDUCE THE STEP SIZES BY
C
MAKING ~AE CALLS TO t101JWMG PER UNIT LENGTH. AND BE PREPARED
C
FOR AN I NCREASEO COPUTAT l ONAL COST. TO BOOST THE NUMBER OF
C
CALLS PER STEP. OZ. INCREASE THE VARIABLE. •NcuT• IN MAIN.
RE11JRN
END
SUBROUTINE WRATE (RW .X)
0Jf'£NSION AJ..4(10.9).
AK<lO). 0H(l0). L(lO). X(90). ARG<lO)
•
.A( 10.9 >
c
.. .. .. • • + • • + + • • .. ... • + + + + + • • + + • • + ... • + + • •
COMMON/RATE2/0Y.TO
COMMON/RATES/P.OO
ca1'10N/REACT/R
C
If NTST=O lT IS A 1 REACTION TEST.
C
RUN CASE REACTIONS.
C
CS2 + 0 c ) CS + SO REACTION 1
C
CS + 0 c ) CO + S REACTION 2
C
S + 02 => SO + 0 REACTION 3
C
SO + 02 a::) S02 + 0
REACTION 4
C
CO + S + M a::) COS + M REACTION 5
C

C
C
C

C

CO
CS2
CO
CO

+

0

+

+ 0
+ 02
+ SO

COS + 0

=> 002
=> COS + S
a::> C02 + 0
=> C02 + S
=> C02 + S

M

ZRO=O.O
OH< 1 )=10500.0
0H(2)=\127SO.O

+

M AEACTlON 6
REACTION 7
REACTION 8
REACTION 9

REACTION 10

0H(3)= 3000.0

OH< \l )=

6250.0

0H(5)=37000.

0H(6)=6\1100.

OHC7)=27200.
0H(8)::s ll025.

0H(9)• 800.
OHC 10)-=27100.
00 100 1=1.9

Figure C-5
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DO 110 J•l.lO
L( J)•I 1-( J-1 >•9
CONTINUE
HRITE (6.1) I.<X<L<K».K•l.lO)

110
C

T•X(L(lQ) >

CP=10.0~2.5E09•<EXPC17.Q-50000.0/T))/(T•T)
CP=CPO ~ (((0H0>••2)/(T-.2>>•EXPCCSO•T-DH0)/RT)

C
C

R IS A GAS C6NSTANT. S lS AN ENTROPY- LIKE QURNTITY.
00 120 N=l.lO
ARG<N>=OH<N>IT
IF <ARG<N>.G.f .'10.0) RR(XN):al!O.O

120

CONTINUE

RKO )=5.0E13•EXPC-960./T) .

RK(2)=2.l1Elij•EXPC-1010./T)
AK(3)=l.OE13•EXP<-2800./T)
AKCL1>•3.5Ell•EXPC-3280./T)
RKC5)=2.0E16•EXPC-900./T)
RK(6)=1.6El6•EXPC-900./T)
RKC7>=1.DE!l1•EXPG-ij0ij0./T)

~8>=3.5El2-EXPC-25700./T)

RKC9>=1.7E12•EXPC-25700./T)
RKC10>=4.4E1ij•EXPC-26300.1T>
RH0=4.08E-5•(P•TO/T)

•

XTEN =>L-XCU L) )-XCLC2H-XCLC 3 >>-XCLC-4) >-X<L<.5 >>-X<L<.G))-XCLC 7))
-XCLC8>>-X<L<9))
RC l.I >= <.XC L( 2) >•X< L<. 5) )-fXP<.-ARG< L) )+X( U 3) >•X< L(6 >) )•RHCJ-Rt«L )
RC 2.1 )=> <.XCL(S) )+XCU3) >-EXP<.-ARG(2) >•XCU 1) >•X(L(ll)) )+RH£?-Rt«2)
RO .I>= C.XCL(l:l ))•XCL(. L) H:XP<.-RRG( 3 > >•XCL<.o))•XCLC-5 >))+RHO... ~ 3)
RC4.I>~
GXCL<.o>>•XCLC.L>>-EXPG-RRG(.ll) >•XTEN
•X(L(5)))+RH0•R~4)
RC.S. I)=X(L(.ll >>•X<LC. 1) >•fiHO.t.RHO+Rt«.S)
RC 6. I )..
X( LC 5) >•X( LC 7) >•RHCJ+flHO.t.Rt«.6)
RC7.l)=(X(L(2))•XCLC5))-fXPC-ARGG7>>•XCL(.9))+X(L(.4)))•RH0-RKG7>
RC 8 .I >=C.XCLC 7 >).X(LC l >>-EXPC-ARG<8 >>•XCLCS>>•XCL<.S >) >•RHO•mB)
R<.9~I>=<.X<L<.7>>•X<L<.6>>-EXP<.-RRG(.9))•XCLC8>>•XCL<.4>>>•RHO•AK<.9)

RC 10. I >=C XCLC9 >>•XCLG5) )-€XP<.-ARG< 10) >•X<L< ll) >•XCL( 8) >>•RHO•AK< 10>

00 130 J=1.10
IF <RCJ.I LLT .O.O> RCJ.l )=0.0

CONTINUE

130

RWC 1.I >=-( AC 3 • I )+AC 4 • I )+RC 8 • I ) )
RWC 2 • I >=-< RC 1 • I >+A< 7 • I ) )
RWC3.I>=ACl.I>-AC2.I)
RW( ll • I )=A( 2 • I ) ~A( 7 • I ) +A< 9 • I >+A< 10 • I )-A< 3 • I >-A< 5 • I )
RWCS.I >=ACll.I )+A(3.I )+A<8.I >-R< 1.1 )-A(7 .I >-A<2.I >-A<6.1 >-A< lO.I)
RW< 6. I >•RC 1 • I )
-R< ll. I >-R( 9. I )
RJ.I( 7. I >=RC 2 .I )-RC S. I )-RC 6. I >-A< B. I )-R( 9. I )
RW(8.I>=A<6.I>~RC8.I>~A(9.I)+RC10.I>
RW< 9. I >=AC 5. I h-AC 7 .I )-R( 10. I )
•

C
C
100
1

2
3

•

RWC10.I)=1.98•CAC1.!)•DH<l>~A<2.I>•DH<2>~R(3.l>•OHK3)+

RC \L. I >•OH( ll )+A( 5 .I >+DHC 5 )+R( 6. I >•DH( 6 )+RC 7. I >•DH< 7 )+
AC8.I>•OH(8)+R(9.1)•0H(9)+RC10.1>+0H(10))/CP
WRITE <6.3) I.(AWCK.I>.Ka1.10)
WRITE C6.2) I. <A<K.D.K•1.10)
CONTINUE
FORMAT ( • J=' .I2. • X
• .10(2X.1PE10.3))
FORMAT ( • J=' .IU. • A • .lOC2X.lPE10.3))
FORMAT ( • J=".I3.' RW ".10(2X.lPE10.3))
RETURN

ENO

Figure C- 6
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c
C
C
C

150
160

c

100

C

SUBROUTINE HWARTH
• +++ • +• +++++ +++++ • • ++ • ++• • ++ + +++ •
DIMENSION TEMP(9.21).YC9.21)
COMMON/HWTH/Y
COM~N/WAT2/NZL.NY.TEMP
GOMMON/RATE2/0Y.TO
THERE IS NO NET VERTICAL VELOCITY.
MIDY=CNY+l )/2
MIDYM=HIOY-1
OYT =OY/(2+T0)
THIS WILL WORK ONLY IF TEMP•TO INITIALLY EVERYWHERE EXCEPT
AT THE H10 Y POINT.
00 160 1•1 .NZl
YC MlOY. I )cQ .0
00 150 J-l.MIOYM
.AJN=HIOY-J
..lJP-MIOY+J
...UPM=JUP-1
...DNPc:JONt-1
YCJUP.l)=Y(JUPH.I)+
<TEHP(JUP.I>+TEMPCJUPM.I>>•OYT
YCJON.l)=YCJONP.I)(TEMP(JON.I>+TEMPCJONP.I>>•OYT
C('}.ITJ NUE
COIITlNUE
RETURN
END
fUNCTION VEL<Xl.X2.X3.xq.xs.X6.X7.X8.X9.X10)
• +++ + ++ • +• • • ++ • • +• • • + • • +• • ++ • ++• +
REAL+ij M2.M3.~.MS.M6.M7.M8.M9.MlO.Mil.MAV.Ml
COMMON/SPEEO/U02.UCS2
If CU02.NE.UCS2) GO TO 100
VEL-U02
RETURN

~TlNUE

X1D-l.-Xl-X2-X3-Xq-XS-X6-X7-X8-X9
SPECIES• 02.CS2.CS.S.O.SO.C0.002.COS.S02
Ml =32.
t12 oc76.
t13 ::ijij.
m ·32.
t15 •16.
t16 -ij8.
t17 c28.
t1B
t19 •""·
-so.

C

c

MlO =611.
t111 =12.
t1AV=Xl•Hl+X2•H2+X3+H3+XII•Mij+XS+MS+X6•M6+X7•M7+X8•M8+X9•t19+X10•t110
VEL=CU02~(2.0.Xl+XS+X6+X7+2.0.X8+X9+2.0.XlO>
• + UCS2+Mij+(2.+X2+X3+Xij+X6+X9+X10)
• + UCS2+Mll+CX2+X3+X7+XB+X9))/MAV
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WRIGHT
HAITE STATEMENTS
+++ ++• • • +++ • + • + • + • ++ • +++ • • +• • • • • •
DIMENSION YY( 9 >.ZZC 21 ).VLCT< 9.21 >. TEMPC9 .21 >. Y< 9.21 >.A< 10.9.21)
• • RR( 10.21)
COMMON/WRT2/NZ1.NY.TEMP
Figure C-7
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C

5\lO
C
C
C

COMMON/HHTH/Y
COMMON/WRTE/IPUNCH.YY.ZZ.VLCT.A
C01MON/RRRR/RR
TO WRITE THE TEMPERATURE•
J.JAITE ( 6.11)
WRITE< 6.12)
WAl TEC 6 .I!>
WRITEC6.5)
WRHEC 6.16) CYY( I> .I=l.NY)
WR1TEC6.11)
00 5\!0 I-l.NZl
WRITE< 6.17) ZZ< I ) .(TEMP< J .I) .J-1 .NY)
CC'JNTI NUE
THE FCJLLOWlN& PRINTS Cl.JT AN ARRAY OF Y VALUES FROM THE INVERSE
HOWARTH TRANSFORM BACK. THESE VALUES TRACE STREAMLINES ALONG
THE FLOW. OESINNATIN& THE Y VALUE AS WE MOVE IN Z.

00 ll35 t1=1.10

1!3\l
1!35

560

655

890
895

WRITE ( 6.11)
WRITEC6.113) H
WRITEC6.10
WRITEC6.5)
WRITEC6.18> CYY<I>.I=l.NY>
WRITEC 6 .11)
00 113ij 1•1 .NZl
WRITE<6.19) ZZ( I ),(ACM.J.I ).J-t.Nn
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE <6.11)
J.IRlTEC6.6)
J.IRlTE( 6.16) ( YY( l) .l•l.NY)
WRITE <6.11)
DO 560 I=l.NZl
WRl TEC 6 .17) :Z:Z( I ) .( Y( J .1 ) .J= 1 .NY)
CONTINUE
WRITE <6.11)
WRITE ( 6.57)
WRITE <6.11 >
WRITE <6.11)
WRITE <6.5)
WRITE ( 6.11)
00 655 I=l.NZl
J.IRITE (6.58) I.CVLCTCJ.l).J=l.NY)
CCINTl NUE
IF ClPUNCH.EQ.l) GO TO 580
WRITE (7.60) (YY(J).J=L5)
WRITE (7.61) <YYCJ>.J=6.9)
DO 895 K=l.lO
WRITE ( 7. 73) (RRCK.J).J=l • 7 )
WRITE ( 7. 73) ( RR< K .J) • .J=8 .111 )
WRITE <7. 73) (ARC K .J) .J=l5 .21)
DO 890 J=1.9
WRITE (7.73) <A<K.J.D.1=1.7 )
WRITE (7.73) CACK.J.D.I-=8.1li )
WRITE (7.73) CA<K.J.D.I-=15.21)
C~TlNUE

CONTINUE
DO 891 l•l.Nll
WRITE (7.60) (Y(J.l).J=l.S>
Figure C-8
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WRITE <7 .Sl) ( Y< J . I ) • .J-6 .9)
WRITE <7.60) <TEMP<J.D •.J-1.5)
WRITE (7.&1> <TEMP<J.I).J-6.9)
WRITE <7.60 > <VLCT< J .D .J-1.5)
WRITE (7.61) CVLCT<J.I).J-6.9)
891 CONTINUE
580 CONTINUE
FORMAT ('0
Z IN
ll
Y IN CW')
•
01.)
FORMAT('
5
FORMAT ("lZ IN CM.
Y VALUES AS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL r - )
6
FORMAT ( •o. )
11
12
FORMAT <"1
TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN')
FORMAT (16X.9F10.3)
16
17
FORMAT (3X.Fl0.3.3X.9F10.3)
FORMAT (16X.9Fl2.3)
18
19
FORMAT (!lX.F10.3.!lX.lP9E12.5)
FORMAT (• SPECIES".2X.I2)
U3
FORMAT ("lVELOCITIES")
57
58
FORMAT CUX.IU.9X.9E12.3)
60
FORMAT (llX.5E12.5>
61
FORMAT CUX.llf12.5>
73
FORMAT C3X.7<1PE11.!l))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MOOWHG(fUNC.K.N.T.Y.YOOT.OELT.EBAR>
c
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
C MOOOEQ
DATE OF OBJECT DECK 09-09-76
C
MCJOlFIEO SEPTEM8£R. 1976 BY ALBERT CHANG
DIMENSION Y(90).Y00T(90)
DOUBLE PRECISION TO.TA.TB.YOP
COMMON /SAVDEQ/ TA. YOPA< 90) • YOOTAC 90) • TB •YOPB< 90). YOOTBC 90) •
1 YOPC90 ).FC90.!l).YP(90>
LOOICAL SIGN
GO TO ( lD.lOO).K

c

C FIRST TIME

10 IF<K.EQ.l) GO TO 20
WRlTE <6.615) K
615 FORMAT(/lX •K NOT VRLIO •• IlO/)
STOP
c
20 CONTINUE
SIGN • •TRUE.
MU

=1

TIME = T

lD = T
00 25 I=l.N
C 25 YOP(l ) = YCI)
IFCOELT.LT.O.) SIGN c .FALSE.
lf(EBAR.NE.O.) GO TO 30
CiT = OELT
GO TO 1!0
C VARIABLE MODE
c
30 CONTINUE
NOSTEP • U
OT = OELT/FLOATCNOSTfP)
t

Figure C-9
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EUP • EBAA

ELO • 0.02•EUP

OfMAX • CELT
OfMIN = OTMRX/FLOATC2•+10)

c
C

ijQ

TM = liME
CONTINUE

~

DTMAX

COMPUTE DERIVATIVES INITIALLY
CALL FUNC,N,T.Y.YOOT)
J =1
00 \l\l l•L,N
ijij f(J.J) = YOOT(f)

K-.2

c.
c

c

RETURN
100 CONTINUE

C INTEGRATE tO NEXT INTERVAL
JF(ESAR.NE.O.) GO tO 130

c

C FIXED HOOf
110 If(J.GT.3) GO TO 120
LALLMGILL (fUNC.N,OT.t.Y.YDOT.TO>
J - J+-1

115

c

C

120

00 US I•l.N

f(! ~}

RETI.liN

= YGOK D

CALL ROAM

CONTINUE
CALLMAOAH (fUNC.N.CT.I.Y.YDO!.TD)
CO 125 H=1.3
00 125 I-=l.N
125 f(I.M) = f(J.H+-1)
00 129 I=l.N
129 F(J.\l) = YOOT(I)
RET~N

c.

C VARIABLE HOOE
130 CQIITJNUE
TIME • T

lf(J.~T.3) GO lO !70
CALL HGILL (fUNC.N.OT.!.Y.YOOT.

J

!37

c.

= J+-1

TO>

00 137 I=1.N
.J > YOOT( I )

=

f(l

riME"' T
GO TO ClijO.tS0,160.170l.J

.

C2AJ=1

lijO CONTINUE
lf(SIGtO GO lO 1ij2
IF,TIME~.SO...OT .LE. TM) GO TO 1\lS
GO TO 130
ll12 CO'HlNUE
JFCTIHE~.SO...OT .GE. TM) GO TO ll15
GO TO 130

Figure C-10
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c

l'l5 U1 a liME +- OtMAX
RETURN

CJ•2

150 CALL MSAVEtMU.N.TIME.Y.YGOT.TO)

c
c
c

c

c
c
(.

GO TO 100

J =3
160 L

=l

GO TO 130
.G€. 3

J
110

~TlNUE

GO lCl c.- 180.250.280l.L

39

lBO f'1U • -MU

C3C

185 CONTINUE

c

CALL
}67 CALL

HSAVE(HU,N,tJHF.Y.YOOL~lOJ
H~UNC.N.ot.t~Y~YOOT.TOJ

C COMPUtE E<~~1)
1.90 ~1 "" o.o

HME • T
00 195 l1-1.3
00 195 I•l rN

195 F(J .H) a F(l .M ... l )
00 196' I•l.N

1.96' F(J,ij)

c

YOOT<.I>

Cl':J 200 I= 1 .N
Of = AHAXl (.fl65<. Y( I)), .OOU

ENl

c

= AMAXl

200 CONTINUE

(.ABS(.YP(f)-Y(.f)l/~1~.0•0fl~EN1)

C lEST f(N+1l .GE. EPSIL
IF<.£N1 .GE-. EUP) 00 lO 220
fCXJO • ASS~<.. UME-TH )/OT l. + 0 .1
IF<.M00<.£000,2) .NE. 0) GO tO 210
C fVEN
IF(fNl .GE. ELO) GO TO 210
lF(ABS(,2.0•0T) .GL ABS<

c 36

NU • 0
L =2
GO TO lijQ

OtMRX)) GO TO 210

210 L = 1
GO TO lijQ

C ENl .GE. EPSIL

c

220 IF<.RBSL2s.OTl.GE. RBS<.D1MfN)) GO TO 230
C GO TO ERROR

K .. -1

(.6,610) T
610 FORMAT(/lX •eAAOR RETURN AT t .. •.f15.7/)
Wf\J'IE

c

RETURN

Figure C-11
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230 CONTINUE
NOSTEP - ~OSTEP~
at = OEL!/FL~i,WOSTEP)
CALL MRESTC-HU.N.tiME~Y.YOOT.TO>
T = TIHE
232 CClNTl HUE
IJ "" 1
00 233 I=1.N
233 FU • U = YOOT<. D
235 CQHlNUE
CALL H~fLL(FUNC.N,Ot.t.Y.YOOT.TO>
IJ • IJ+-1
00 :2'12 I•t.N
2ij2 f(l.IJ) = YOOl(f)
lF(lJ .LE. 3> GO TO 235
liME • T

c

CALL HSAVEC-HU.N.TIHE.Y.YOOT.TO>
CALL HROAM<FU~C.N.OL.t.Y.YOOT.TO>
m 2ij3 H=1.3
00 2t13 I=l.N
2ij3 f(l.H) = F<l.H~1>
00 2ijij I=l.N
2ijy f(J.~) = YOOT(I)
GO TO 185

C 'lA
250 HU .. -f1U
TIME • T
255

260

265
266
270

CALL HSAVE(MU.N.TIME.Y.YOOT.TO>
CALL HAOAMCFUNC.N.OT.T.Y.YOOT.TO>
ENl = 0.
TIME = T
00 265 M=1.3
[k:) 265 1=1 .N
f(J.H) = F(l.H~1>
00 266 I•l.N
FCI.~> = YOOT(l)
00 270 Jcl,N
OI • RHRXlCABSCY<I>> •• OOl>
ENl = RHAXl( RBS< YP< I>-Y<I >)/<1'1.0•00 .END
CCNTJ NUE
IFCENl .GE. ELO) GO TO 210
NU .. NU"'l
IF(NU .LT. 2> GO TO 130
If( ABS(AM00(TH-T.2•0f)) .~T. ABS(OTMIN>> GO TO 130
NOSTEP = NOSTEP/2
OT = OELT/fLOAT(NOSTfP)
TIME = T
CALL HSRVE<MU.N.TJHE.Y.YOOT.TO)
II • 0
L .. 3

c

GO

TO 1'10

C ijB
280 CALL MGILL(FUNC.N.OT.T.Y.YOOT.TO>
II = 111'1
00 295 I=l.N

Figure C-12
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295 F<l .1 I) = YOOT< I )
TIME = T
lf(ll .GT. 3) GO TO 210
IJl..J-0
IF (JJIJ.EQ.l) GO TO 625
00 TO 1\!0
625
CONT l NUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE MAORMKFUNC.N.OT.t.Y.YOOT.TO)
c
• • • • • • + • • • + • • • • + + • • + • • • + • • + • • + + • •
DOUBLE PRECISION TA.TB
DOUBLE PRECISION DP~tO.YOP.YOC(90)
COMMON /SAVOEQ/ TA.. YOPA(90). YOOTA( 90), TB. YOPB< 90). YOOIB( 90).
1 YOPC90 ).f(90.\l).YP<90)
DIMENSION Y<90>.YOOT(90)
TO •TO+OT
T = TO
00 lW LSTEP=1.2
00 30 I-l.N
GO TO '10.l5).LSTEP
10 OP • Y<I)+<OT/2l!.D0)+(55.000.f(I.Y)-59.000+f(I.3>~37.000+f(l.2)
1 -9.0000+f(l.1))
C
YOPCl.l) = OP
GO TCJ 20
15 DP = YP<I>+<OT/2~.000)+(9.000+YOOT(I)~19.000.FCI.~)-5.000.f(l.3)~
1 f( l .2))
C
YOC< l) = DP
20 ect4TI NUE
YPC l) = Y(l)
SP = OP
01 = DP-SP
YC I) = DP+Ol
30 CONTlNUE
CALL FUNCCN.T.Y.YDOT)
l!O CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE M&ILL<FUNC.N.OT.T.Y.YDOT.TO)
c
* • * * • • * • • • * • • * * * * • * • * * • * * * • * • • * * *
DIMENSION CC 3) .6<3) .QC90). Y< 90). YOOT< 90)
OClUBLE PRECISION TA.TB
DOUBLE PRECISION DP.YOP.TO.Tl.K.B.C
COMMON /SAVOEQ/ TA.YOPA(90).YOOTA(90).TB.YCPBC90).YOOTB(90).
1 YOPC90 ).f(90.~).YP(90)
DATA B.C/0.000 •• 565786\l3600. 3.Ylij21356200. 0 ••• 1213203'!300.
1 -lJ.. 1213203\L3/
Tl=TO
TO ... TO+.SDO+OT
00 60 LSTEP=l.l!
00 50 I=l.N
K = OT•YDOTC I)
GO TO (10.20.20.30).LSTEP
10 YOP<l
) = Y(J)+.Soo.K
Q(}) = K
GO TO 1.10
20 YOP(l
)=YDP< l
)+ .500+8( LSTEP >•< K-a< D)
CX l ) c B< LSTEP )+K+C( LSTEP >•O< 1 )
GO TO 110
30 YCP< I
)=YDP< I
)+(K.... SOD-0< l ))/3.000
ll.O DP = YOP< l )
Figure C-13
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SP • OP
01 = OP-SP
YC I) :::s OP+Dl
50 CCJNTI NUE
IF<LSTEP .EO. 3)
T = TO
CALL

TO•TL~

FUNC~N.T.Y.YOOT)

60 CClNTl NUE

RETURN
END
SUBACJUTINE MREST<MU.N.TIME.Y.YOOT.TO)
~ + + + • ~ + ~ ~ + •
+ + • + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
DOUBLE PRECISION TO.TA.TB.YOP
COMMON /SAVOEQ/ TA.YOPA(90).YOOTA(9Q),TB.YOPB<90).YOOT8(9Q),

c

+ +

1 Y0P(90 ),f(90.~).YP(90)
OIMENSlON Y(90).Y00T(90)

lf(MU .Gf. O> GO TCl 30
YC 1 ) = YOPB( I )
20 YOOT<I> = YOOfB(J)
00 20 l•l.N

ro- ra

flME. .. f8

REfUAN

c

.

C MI.J .Gr. 0

30

~TlNUE

00 ~Q ]cl,N
Y ( 1 ) = YOPA{ I )
llO YOOT( I ) = YOOfA( 1 )
fO = TA
fiNE

c

= fA

REfURN

C SAVE

ENTRY HSAVECMU.N.TlME.Y.YOOT.TO)
lf(MU .Gf. O> GO TO 70

ra ... m

00 60 1•1 .N
YOPB<I > = Y <.I )

60 YOOTB(l) = YOOT(l)
RETURN
70 CaiTlNUE
fA = TO
oo eo l•t.N
YOPR< I > = Y <D
SO YOOTA(l) c YOOT(l)
REfUAN
END
C
DATA OECK
0.1590
00.01
0
.Ol
300.0
100.0
300.
300.
ij25.
850.
ij25.
300.
300.
l.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE
l.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE
l.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE
9.0E-Dl 3.3E-05 3.0E-DS 3.3E-Oij 3.3E-03 l.OE-02 3.0E-02 O.OE
O.OE 00 l.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE
O.OE 00 1.0E 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.Of
O.OE 00 l.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE
O.OE 00 1.0E 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE
O.OE 00 1.0E 00 O.Of 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.OE 00 O.Of
Figure C-14
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C
C
C

C

C

C
C
C

EXTERNRL VVCClX
EXTERNAL OIFFY
0It£NSI~ CC!C20).CCIOOTC2()),2.2C21 ).IHINUSC2l ) .. TAVC2l ),PRONC21)
OIMENSIC!N IPSC21 ),YYC9).CVVC20>.COVC20.21 ).XAVC3.21 >.XXVC3.21)
OIMENSION AC3.9.2l).XOOTC18).Y(9.2l).XC18).TfNPC9.21)
OIMEHSION ZCC21).VLCT(9.2l>.ZPZNC20)
OOMMON/WRATE/CONST
COMMON/TARTE/ALPHA
COMMON/VAATE/KVTI.KVT2.KVT3.KVV
COMHC.IN/ORATE/00
COHHON/SPEEO/U02.UCS2.U
COMHCIN/VVCOT/TA\I,XXV.PAOH
COHMON/CMIXll/TO,TINF.P.Ht.NZ.NZl
COMMON/CMIXI2/ZLENGH.OZ.HEIGHT.OY.HIOt,HIDYH,MIOYP
REAL KVTl.KVT2.KVT3.KVV
CGS UNITS. NZSTEP IS THE NUHfER CJF Z STEPS. NZSTEP=l IS INITIAL.
A( I ,J.NZSTEPJ IS THE HCLE FRACTION eF SPECIES I AT Y LOCATION J.
AND NZSTEP. 1=1 => ~2- 1=2 => CS2. 1=3 => PAClOUCT
TEMPCJ.NZSTEP)
Y HAS DIMENSION : 2•HY
NY=THE NUMBER OF Y LOCATIONS.
XC1.2.3 ... N> AAE ~2 ~CENTAATIONS.
CIN MOLE FRACTION)
XCN+l.N+2.N+3 ... 2•H) RAE CS2 CONCENTRATIONS.
CIN MOLE FRACTION)
REFI) ( S .66) 00 .FLPHA .CClNST .KVTI .KVT2 .KVT3
RERJ (5.67) KV\1
WAITE (6.65) OO,ALPHA.CONST.KVTt.KVT2,KVT3.KVV
REFIJ C5 .54 ) Cl.EPS

READ (5,63) IPUNCH.P.TO,TINF.U02.UCS2

RERJ (5.62)
AERJ ( 5 •52 )
RERJ (5.62)
AEPD (5.62)

CCCKJ),J=l.S)

<CCK J ) •J=6. 10 J

CCO<J).J=ll.lS)
CCCKJ).J=16.20)
~RITE C6.6ll) CZ.EP9
WAITE (6,63) IPUNCH.P.TO,TINF.U02.UCS2
~RITE <6.62) CCCI<J).J=l.S)
~RITE C6,62) CCOCJJ.J=6.10J
~RITE <6.62) CCCICJ),J=ll.ISJ
~RITE (6,62) CCOCD.J=16,20J
U=<UCS2+U02)/2.0

NY=9

Nl=20
I-£IGHT=4 .0
ZLEI\GH-4 .0

OZ.=:ZLEHGH/NZ
OY=HEIGHf/CNY-lJ
Z=O.O
~=2""NY

C
C

~Zl=NZ•l

KIK=l IMPLIES STEP ClNE. MOOOEO RESETS IT TO 2 LATER.
A~O -1 TO INDICATE EAAOAS.
KIK•l
tl:.ONS=N
ro soo I=t .Nzl
IPSC I )=hi

It1INUSC I J=I-1

50J
C

ZZCI)=IMINUSCIJ~oz

CCINTI HUE
TI-E STAEAHHISE CIJOftOlNATE IN SPACE IS z_

Figure C-15
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c

NEXT. THE VALUES IF CCINCENTRATION AAE INITIALIZED.

t1IOY =CNY+l )/2
t1IOYP=CNY+3)/2
t110YH=CNY-l )/2
N!i:SO=HIOY +NY
02INT= .40
CS2INT=-Ll0

)(CNHCSOJ=CS2!HT
)(CMIOY) :::e2IHT
00 133 I=l.M!OYH
I I=I•HY
)((I )=0.0

><<II >=1 _a

133

CONTI HUE

510

Y'(( I J=< I -t1 I OY )...OY
CClNTI HUE
00 I3ij I=HIOYP.NY

00 510 I=l.NY

II=I+HY

><<I >=1 _o

134

)((I I )=0.0
CCINTIHUE
NZSTEP=1

00 209 .J=l .NY

J.J=J•HY

VLCT< J .1 )=VEL( X< .J) .X< J.J))

H< 1 ,J .N2SlEP J=X< .J)
H< 2 .J .N2SlEP >=X< J.J)

fK 3 .J .N2STEP J= t_O-X< J )-XC JJ)
TEHPCJ.NZSTEPJ=THRHCXCJ).)((J.J))

209

c
c

CCJNTINUE
00 100 I=l .Nll
~p .. r

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
CALL H~OOEQ(OIFFY.KIK.NEQNS.Z.X.XDOT.OZ.EPS)
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
00 210 J=l .NY

JJ=J+NY
1 .J .N2STEP >=X< J)
H< 2 •.J .NZSTEP J=X( .J.J)
A( 3 .J .HZSlEP >= 1 .o-X< J )-X( .JJ)
TEHPCJ.NZSTEPJ=THAHCX(.J).X(JJ))
VLCTC J. I )=VEL( X< J) .XC JJ))
TEHP IS THE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN_
CONTINUE
A(

C

210

~RITE (6.ll)
~RITE (5.25) N'2STEP
~RITE C6.20J CTEHP<K.NZSTEPJ.K=1.9)
~RITE (5.21 J CA<3.K,N2STEP),K,.l.9)
~RITE (6,22) (A(2.K.NZSTEPJ.K=1.9)
~RITE

100

C
C

C6,23J ()({JQTCKJ.K-lO,IBJ

~RITE <6.24.) <A<I.K.HZSTEPJ.K=1.9)
~AITE CG.2SJ <XOOT<KJ.K=1.9)
~RITE C5 .Sll) VLCTC J. I) .J=l .NY)

CCINTINUE

<

THE HOWARTH TAANSFORH ACCOUNTS FOR THEAHAL CONPAESSIBILITY.
THERE IS NC1 NET VERTICAL VELOCITY_
HIOY=C HY+l J/2
t1IOYH=HIOY-I

Figure C-16
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C

OYT
=DY/C2•T0)
THIS WILL W~RK ONLY IF TEHP=TO INITIALLY EVERYWHERE EXCEPT
AT THE HID Y ~INT.
00 160 I=l.NZl
Y(HIOY .I :>=0.0
00 150 J=l.HIOYH
J)}.J=HIOY-J
JUP=t1IOY+-.J
JUPH:JUP-1
J)WP=JOH~1

Y( .JUP • I )=Y( .JUPH. I

)~

Y(.JON.I)=Y(.JONP.I)-

150
160
C
C
C
C

165
16\!

165

166
169

167

170

162

161

C~NTINUE
C~NTINUE
THIS SECTI~H

<TEHP( ..lUP. I )+TEMP< .JLIPH. I ) )t.OYT
CTEHP<JON.I)~TENPCJONP.l))~OYT

FOLLOWS THE FLUIDS AND OHEHISRY.

SETS UP AVERAGED CCJNOITIClNS ACAl'lSS A VERTICAL TRAVERSE_

.-EAE THE AVEARGES ARE TAKEN CIF THE FLUID AND CHEMICAL PACIPEATIES.
Tt-ESE AVEAAGES AfE USED IN THE VIBFIATI~NAL KINETICS TC FeLL~ 00 1615 IZ=l.NZ1
00 IGY I=1.3
)(AV( I • I:Z )=0 .0
00 165 J = l.NY
)(AVO .IZ )::AC I .J. I Z h·XAV< I • IZ)
C~HTI NUE
CCINTI NUE
WRITE (5.11)
WRITE <5.27)
WRITE ( 5.30) IZ .XAVC 1. IZ) .XAV< 2. IZ ).XAVC 3. rz)
CONTINUE
DO 167 IZ=l .NZl
00 169 1=1.3
00 168 J=l.NY
)()(V( I • I Z ):A( I.J. I Z >•A< 3 .J. Il )/XAVC I • I Z )-t-XXV< 1 • Il)
CCINTINUE
CCI NT I NUE
WAITE C5.11 )
WRITE <5.29)
WAITE <6.30) IZ .XXV< 1 .IZ) . XXV( 2. IZ ).XXV< 3. IZ)
C~NTI NUE
BETR-0.2
00 170 IZ=l.NZl
PAON< IZ )=0 .0
CCINTI NUE
0IV=XAVC3.NZ1)-XAVC3.1)
00 161 IZ=l .NZ
TAVCIZ)=O . O
PADN< 12. )={) .0
IZl=IZ+l
00 162 J=l.NY
TAV< IZ >=TAVC IZ )~TEMP< -1.12 ),..A( 3 .J .r:z )/XAV( 3. IZ)
PAOHC 12. >=AC 3 .J • IZ1 >•< A< 3 .J. I:Zl )-A< 3 .J • I:Z) )+PAON< IZ)
CCII-IT! NlJE
PADHC I2.)=8ETA,..PAONC I2.)/0IV
IF CPAOI-ICI:Z) . LT . O.) PAONCIZ>=O.O
WAITE <6 . ll )
WAITE {6.31)
WAITE C6.32) IZ.TAVC IZ>.PAONC I'lJ
CCINTINUE

Figure C-17
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171
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
6~

GCJ TCI 535

CONTINUE
XAV(I.l2) IS A SUM OVEA Y STATIONS~ SPECIES I M~E FOAACTlONS.
XXV(I.l2) IS A NORMALIZED MOMENT OF SPECIES I WITH PRODUCT.
PAON<ll) IS THE CO PRODUCTION BET~EEN STATIONS I2~U AND IZ.
BETA TIMES THE TCITAL PACIOUCTION = THE CCI PAOOUCTION.PAON.
TAV( ll) IS A HffiHFl..IZED HCMENT ClF T WITH PACDUCT. <T=TEMPEAATUAE)
THE Fl'!LLClWING SECTIC!N CALLS THE CINE DINENSIONAL VIBAATICINAL
KINETICS PAC!GAAH.
KIK=l
...X:=20
IF YOU CHANGE NC. YOU MUST BE SUAE TO CHECK THE WRITE STATEMENTS
FCl....LOWING STATEMENT 570, RHO THAT IHlNUS IS OIMENSIONEO
LAAGER THAN NC.
00 690 I=l.N:Zl
ZC( I )=CZ•IHINUs< I)
CONTINUE
2=0.0

c
90S

c

tJ2N=20
C2=CZINZN
00 900 I=l .NZ
* • • • • ... • • • • • • • • ... • • • • • • • • • ... ... • • • • • • •
IF <I.EO.IJ GO TCI 905
00 905 .J=l .NZN
CALL HOOOEQ(VVCCIX.KIK.20,Z.CO,COOOT.C2.EPSJ

• ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... • ... ... ... ... ...
0ENSTY=P•300.0~.02E

ro

231<TAV(I)•24500.)

9Io J=t.2a
CCJV( J • I )
=COC J h·OENSTY

910

C
C
C

810
3XJ

C

c

C

C
C

C
C
C
C

c

C
C
C
C

c

CCINTINUE
CC!V STORES THE CCI NUMBER DENSITY IN UNITS l'!F INVERSE
CENTIMETERS CUBED AHO HOLES.
CCIVCJ.HZSTEPJ IS THE CB ~PULATION IN LEVEL J-1 AT Z INDEX N2STEP
WAITE <6.11)
WAITE <6.~0) I .(CCKKJ.K=1.10)
WAITE (6,41) Ccro:JTCK).K=1.10)
WAITE (6,41) CCCKK) .K•ll .20J
WRITE (6,41 J CCCXJOTCKJ.K•11 .20J
IF <KIK.LT.OJ GO TO 810
GO

ro goo

GO

ro

WAITE C6.SOJ
CCINTINUE
s1o
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c
c
c
c
c
c

~s

•

FCJRMATS

+

7
6
9

10

11

12
13

1\l
15

16
17
18

19

20

21

22

23
2~

29
30
31
32

\.lO
1!1

so
5~

57
58
60
61
62
63
6\l
65
66
67
70

c

c
c

•

+ + •

+ + + + + + + + + + +

(\lX.l\l.\lX.10E10.3)
(\lX.ll!.\lX.11E10.3)
FORMAT (\lX.Fl0.3,\lX.9E10.3)
FORMAT ('0
Z IN

\l

25
26
27

+ + + + + •

F~RMAT
F~RMAT

1

2
3

5
6

<1976).

+ + + + + + + + + + •

•

Y IN CW)

('
CM')
FORMAT C"lZ IN CM.
Y VALUES AS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL Y")
FORMAT< "lVIBRATIONRL
Z IN CENTIMETERS')
FCIAHAT < •
LEVEL • )
FORMAT CBX.10Fl0.3)
FORMAT <12X.llF10.3)
FORMAT eo·)
FORMAT ('1
TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN')
FORMAT ('1
CS2
M~LE FRACTIONS')
FORMAT <'1
62
M~LE FRACTIONS')
FORMAT ('1
PR~DUCT
M~LE FRACTI~NS')
FORMAT C16X.9f10.3)
FORMAT C3X.F10.3.3X.9F10.3J
FORMAT C16X.9f12.3)
fORMAT (\.lX.f10.3,ijX.9f12.5)
FORMAT c• TEMP '.9Fl2.5)
FORMAT< • PROD ",9f12.5)
FORMAT ( • CS2 ',9Fl2.5)
FORMAT c• CSOOT".9Fl2.5)
FORMAT(' 02
'.9F12.5)
FORMAT c• 0200T".9F12.5)
FORMAT ( I!X.1 \l )
FORMAT c• POSITION
SUMS•
~
CS2
F~RMAT

PR~o·)

FORMAT(" POSITION MOMENTS•
02
CS2
• PRoo· J
FORMAT (\.lX,JI!.20X.3F12.5)
FORMAT c· POSITION AVERAGES•
TEMP
PRODUCTION")
FORMAT (\.lX,li!.20X.2F12.5)
FORMAT <2X.J\.l.2X.10E12.5)
FORMAT C8X.lOE12.5)
FORMAT c· ERROR? ERROR? ERROR? KIK<O')
F~RMAT ( • VLCTY'.9F12.5)
fORMAT(' VELOCITIES")
FORMAT (\lX.I\l.9X.9E12.3)
FORMAT (\lX.9FB.\l)
FORMAT (\lX.9FB.1)
FORMAT (5X.5E12.5)
FORMAT (2X,Jl.2X.SF10.\.l)
FORMAT <SX.2F15.7)
f~RHAT (5X.7E12.5)
FORMAT <SX.6E12.5)
FORMAT <SX. E12.5)
FORMAT C9X.SE1\l.\l)
TO URITE CO(V) FOR V=O •... 19 AT NZSTEP = 1.2 •... 10•
HRJTE STATEMENTS

* • • • • * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * • * * *
Figure C-19
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C

CONTINUE
TO WRITE THE TEMPERATURE•
WA lTE <6 • 11 )
~lTEC6.12)

5\U)
C
C
C

J..JAJTE< 6.10
J.JAJTE< 6.5)
WA1TEC6.16) (YY(l).I=LNn
WAITE< 6 .11 )
00 5\lO 1=1 .Nll
HAJT£(6.17) Zl( I).( TEMP<J.I ).J=t.Nn
CONTINUE
THE fOLLO~lNG PAINTS OUT AN ARRAY Of Y VALUES FAOM THE INVERSE
HO~ARTH TRANSFORM BACK.
THESE VALUES TRACE STREAMLINES ALONG
THE FLOW. OESINNATING THE Y VALUE AS WE MOVE IN l.

M=l

WA lTE

<6 • 11 )

~ITE<6.1~)

1!33

WAITE< 6 .II)
J.JRITEC 6.5)
WRJTE< 6.18) <YY<]). 1=1 .NY)
J.IR HE< 6.11 )
00 1133 1=1 .Nll
J.IR1TEC6.19> ll< I ).(A(M.J.I ).J=l.NY)
CONTINUE

113tl

J.IR lTE <6 • 1 1 )
J.JRITEC 6.13)
HRITE< 6.11)
HA1TEC6.5)
WAITE< 6.18) <YYC I ).J ... l .NY)
HAITE< 6.11)
00 113\! I=l .Nll
WAITE( 6.19) ll< I).( A01.J .1 ).J=l .Nn
CONTINUE

M-=2

M=3

IJ.35

560

655

HR ITE C6 • 11 )
HA ITE <6 • 15 )
WAITE< 6 .l!)
HAlTEC 6.5)
WRITE( 6.18 > <YY< D .1=1 .NY)
WAITE< 6.11)
00 1135 lc:l,Nll
WA HE< 6 • 19 ) l Z( I ) • ( AC M• J .1 ) • J= 1 •Nn
CONTINUE
HA HE <6 • 11 )
HRlTE<6.6)
HRlTE(6.16) <YYU LI=LNY)
WR HE <6 • 11 )
DO 560 I=l.Nll
HR1TE(6.17) Z'l.( I ).(YCJ.J ),J-=l.NY)
CONTINUE
J.IR lTE <6 • 11 )
J.IRJTE ( 6.57)
WAITE< 6.18) <YY<l Ll=l .Nn
00 655 I"'l.NZ
1-JRHE (6.58) l.(VLCHJ.J ).J ... l.NY)
CCJNTINUE
Jf <IPUNCH.EO.l) GO TO 580

Figure C-~0
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690
580
570

520
C

525

895
585

c
C

HAlTE <7.60) (YY(J),J•l.NY)
00 690 1•1 .Nll
HRlTE <7.60) (A( l •.J.l ) •.J-l.NY)
HRlTE <7.60) CA<2.J.l) •.J-l.NY)
J..JRJTE <7.60) CAC3.J.l).J...l.Nn
HfU TE <7.60) ( YC J ,1) .J=l.Nn
1-JRITE <7.61) CTENPCJ.Il.J=l.NY)
HRHE <7.61) CVLCT(J.!),J=l.NY>
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
GO

m

111

CONTlNUE
HR HE C6. 11 )
HRHEC6.7)
HRITE(6.6)
HRlTEC6.9) ClCC I ).1=1.10)
J..JRJTEC 6. 11 )
00 520 1-1 .20
HRJTEC6.t) JMINUSC1).(C~VCI.NZSTEPl.NZSTEP=1.10)
CONTINUE
TO WRITE CCKV> FOR V=O.l •••• 19 AT NZSTEP=11.12 •••• 21•
HR lTE< 6 • 11 )
HRlTEC6.7)
HRlTE< 6 .'(3)
HRHE<6.9) CZC(I>.I•lt.20>
J..JRlTE< 6 .11 )
00 525 1•1 .20
HAJTEC6.2) ININUS(J),(COVCI.NZSTEP).NZSTEP-11.20)
CONTINUE
IF ClPUNCH.EQ.l) GO TO 585
00 895 Ial .NZ
HRJTE (7.70) CCOVCJ.l).J=1.5)
HRlTE <7.70) CCOV(J.I ).J=6.10)
HRHE <7.70) CCOVCJ.D.J=11.15)
HRlTE (7.70) (COVCJ.Il.J=l6.20)
CONTINUE
CONTl NUE
RETURN
END
FUNCTION VELCXSA.XSB)

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
CCJMNON/SPEEO/U02.UCS2.U

+ + •

+ + •

+ + •

•

• + + • • • •

+ +

VELaU02•XSA~UC52+X58~U+Cl.O-XSA-XS8)

c

VEL COMPUTES THE VELOCITY PURELY FROM THE SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS.
AElURN
END
FUNCTION WCXSR.XSB)
•COMMON/HRATE/CONST
* * * * • * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * *

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

CONMON/CM1X12/ZLENGH,OZ,HEIGHf.OY,MIDY,MIDYM,MIDYP
HCXSR,XSB) IS THE NET MOLAR FRACTION REACTION RATE.
A fUNCTION Of THE COMPOSITION CHEMICALLY AND THE TEMPERATURE,
AND THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDS SOLELY ON THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION.
J.c:J.,.NY
TMP IS THE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES K. P IS rHE PRESSURE IN ATM.
RH0 IS THE DENSITY IN MOLES/CC.
CONST IS THE THE REACfl~N RATE
ASSUMING THAT THE RATE LIMITING REACTION IS 50+~2 => 5~2+0

~~N/CM1Xll/TO.TINF.P,NY.NZ.NZ1

Figure C-2 1 Coding fo r th e compute r prog ram MIX60
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C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c

c
c

c
75

73

c

TMP •THRM<XSA.XSB)
RH0-<1.22E-2>•P/TMP
AHRR=-1ij600./TMP
UU=VEL<XSA.XSB)
~--CONST+AHO•XSA+XSB•EXP<AHAA)/UU
START SECTION A2 MIXl.
THE FUNCTION THAM
RETURN
END
fUNCTION THRM<XSA.XSB)
...
... ...
COMMON/TRATE/ALPHA
COMMON/CMlXll/TO.TINF.P.NY.NZ.NZl
COMMON/CMlXl2/ZLENGH.OZ.HEIGHT,OY.MlOY.MlDYM,MIDYP
THRM COMPUTES THE TEMPERATURE GIVEN THE CHEMICAL COMP~SITION.
THRM HAS A NONLINEAR DEPENDENCE ~N PRODUCT CONCENTRATION.
THRM TAKES THE TEMPERATURE TO ASYMPTOTICALLY APPROACH THE
ADIABATIC FLAME TEMPERATURE MAXIMUM AS THE PRODUCT MOLE
fRACTION APPROACHES UNITY.
.J-l+NY
PROD•l.D-XSR-XSB
If <PROD.GT.l.O) PROO•l.O
IF <PROD.LT.O.O) PROOdO.O
SOAM=Cl.D-EXP(-ALPHA))
AUP~O=-RLPHA•PAOO
fHRM•TO~ TINF-TO ).to( 1 .o-EXP< ALPAClO) )/S~RM
XSA lS THE 02 CONCENTRATION? XSB IS THE CS2 CONCENTRATION.
BOTH IN MOLE fRACTIONS.
THRM IS IN DEGREES K -NOT- A N~RMALlZEO TEMPERATURE.
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OlffYCN.z.X.XOOT)
• • • • + • • • • • • • • • + • • + + • • • + + • + + + + + + + +
DIMENSION OUOY<9>
DIMENSION XC1B>.XOOT<18>
CO'IMON/ORATE/00
COMMON/CM1Xll/TO.T1Nf.P.NY.NZ.NZ1
COMMON/CM1Xl2/lLENGH.Dl.HEIGHT.OY.MIDY.MlDYM.MIOYP
0•00/P
D IS THE OlffUSION CONSTANT IN <CM+CM/SEC).
DO 75 J .. l.NY
JJ=J+NY
OLOY< J >=< 0/( OY•DY) )/VEL< X< J) .XC JJ))
C0'4TlNUE
XOOT< 1 )=2 .O•DUOY< 1 >•< XC 2 )-X< 1) hW< XC 1 ) .XC 10))
XOOT< 9 >-=2 .O...OUOY< 9 >•< X< 8 >-X< 9) hJ.4< X< 9) ,X( 18))
XOOT< 10 )•2 .O•OUOY< 1 >•< X< 11 )-X< lO) >~W< X< 10) ,X< 1 ) )
XOOT< 18 >=2 .O•OUDY<9 )•( X< 17 )-X< 18 >>~W< X< 18) ,X< 9))
00 73 L=2.8
LS=L-1
LG-L+l
KG-LG+9
KS=LS+-9
K•L+9
XOOT< K )=OUO'f( L>•< X< KS )+X< KG )-2 .Q.irX( K) hl-4( X< L) ,X( I())
XOOT(L)=OUOY(L)•(X(LS>~X<LG)-2.0•X(L))~W(X(L),X(K))
CCliiTlNUE
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE VVCOX<N.Z,CO.COOOT)
* ** *• * * • * * • * • • * * * • • * * • * * • • * • * * • • •
DIMENSION COC20). C000f(2Q), TAV<21), XXV(3,21), PAON<21), C00<20)
COMMON/VAATE/KVfl,KVT2,KVT3 .KVV

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure C-22
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11
ll2

U3
Ull
llS

c
c
c
c

COMMON/CMIXll/fO.TINF.P.NY.NZ.NZl
COMMON/SPEED/U02,UCS2.U
COMMON/CMIX12/ZLENGH.OZ.HEIGHT.OY.MIDY.MIOYM.MIOYP
COMMON/VVCOT/TAV.XXV.PRDN
REAL KVT1.KVT2.KVT3.KVV
FORMAT ( '0 • )
FORMAT (' V. CCXV), CODOT(V), VT1- VT2. Vf3, VVCOVV. COAOO. EPXFOl
+,EPXF02, EPXPAt. EPXPR2')
FORMAT (' Z. STATlON=',Jll.,'
Z='.E10.3.'
V=' .IlL'
CO<V)= '.E12.
•5.'
CODOTC Vl=' .E12 .5)
FORMAT(' lZ='.Ill..' Z='.E10.ll..' V='.Ill..' CO='.E12.5.' COOOT='·
+ E12.5.SE12.5)
FORMAT (1X,9El2.5>
WRITE ( 6 .11 )
WRITE ( 6 .l1.2)

COO 15 THE INITIAL OISTRIBUTI~N Of CO FROM THE PUMPING
REACTION, CS ~ 0 => COCV> ~ S.
00 815 1•1.7

croc 1 )-o.o

CONTINUE
00 816 1•17.20
616
COO< l ):::0.0
cex:xa >= .012
cexx 9 >= .053
croc 10>=.119
cocx 11 )= .129
axx 12 >= •157
COO< 13 )=. 170
COO< li.J )=. 196
COO< 15)=.125
CClO< 16 )= .039
c
THESE NUMBERS INDICATE THE RELATIVE PUMPING RATES TO THE
c
DIFFERENT VlBAATIONAL LEVELS BY CHEMICAL PRODUCTION.
c
END PGl. SECT. All MIXl. SUBROUTINE VVCOT TO SET UP THE VIB O.E.
c
SfART PG2.SEC All. MIXl. SUBROUTINE VVCOT TO SET UP THE VIB O.E.
00 li.OD 1=1.20
1U.J.t-1
lUU•l•2
lD•l-1
JOO•I-2
Jl=I-5
J2=1-IJ
c
LATER. ONE MIGHT ALTER THIS SECTION SO THAT INTERPOLATED AVERAGE
c
VALUES ALONG l I-IEAE USED INSTEAD Of TRUNCATING l/Dl TO USE
c
THE VALUES AT LATTICE POINTS ON Z.
ZOZ•Z/DZ
MZ•AINf< ZOZ)+l
COAOO=<PAONCHZ)/OZl•COCKil•U
ARGFOl=-.75•<2\l-I) •300.0/TAV<MZ)
ARGF02=-.75•<23-I) +300.0/TAV<MZ)
ARGPR1=-.3l1•1RBSCJ1)+300.0/TAVCMZ)
ARGPA2=-.3li.+IABS(J2)+300.0/TAV(MZ)
EPXF01=EXP<AAGF01)
EPXF02=EXP<AAGF02)
EPXPAl=EXPCAAGPAl)
EPXPA2=EXP<AAGPR2)
S=EXPC-2800.0/TAVCMZ))
If ( 1 •NE. 20 )
•COVOIU¥CO<lU)-S+CO(l)
IF <1.NE.1)
•COVOI=C0(1)-S•C0Cl0)
lf <I.E0.20) GO TO 707
815

Figure C-23
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c
c
c
c

c
1m

c

706

c

701

708

c
705

c
710

c

c

1100

c
0

lf Cl.EQ.l) GO TO 706
AHO.l.22E-2+P/TAVCMZJ
Vfl=RH~•KVTl
+XXVC1.MZ>•CC~VOJU.EPXF02-COV0l•EPXF01)
Vf2=RHO+KVT2 +XXVC2.MZJ+CCOVOlU+EPXF02-COVOl+EPXF01)
Vf3=RHO+KVT3 +XXVC3.MZ~COVOlU+EPXPR2-COVOJ+EPXPAl)
Vfl. VT2. VT3. ARE THE V-T ONE QUANTA DECAY RATES ~lTH SPECIES
02.CS2. AND PRODUCT RESPECTIVELY. THE FIRST TERN IS TRANSFER IN
FROM THE LEVEL ABOVE CNOTE THE TEAM CO<IUJ). AND THE
SECOND TERM IS LOSS FAOM THE LEVEL I <NOTE THE TEAM WITH -cO<J)).
AAGG--27.0/TAVCMZ>
A=EXP<flRGG>
A IS THE RATIO Of REVERSE T~ FORWARD VV PUMPING RATES.
GO TO 701
CONTINUE
1=20 CASE FOLLOWS? NO HIGHER Vl8AATIONAL LEVELS.
VTI~
KVT1+XXVCl.MZJ+C-cOVOI+EPXF01•RHOJ
VT2• KVT2+XXVC2.MZJ•<-cOVOI+EPXFOl+RHOJ
Vf3= KVT3+XXV(3.MZJ+C-cOVOI+EPXPA2+AHOJ
VVCOVV~KVV
•<
COCIO)•lO•CO<IOJ-cO<IJ+ID+CO< IDOJ•R)
GO TO 710
CONTINUE
1•1 CASE FOLLOWS. NO LO~EA LEVELS.
Vfl=AH~•KVTl
•XXVCl.MZ)+COVOIU•EPXF02
Vf2=AHO+KVT2 +XXVC2.MZJ+COVOIU+EPXF02
Vf3=AH~+KVT3
+XXVC3.MZ)+COVOIU+EPXPR2
VVCOVV•KVV
+CCO<IU)+IU+COCIU>
-CO(l)+(
A+lU+COCIUU)))
GO TO 710

C~TINUE

IF <l.EQ.2) GO TO 705
IF <I.EQ.19) GO TO 7D8
VVCOVV=S.OE12•(CCKJU)+(
IU+CCKJU)~l•A•CeKJOJ)
•
+CCl<I 0 )+<I +A+CO<I U) ~
1 O•CO<I 0))
•
-CO<I)+(2.0+I+CO<J)~A+<IU.CO<IUU)~JD+CCXI00))))
GO TO 710
CONTINUE
VVCOVV=KVV •<CO<IUJ•(
l+A+CO(JQ))
IO.COCIOJ)
+ +CO<IO)+(I+R.CO<IU>~
1D+CO< IOO ) ) ) )
+ -CCl( I >•< 2 •0+1 +CO< I )~A+<
THE INDEX I WAS 19 JUST NOH
GO TO 710
CONTlNUE
VVCOVV •KVV +( CO< I UJ.C
I U+CO< I U)~I +A•CI~C l 0 ) )
• +CO<IOJ•Cl•A•COCIU>
)
•
-COCI)+C2.D+I+CO(J)~A.CIU.COCIUU)
)))
l WAS JUST 2 ABOVE
GO TO 710
CONTINUE
CO AND COOOT ARE IN MOLE FRACTIONS.
VVCOVVsVVCOVV+RHO
COOOT(l)=<VTt~VT2+VT3~VVCOVV~OA00)/U
WAITE CS.~~) MZ.Z.IO.CO(l).C000T(I).VT1.VT2-VT3.VVCOVV .C~ROO
CONTlNUE
RETURN
ENO
OATA DECK
0.15900E 00 O.SOOOOE 01 0.97000E lij 0.~8000E 13 0.ij8000E 13 0.6000
0.60000f 13
.20
0.001
300.0
2700.0
300.0
100. 0
.01
0.25000E-05 0.25000E-05 0.25000E-05 0.25000E-05 0.25000E-GS
0.25000E-05 0.25000E-05 0 .25000E-OS 0.2SOOOE-GS 0.2SOOOE-05
0.25000E-05 0.25000E-05 0.25000E- 05 0 . 25000E-Q5 0.25000E-05
0.25000E- 05 O.LOOOOE-05 O.llOOOOE-06 0 . 15000E-Q6 0 . 60000E-G7
Figure C-24

Coding for t he computer program MI X60

